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Abstract 

When developing applications for self-assembling nanostructures, a challenge is 

to organize the self assembling components within integrated nano-microsystems. One 

approach is to impart nanostructure recognition properties to patterned surfaces, such 

that nanostructure placement could be thermodynamically driven.  This research 

focuses upon self assembling nanostructures composed of DNA and their reversible 

specific assembly upon functionalized planar surfaces. Assembly strategies that have 

been developed for solution phase assembly are herein demonstrated as potentially 

appropriate for heterogeneous nanosystem integration. 

The assembly of DNA nanostructures relies upon unique base pair interactions 

between single strands.  While DNA hybridization that involves many base pairs results 

in structures that are strongly bound, an assembly strategy that underlies much DNA 

nanostructure engineering is formation of nanostructures at temperatures at which the 

interactions are weak. Here, DNA specific nanostructure immobilization is driven by 

weak forces. Association is characterized using surface sensitive surface plasmon 

resonance and quartz crystal microbalance methods. The results suggest that future 

strategies for nanostructure – system integration that require precise nanostructure 

placement may be accomplished using specific molecular recognition under 

thermodynamic control. 
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Several methods of solution phase nanostructure characterization are explored. 

The diffusive properties of DNA nanostructures are examined using dynamic light 

scattering. Effective hydrodynamic radii are found to be large relative to the 

nanostructure geometric size. The temperature dependence of light scattering from 

nanostructures is investigated using both resonance light scattering and nonresonant 

laser light scattering. Additionally, DNA nanostructure building block and 

superstructure geometry are interrogated in solution using small angle x-ray scattering. 

Results derived from comparison of small angle data with simulations of scattering from 

coarse-grained models are compared with structural information derived from imaging 

immobilized nanostructures with atomic force microscopy.  

Finally, plasmon coupling in systems comprised of metal particles of unlike 

composition is described. Through simulation, three phenomena that contribute to 

interparticle coupling are explored. Off resonant metal particles positioned in between 

pairs of particles near resonance are found to promote optical coupling in a manner 

similar to that provided by bulk dielectric media.  
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1. Introduction  

When developing applications for self-assembling nanostructures, a challenge is 

to organize the self assembling components within integrated nano-microsystems. One 

approach is to impart nanostructure recognition properties to patterned surfaces, such 

that nanostructure placement could be thermodynamically driven.  This research 

focuses upon self assembling nanostructures composed of DNA and their reversible 

assembly upon functionalized planar surfaces. Assembly strategies that have been 

developed for solution phase assembly are herein demonstrated as potentially 

appropriate for heterogeneous nanosystem integration.   

The assembly of DNA nanostructures relies upon unique base pair interactions 

between single strands.  While DNA hybridization that involves many base pairs results 

in structures that are strongly bound, an assembly strategy that underlies much DNA 

nanostructure engineering is formation of nanostructures at temperatures at which the 

interactions are weak. In contrast to the thermodynamic control that underlies DNA 

nanostructure formation, DNA nanostructure deposition on surfaces routinely is 

accomplished through electrostatic interaction. Strong electrostatic forces drive kinetic 

assembly and routinely lead to disordered placement. A major contribution of this study 

is to demonstrate that DNA nanostructure immobilization can be driven by weak forces, 

such that future strategies for nanostructure – system integration that require precise 

nanostructure placement, may be accomplished under thermodynamic control. 
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1.1 DNA Nanotechnology 

In the past 20 years, DNA nanotechnology has emerged as an exciting new field 

which relies on the bottom-up assembly of DNA to create an extensive set of DNA 

nanostructures.  This field was motivated by the investigations into naturally occurring 

DNA junctions, namely the Holliday junction.1  In nature, these junctions play an 

important role in DNA replication through the use of symmetric mobile junctions.  The 

Holliday junction is comprised of four strands that create a branched structure for 

replication before returning to the preferred double helical state.  Seeman and co-

workers displaced the preferential double helical state by creating a 4-armed immobile 

junction.2  These junctions are comprised of four unique strands which hybridize 

together into a single structure held together through base pair interactions. 

Since this inception of a 4-armed immobile junction, many other DNA building 

blocks and larger structures have been fabricated. Rothemund pioneered nanostructure 

fabrication based upon programmed folding3, while many others have developed 

hierarchical assembly strategies based upon DNA nanostructure building blocks.  This 

library of DNA nanostructures includes a DNA triangle4 which utilized the flexibility of 

DNA to form triangles using three strands of DNA, a DNA cage5 which uses eight 

strands of DNA to form a closed structure, and a DNA tile6 made of 9 strands that form 

a cruciform structure with sets of unpaired bases at the end of each arm which enable 

programmed assembly of the individual tiles.  The work presented here focuses on the 
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DNA tile due to its ability to create higher ordered structures using this programmed 

assembly.  The hierarchal assembly of these DNA tiles also enables the assembly of 

DNA nanostructures on the micron scale.  This relatively large scale assembly could lead 

to the ability to integrate these self assembling nanostructures with larger metal 

structures created using top-down assembly methods thereby allowing nanofabrication 

to cross scales and material classes. 

A distinctive feature of DNA is the facility with which they support creation of 

addressable sites.  This allows for the further assembly of nanocomponents including 

proteins and metal nanoparticles which can be aligned in periodic arrays.4,6-17  The 

programmability of these structures has enabled the capture of single chain antibodies 

using DNA aptamers9 as well as the programmed assembly of biotinylated DNA such 

that biotin-streptavidin interactions on the structure spell DNA. 15  The work presented 

here characterizes the assembly and dimensions of nanostructures in solution to help 

develop ways in which one can use soft interactions to attach DNA nanostructures to a 

surface.  The directed assembly of DNA nanostructures to a surface could then lead to 

increased organization of the programmed assembly of molecular components on these 

structures. 

DNA also has the ability to provide the foundation or backbone for the growth of 

long metal nanowires.7  Single strands have been metallized with many types of metals 

including gold, platinum18 and silver.7,13,19,20  Recently, a DNA strand was metallized and 
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bridged between two gold islands whereby electrical and thermal conduction was 

observed between the structures.21  Since DNA nanostructures have already been used 

to create circuits complete with a multiplexer and memory,22 integrating these structure 

between two gold islands has even more potential in designing complex circuitry.  The 

proposed strategy for the controlled organization of DNA nanostructures on a surface 

using thermodynamic association will help to integrate these self-assembling structures 

with metal islands for the future use in nanoelectronics. 

1.2 Technology Transfer from DNA Nanostructure Design to 
Nanostructure Immobilization Engineering  

DNA nanostructure engineering relies upon both the specific nature of strand-

strand recognition and the tunability of interaction strengths that follows from the 

distribution of interactions among many bases positioned along multiple interacting 

strands. Ultimately, these same programmable elements will be used to engineer 

controlled immobilization of DNA nanostructures upon surfaces. DNA nanostructure - 

surface interactions, thus, will be controlled through programming of the number, 

composition, length, and precise positioning of the nanostructure strands that interact 

with strand-presenting DNA structures immobilized on surfaces. The goal of the 

research described herein is to demonstrate that interactions engineered for solution 

phase nanostructure assembly provide a foundation for engineering nanostructure 

surface interactions. A secondary goal is to demonstrate how bioanalytic methods can be 

used to further this research. 
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1.3 Foundations in Biointerface Science and DNA detection 

The technology that enables this investigation of DNA nanostructure – surface 

interaction includes instrumentation widely used to study molecular recognition and 

methodologies developed for detection of DNA on chips. Advanced sensing 

technologies and surface engineering have made possible specific, sensitive detection of 

ligands through their capture on surfaces through molecular recognition. 23  Biomolecule 

sensing has been accomplished using surface-sensitive techniques including 

ellipsometry, surface plasmon resonance (SPR), optical waveguides, quartz crystal 

microbalance (QCM), and fluoroscopy. These methods have found wide applicability 

through surface engineering that has enabled specific capture of biomolecular species, 

such as hormones on receptors, drugs on proteins, and DNA upon complementary, 

immobilized capture strands.  

Technology for specific capture of DNA is well developed because of DNA’s role 

in many biological functions and the importance of DNA detection for diagnosis of 

disease. 24-26 For example, chips functionalized with immobilized DNA have enabled 

studies of DNA-DNA interactions,27-34 detection of genetic disorders, 35 and DNA-drug 

interactions.35  Here, nanostructure capture is accomplished using surfaces that are a 

sticky variation of a single species gene chip that has already been saturated with target. 
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A B

 
Figure 1 (A) Surface presenting strands that capture target oligonucleotides, as 

on a gene array, or ‘chip’. (B) Surface presenting sticky ends used to capture DNA 
nanostructures. Here the surfaces are integrated in bioanalytic devices for real time 
analysis. Ultimately the surfaces may be structured and embedded in nano-/ micro-

devices. 

 

1.4 Overview of Research in Nanostructure Capture 

The research presented here uses two sensing devices, SPR and QCM, to detect the 

attachment of DNA nanostructures to surfaces presenting single stranded DNA in the 

form of ‘sticky ends’.  These two techniques enable real time label free detection of DNA 

nanostructure immobilization on a surface.  Until now, DNA nanostructure 

hybridization to a surface has not been monitored by SPR or QCM.  Therefore, the 

results of these experiments will answer important preliminary questions about DNA 

nanostructure surface interactions such as:  What is the hybridization efficiency of DNA 

nanostructures binding to a surface at a given DNA nanostructure concentration?  Do 

the number of attachment points between a DNA nanostructure and surface change the 

kinetics during association and disassociation?  Can DNA nanostructures be selectively 

dehybridized from a surface by controlling the surface temperature?  By answering 

these questions and developing techniques to attach DNA to surfaces, we believe that 
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DNA nanostructures will be able to be specifically deposited and aligned on a surface.  

The ability to direct assembly of DNA nanostructures on a surface would allow for new 

applications to emerge for the use of DNA nanostructures as biosensors and platforms 

for molecular assembly. 

1.5 Supporting Investigations and Potential Applications 

The solution phase DNA nanostructures used in this investigation are largely 

structures that have been designed, fabricated, and characterized previously. 6,14,15  

However, in the course of preparing for the surface studies, solution phase 

characterization methods also have been investigated.  UV-absorbance is commonly 

used to characterize DNA hybridization to monitor the real time assembly and 

disassembly of DNA structures.― as the solution temperature increases, absorbance at 

260 nm increases.  From the resulting melting profile, the thermodynamic parameters, 

ΔH, ΔG, ΔS and TM, can be extracted.  Commonly a linear correlation between the 

concentration of the DNA structures and the melting temperature is determined by 

monitoring the change in absorbance as temperature increases.  While the absorbance 

increases with increasing solution temperature, conversely, the elastic scattering 

intensity decreases with increasing solution temperature.  Since the scattering of 

individual strands of duplex DNA is small, thus creating a low signal to noise ratio, this 

technique is not commonly used to characterize DNA.  However, given the increase size 

of DNA nanostructures relative to individual strands of duplex DNA, the scattering 
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intensity as a function of temperature can be monitored.  Here we follow both the 

absorbance and scattering at the respective resonant conditions to track the stages of 

disassembly of DNA nanostructures. 

In addition, towards the long-term goal of integrating DNA nanostructures in 

nanosystems, a theoretical study of several novel plasmonic structures is described. 

These structures are comprised of metal particles arranged in linear geometries, 

structures that possibly could be achieved using DNA nanostructures as templates. The 

structures have optical properties that are highly sensitive to nanoparticle placement. 

Optical properties thereby could be used to report on nanostructure geometry. This 

potential transduction strategy was selected as an illustration because detailed geometric 

information is available most readily when the nanostructures are aligned. The 

application thus is one that would be enabled by further advances in DNA 

nanostructure – surface integration that involved not only nanostructure capture, but 

also control of orientation through positioning on structures that were patterned, and 

thus aligned. 

 

1.6 Nano-optics 

Many macroscale optical properties can be understood by investigating 

nanoscale optical phenomena.  Rainbows and blue skies are examples of visual 
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phenomena seen on a macroscopic scale, yet are the manifestations of scattering and 

absorption of light by particles on a much smaller scale. 

When light interacts with small particles such as a droplet of water or a speck of 

dust, the particle is illuminated by an electromagnetic wave setting the electric charges 

in the particle into an oscillatory motion.  This creates accelerated electric charges to 

radiate electromagnetic energy in all directions causing the scattering of light which can 

often be seen by the human eye, i.e. blue sky or rainbow.36  In this work, we focus on a 

sub-field of optics which involves studying the optical properties of particles on the 

nanoscale, nano-optics.  This includes how optical techniques can be used to study 

structures with nanoscale features.  In this work light and x-ray techniques are used to 

characterize and monitor the disassembly process of DNA nanostructures and to 

engineer complex reporting systems using metal nanoparticle systems composed of a 

variety of components. 

The field of nano-optics is a burgeoning field due to its potential applications in 

biosensing, nano-circuitry, drug delivery, and disease diagnosis.  Nanoscale detection 

and characterization of noble metal nanoparticles relies on their response to incoming 

light- collective oscillations of conduction electrons, aka surface plasmon resonance.  The 

surface plasmon resonance of particles is sensitive to external factors including the 

incident of incoming light, the presence of surrounding particles, and the medium of the 

surrounding material and internal factors such as the size, shape, and composition of the 
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particles.37-43  For example, if there is an increase in the medium’s index of refraction, the 

resonant wavelength red shifts.  Similarly, as the size of a particle increases, the resonant 

wavelength red shifts.  The numerous ways in which metal nanoparticles’ resonance 

wavelength shifts due to intrinsic (i.e. size, shape) and external factors (i.e. refractive 

index of medium), make them a versatile tool for molecular detection of DNA, proteins, 

peptides as well as a revolutionary technique for cancer detection and therapy.  

However, the advancement of this field relies heavily on optimizing and enhancing the 

signal from these metal nanoparticles systems.  This work addresses the challenge of the 

optimization and enhancement of this molecular detection technique and provides novel 

ways in which changing the composition of the metal nanoparticles system can produce 

desirable effects on the optical signal. 

 

Transmitted LightIncident Light

Scattered Light

Absorbed Light

Transmitted LightIncident Light

Scattered Light

Absorbed Light

 

Figure 2 Diagram of scattered, absorbed and transmitted light 
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Light scattering can be used to observe the assembly of non plasmonic material, 

such as DNA nanostructures.  When light hits a DNA sample, light is either absorbed, 

scattered, or transmitted through the sample (Figure 2).  The difference between the 

incident light and transmitted light is extinction (the summation of absorbed and 

scattered light).  Here, we monitor the UV-absorption of DNA nanostructures as they 

melt into single strands of DNA.  Two single strands are held together by base pair 

interactions (G-C, A-T) which include hydrogen bonding between complementary bases 

and base stacking that occurs between the nearest neighbors on a single strand.  DNA 

exhibits an optical absorption around 260nm due to the π-π* electronic transitions in 

both the purine and pyrimide bases.  When a DNA double helix is melted into 

individual strands, the absorption at 260 nm rises as the electronic configuration of the 

base unstacking and base unpairing changes (hyperchromicity).  Therefore, one can 

monitor the absorption changes at 260nm as DNA melts to obtain information on the 

thermodynamics associated with dehybridization.  A more novel approach to observe 

DNA nanostructure melting is also used in this work- elastic scattering spectroscopy.  

Elastic scattering spectroscopy is a common technique used to measure the scattering of 

light by metal nanoparticle assemblies43-45 to gain insight into the formation of 

biomolecules-nanoparticle conjugates46-50 but has not been used to study DNA due to 

low contrast and scattering.  However, given the size of these DNA nanostructures, the 

scattering can be detected and thus elastic scattering spectroscopy can be used to 
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characterize these structures.  Unlike UV-absorption which monitors the unstacking of 

base pairs, elastic scattering spectroscopy monitors the size of the structure- as a 

structure melts the scattering decreases.  For all elastic scattering experiments the 

collection angle is fixed at 90° and since the scattering is elastic, the emission and 

collection wavelength is the same.  In this work, we show that by using these techniques 

in conjunction to monitor the change in scattering intensity as the structure melts and 

the absorbance melting temperature, one may learn about the structural configurations 

of a DNA nanostructure as it disassembles. 

Along with these optical techniques, other light and x-ray scattering techniques 

can be used to observe the structural characteristics of non plasmonic structures.  In 

1881, Rayleigh presented basic ideas of light scattering and a derivation of successive 

approximations from the integral equation for a scattered field51 and derived an 

expression for the scattering cross-section for a sphere.52  The general expression for the 

intensity of X-rays scattered by an assembly of randomly oriented particles was derived 

by Debye which he later applied to the scattering by polymer solutions (equation 

2.15).53,54  By 1950, the Rayleigh-Debye approximation was developed which enabled 

refractive index of scatterers to be accounted in the calculation of scattering patterns of 

molecules.  During this time, small angle x-ray scattering, static light scattering, and 

dynamic light scattering became prominent analytical methods to characterize 

polymers. 
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Dynamic Light Scattering
Fixed Angle 90°
λ=632.8 nm

Static Light Scattering
Angle Range 45-150°

λ=632.8 nm

Small Angle X-ray Scattering
Q range 0.01-0.345A-1

Where q=4πsin(θ)/ λ
2 θ is the scattering angle and 

λ is the x-ray wavelength

 

Figure 3 Diagram of collection angles for small angle x-ray scattering, static 
light scattering and dynamic light scattering 

 

Small angle x-ray scattering is a common technique used to measure the 

structural characteristics of proteins and separation distances between components due 

to its angstrom level resolution.  The incident angle, or the angle between the incident 

and reflected beam, is small enough to make interference on the order of λ/4π, and x-

rays ranging from 10nm to 0.1nm, create resolution limits down to 10-100Å.  SAXS has 

only recently been used to measure DNA nanostructures5 and it is shown here that 

SAXS can be used to obtain a lattice parameter of a DNA nanostructure and to monitor 

the structure as it disassembles. 

Dynamic light scattering and static light scattering are techniques that have been 

most commonly used to estimate the size of spherical and rod-like proteins, polymers, 

and particles that range in size from less than five nanometers to larger than a micron.  

Dynamic light scattering monitors the intensity of light scattered (in milliseconds) as a 

structure diffuses through a solution and in these experiments the collection angle is 

fixed at 90° (Figure 3).  Static light scattering (SLS) measures the angular dependency of 
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the time-average intensity of light scattered by DNA and in these experiments scattered 

light is collected at a range of angle, 45-150° (Figure 3).  By monitoring the sample 

solution scattering intensity and measuring the constructive and destructive interference 

as the sample diffuses, the molecular weight, size, and shape of a nanostructure can be 

estimated.  In this work we use dynamic and static light scattering to determine how the 

dimensions of a DNA nanostructure change as the temperature is increased. 

All of these techniques utilized in this work- surface plasmon resonance, UV-

absorbance, static light scattering, dynamic light scattering, and elastic scattering show 

the versatility and breadth of nano-optical interrogation techniques which can be used to 

monitor molecular assembly and measure structural features of DNA nanostructures in 

solution at the nanoscale. 

1.7 Summary of Work 

This work encompasses a wide variety of research in which optics plays an 

important and critical role in the development of nanoengineered systems.  Chapters 2, 

3, and 4 explore the use of optical and x-ray techniques which are well developed for the 

study of metal nanoparticles assembly, but more novel in the study of DNA 

nanostructures, to characterize DNA nanostructures in solution.  In Chapter 2 and 3, 

UV-absorption spectroscopy is used to detect and monitor the molecular assembly and 

disassembly of a variety of DNA superstructures.  Here it is discovered that as the 

number of unique attachment points of the DNA superstructure increases, the stability, 
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or melting temperature of the structure increases.  It is also found that concentration 

plays a key role in the self assembly process.  Thus, this work begins to investigate how 

these two parameters, temperature and concentration can be used to control the self-

assembly of these structures.  Finally, combining the information of DNA assembly 

obtained through UV-absorption and elastic scattering experiments, one can gain a 

better picture of the mechanism by which DNA superstructures disassemble. 

Chapter 4 uses a different set of techniques- dynamic light scattering (DLS), static 

light scattering (SLS) and the scattering of x-rays (SAXS), to determine the structural 

characteristics of DNA nanostructures in solution.  The ability of SAXS to reach 

angstrom level resolution has allowed this research to be one of the first to apply this 

precision towards the understanding of structure features of DNA nanostructures in 

solution.  In this chapter, the structural transitions of DNA nanostructures are observed 

as DNA nanostructures disassemble.  Together these chapters provide a novel and 

comprehensive characterization of DNA nanostructures.  As DNA nanotechnology 

becomes more prevalent in biosensing and nanofabrication the characterization of these 

systems will be a necessity.  These optical and x-ray techniques will therefore provide 

characterization techniques which will help the continued advancement of DNA 

nanotechnology. 

Chapters 5 through 8 also characterize DNA nanostructures, but instead of using 

optical techniques to characterize these structures in solution, real time label free 
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detection methods are used to characterize the attachment of these structures to a planar 

surface.  The main technique used to observe this biointerface uses surface plasmon 

resonance to detect the index of refraction change at the interface as tile hybridizes to the 

surface.  Chapter 5 presents results from this surface plasmon resonance (SPR) 

technique.  Here the tile is attached to the surface using a novel assembly strategy where 

five bases attach the 20 nm x 20 nm DNA tile to the surface.  By engineering this 

interaction using limited base pairs, kinetic analysis can be performed on the 

attachment.  In chapter six, the temperature of the biointerface is varied to see how the 

temperature affects tile-surface interactions.  Along with DNA tile, a DNA 

nanostructure designed to attach to a biofunctionalized surface at multiple contact 

points is studied to determine the role of multivalent interactions in attaching DNA 

nanostructures to a surface.  We conclude that the type of DNA nanostructure, the 

concentration of the DNA nanostructure and the temperature at which the DNA 

nanostructure immobilizes to the surface multiple variables play significant roles on the 

rate of attachment and the coverage of the DNA nanostructure on the surface.  This 

knowledge provides insight that could allow the engineering of reduced-error DNA 

nanostructure-substrate interfaces which is critical to the function of DNA 

nanostructures as they are incorporated onto chips for biosensing or other devices. 

Chapters 7 and 8 introduce another technique, quartz crystal microbalance 

(QCM), which also measures the biointerface of DNA nanostructures with a gold surface 
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using real time label free detection.  However, instead of surface plasmon resonance, the 

surface oscillates and the frequency and dissipation changes are measured as DNA tile 

immobilizes to the surface.  These dissipation and frequency changes yield information 

on the viscoelasticity and hydration at the biointerface.  While the QCM measurements 

yield more qualitative information about the biointerface, when combined with SPR, the 

interface can be modeled as a homogenous film and important characterizations can be 

determined such as the density and thickness of the DNA film.  Since five base pairs 

connect the DNA nanostructure to the substrate, the temperature at which half of the tile 

is melting from the surface is within the QCM’s detectable temperature range.  Chapter 

8 presents thermal experiments where the temperature is slowly increased and the 

temperature at which half of the tile has melted from the surface is detected.  The 

resulting melting profile of this transition is compared to DNA nanostructures with 

multiple programmed multivalent interactions with the surface.  As expected increasing 

the number of DNA attachments to the surface does increase the temperature of the 

melting transitions.  Thereby temperature could be used to control the purity of the 

DNA nanostructure on the surface by giving user control over what DNA 

nanostructures are attached to a surface.  These results are also compared to solution 

phase experiments and it is found that the stability of the five bases increases when the 

DNA nanostructure attaches to a surface.  As research in DNA nanostructure surface 

interactions expand beyond the purview of this work, we believe that there is a 
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possibility for DNA nanostructure to be directly attached to specific locations on a metal 

surface providing enormous opportunities for DNA nanostructure use in fields such as 

electrical engineering on the nanoscale. 

Finally in Chapter 9, using theory and simulation, we determine ways in which 

one can maximize coupling between metal nanoparticles.  Most work in nano-optics 

focuses solely on single metal systems, namely gold or silver.  Here we determine the 

sensitivity of these single metal and mixed metal pairs theoretically using a coupled 

dipole approximation and compare them sensitivity results obtained through multipole 

coupling simulation.  We conclude from the results of this comparison that the 

sensitivity of the particle pair can be determined using only dipole interactions.  

Additionally, the simulated silver-gold dimer spectra have two resonant frequencies 

corresponding to the silver and gold band.  We also simulate more advanced coupling 

systems of mixed metal particles in a chain.  From the results obtained, it is shown that 

the coupling between gold particles can be significantly enhanced by incorporating 

platinum or silver as a bridge between two gold particles.  While the advancement of the 

field of nano-optics has been stymied by the inability to obtain observable signals and 

detect changes in these signals at the nanoscale, the work here provides a novel way to 

enhance particle coupling through the use of mixed metal systems.  The enhancement of 

optical signals due to increased coupling provides great potential for the development of 

optical technology that can detect molecular activity with extraordinary precision. 
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2. Introduction to Solution Phase DNA Nanostructure 
Characterization  

2.1 Chapter Overview 

DNA nanostructures have important implications in nanofabrication and may 

lead to new molecular assembly techniques for use in fields such as electronics, 

biosensors, and medicine.  However, to fully realize the potential of these types of 

structures, a broad set of characterization methods are required. The capability to fully 

characterize structures will provide much needed quality control, as well as drive the 

development of increasingly complex structures. Most often, DNA nanostructures are 

characterized using AFM for direct imaging.  However, this requires that the structures 

be attached to a substrate and desiccated.  In this work, solution phase methods of 

nanostructure characterization are explored.  The methods include not only UV-

absorbance detection of hyperchromicity, but also dynamic light scattering, static light 

scattering, resonance light scattering and small angle x-ray scattering.  DNA 

nanostructures and their component are characterized through data collection below 

and above nanostructure melting transitions. This chapter presents both melting profiles 

and absorbance and resonance light scattering spectra and provides a preliminary 

picture of the signatures of nanostructure formation and disassembly. Light scattering is 

simulated using coarse grained structure models and single scattering methods for the 

purpose of characterizing the dependence of intensity and angular profiles upon 
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nanostructure formation. The data provide motivation for further work described in 

chapter 3 and 4.  

2.2 Introduction 

The stability of duplex DNA depends upon the conformational entropy and 

stacking interactions present along with the hydrogen bonds formed between bases.  

Due to DNA’s hyperchromicity, the dehybridization of duplex DNA is often monitored 

by the decrease in absorbance as duplex DNA disassociates into single strands of DNA 

(ssDNA).  This dehybridization and change in absorption is dependent upon the 

hydrogen bonds breaking between bases and the specific base pair sequence.  In this 

work, we monitor the hierarchical nature of DNA nanostructure disassembly using UV-

absorbance, a common DNA characterization technique, to determine the melting 

transition temperatures associated with the disassembly of these structures.  A more 

novel approach to observe DNA nanostructure melting is also used - resonance light 

scattering spectroscopy.  Resonance light scattering spectroscopy is a technique used to 

characterize metal nanoparticle assemblies,43-45 to gain insight into the formation of 

biomolecules-nanoparticle conjugates,46-50 and chromophore aggregation,55,56 but has not 

been used widely to study duplex DNA.   

The DNA nanostructures studied in this paper stem from one motif- a crossover 

tile (Figure 4).6,7,15  Higher ordered structures are created when tiles are connected 

together using sticky end adhesion.57,58  Each arm of the tile has a two pairs of sticky 
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ends that allow for programmed attachment to another tile using a two pairs of 5 base 

overlaps.  The theoretical center-to-center separation between individual tiles is 19.5 

nm.59  This accounts for the arm to arm distance of 47 bases (0.34 nm/base) and the 

central hole (2 helical diameters: 1.8 nm/diameter).  The structures presented in this 

chapter are a single tile and a 2x2 (Figure 4).6 
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Figure 4: DNA Crosstile and 2x2 

 

A current technique to measure the structural characteristics of DNA 

nanostructures is atomic force microscopy (AFM).60-62  While early experiments on DNA 

nanostructures used tapping mode AFM in air, researchers found that the force on the 

DNA was ten times greater in air than in fluid.63,64  Since the DNA nanostructures are 

fragile, this higher force destroys the structure.  Thus, AFM tapping mode in liquid is 
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used and yields images that give the conformation and dimension of hydrated 

structures when electrostatically bound to mica (Figure 5). 

 

100 nm X 100 nm

~19nm

100 nm X 100 nm

~19nm

 

Figure 5: AFM image 2x2 

 

While the center to center distance measured using AFM is 19.3 nm,6 AFM is not 

able to resolve the geometry of a single tile due to flexibility and deformation of the tile 

by the surface.  Structures comprised of many tiles are more rigid and AFM yields 

recognizable images, such as shown in Figure 5.  Therefore tile dimensions are 

established most reliably through observation of the lattice parameter of structures 

comprised of multiple tiles.  With this imaging technique comes other inherent 

limitations due to the uncertainly of how the electrostatic interactions between the DNA 

and surface affect the conformation and size distribution of the nanostructures, i.e. large 

structures are likely to bind to mica preferentially.  While images provide validation that 

a superstructure has been formed, little is known about how the interactions between 
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the DNA and surface influence the resulting topographical image.  Additionally, while 

AFM confirms the assembly of these structures, it does not allow for real time 

monitoring of DNA nanostructure assembly.  The characterization of DNA 

nanostructures in solution using UV-absorption and resonance light scattering (RLS) 

enables us to observe the disassembly process of DNA nanostructures in real time. 

An alterative to collecting transmitted light (a measure of absorbance) is to 

collect light that is scattered by the structures.  Laser light scattering is used in many 

disciplines to detect size and monitor aggregation. Resonance light scattering is used 

more rarely, specifically when spectral discrimination is required or spectral 

transformations are expected.  Resonance light scattering is rarely used to monitor DNA 

duplex formation due to the low contrast with the solvent and the small size of DNA.  

Here the DNA 2x2 is large enough to yield a measurable scattering signal. RLS thus has 

potential as a technique to monitor DNA nanostructures as they melt. Since light 

scattering of DNA nanostructures is sensitive to nanostructure size a,large decrease in 

scattering is expected when a many tile structure breaks up into individual tiles.  The 

preliminary results that motivated our interest in this method are presented in this 

chapter. A more extensive study is presented in chapter four  
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2.3 Materials and Methods 

2.3.1 DNA Nanostructures 

2.3.1.1 Oligonucleotides 

All oligonucleotides used to form the DNA nanostructure were purchased from 

Integrated DNA Technology, Inc. (ww.idtdna.com) and then HPLC purified.  HPLC was 

performed on an Agilent using a mixture of 10% acetonitrile – 90% triethylammonium 

acetate buffer (TEAA 0.1 M, pH 7.0) as eluent.  The concentrations of all DNA strands 

were estimated by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm using a Thermo Scientific 

NanoDrop 1000. 

2.3.1.2 General Assembly Strategy 

DNA tiles and 2x2 were constructed following designs reported elsewhere.6,14,15  

Briefly, each tile is comprised of 4 ‘arm’ strands, 4 ‘shell’ strands and a 100 base ‘core’ 

strand.  Each DNA tile forms higher ordered structures using a pair of five base overlaps 

between tiles, `sticky ends.’  For all experiments equimolar mixtures of strands formed 

tiles when slowly cooling the solution from 95 °C to 20 °C overnight. 

All UV-absorbance and resonance light scattering experiments were carried out 

in 1x TAE/Mg buffer (40 mM Tris-acetate, pH 8.0, 2 mM EDTA, 12.5 mM magnesium 

acetate).  The concentration for each nanostructure reflects the concentration of each 9 

strands which make up one tile.  Thus a 0.1 μM solution of tile has 9 strands each at a 

concentration of 0.1 μM.  For 2x2 and track which are composed of alternating tiles, A 
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and B tiles, there are two tiles, each comprised of 9 strands which are at equivalent 

concentrations.  Figure 6 and is the schematic for 2x2. 
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Figure 6: Schematic and sticky end sequences for a 2x2 structure 

 

2.3.2 Atomic Force Microscopy 

Direct imaging of DNA nanostructures was performed using a Digital 

Instruments NanoScope IIIa Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) with multimode head.  

The AFM tips were purchased from Veeco (Silicon Nitride probe tips NP-S) and imaging 

was done in tapping mode. 

2.3.3 UV-Absorption Spectroscopy 

The extent of DNA nanostructure melting into single strands was measured by 

observing the absorbance change as temperature was slowly increased (25 °C to 70 °C at 

a rate of 0.10 °C/min with a collection rate of 0.10 °C/min).  The absorbance data was 
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collected using a Cary 100bio UV-vis spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 260 nm.  

This spectrophotometer measures the transmitted light; all light that was not transmitted 

through the sample has been absorbed, when scattering is minimal.  As the light passes 

through the sample, the intensity drops off exponentially (Beer-Lambert law) 

 clII ε−= 100  [2.1] 

Where ε is the molar extinction coefficient, M-1cm-1, I0 is the incident light 

intensity, l is the path length, and c is the molar concentration.  The transmittance, is 

defined as the ratio of the transmitted light intensity, It over the incident light intensity.  

The absorbance is defined as -log(T).  Combining these equations, the absorbance is 

equal to 

 lcA ε=  [2.2] 

The graphs here display the fraction of DNA melted, which is the absorbance 

spectra normalized to one where one is equal to the absorbance of tiles fully melted into 

ssDNA.   

2.3.4 Resonance Light Scattering Spectroscopy 

Bulk scattering spectra were collected using a custom UV-visible spectrometer 

(On Line Instrument Systems) capable of collecting both transmitted and scattered light 

(Figure 7).  The cell dimensions for the scattering cuvette, Figure 8, were veff=0.2cm; y= 

1.1cm; x=0.1cm. (quartz cuvette; Starna).  A 150 W Xenon lamp is used for illumination, 

and a double monochromator is used to select the wavelength of the incident beam.  
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Scattered light is collected through a single monochromator (to reduce parasitic 

scattering) and is detected by a trialkali photon counter (Electron tubes, 9113WB80). 

Spectral resolution for incident and scattered light can be controlled by using exit slits of 

varying sizes to spatially select light after each monochromator grating, and in this work 

1.24 mm slits were used to provide a bandpass of 5.0 nm.  Scattered light was collected 

every 1 nm within a wavelength range of 200 nm to 400 nm using a collection time of 

2.55 seconds.  Temperature was controlled using a Quantum Northwest Turret, with a 

ramping speed approximately 1.5 °C/hour from 25 °C to 80 °C.  All data was corrected 

for the buffer scattering and source corrected by dividing by the difference of the source 

and dark current to account for the structure in the Xe lamp output spectrum.  

Following the source correction (see section 2.6.1), all intensity was renormalized to 

photons per second by scaling source corrected spectrum to the background corrected 

intensity at λ=300 nm.  For melting curves, the difference in scattering intensity at 25 °C 

and scattering intensity at 80 °C is normalized to one; scattering from dispersed strands 

thus is set to zero. 
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Figure 7: Schematic of the OLIS Scattering Spectrometer 
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Figure 8 Diagram of Scattering Cell Configuration. Geometric parameters of 
relevance to filtration corrections are included. For the primary filtration factor, fp, x 

and y are used and for the secondary filtration factor, fs. u and veff are used. 
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2.3.5 Scattering Simulation 

2.3.5.1 Structural Model of DNA Structures 

To understand the significance of collecting scattering data at a fixed angle of 

90°, scattering profiles were simulated for several nanostructures. Scattering profiles 

were calculated65 from model structures.  For this purpose, simple bead models (Figure 

9) were used. Here the tile, 2x1 and 2x2 are modeled using beads approximately 2 nm in 

diameter (diameter of a double helix) (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9: DNA nanostructures (tile, 2x1, and 2x2) schematics for scattering 
simulations- beads are 2nm in diameter 

 

2.3.5.2 Method for Scattering Calculation  

Scattering profiles were calculated for several nanostructures using a Debye 

expression for scattering from a cluster of scatterers. The Debye expression yields the 

profile of a randomly oriented structure as is appropriate for ensembles tumbling in 

solution.  The scattering intensity for each structure, I(θ), is the product of a static 
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structure factor and shape factor.66-68  The shape factor, P(θ), of each bead is the square of 

the form factor of a uniform sphere,65 
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where R is the radius of the bead, q=(4π/λ)sin(θ/2) is the magnitude of the scattering 

vector, and θ is the scattering angle.  The structure factor, or interference function, which 

is the summation of the scattering between particles, is 
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where rij=|ri-rj| is the sum over all pairs of beads in the particle, and fi is the electron 

density contrast which here is set arbitrarily to 0.1.  The resulting scattering intensity for 

each structure, I(θ), is  
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2.4 Results 

2.4.1 UV-absorbance 

Spectra of the UV band centered near 260 nm were collected from 4 tile 2x2s as a 

function of temperature. The absorbance change is related to the unstacking of base 

pairs, therefore there is an increase in absorbance when the sticky ends in the 2x2 detach, 
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and an even larger change in absorbance when tiles disassemble into single strands, 

Figure 10.   

 

 

Figure 10 Absorbance spectra for 2x2.  The concentration is 0.3 μM. 

 

Melting profiles of absorbance at 260 nm were collected as 2x2s and tiles melted 

into strands. Figure 11 displays the absorption melting profile and its corresponding 

first derivative for tile (inset) and 2x2. A comparison between melting of 2x2s and tiles 

shows one high temperature transition for tile and two transitions for 2x2s. The low 

temperature transition displayed by 2x2s corresponds to 2x2 dissociating into tiles.  The 

higher temperature transition displayed by both the tile and 2x2 solutions corresponds 

to tiles melting into individual strands.  In principle, the absorbance change is 

proportional to the number of bonds broken. The local maximum of the first derivative 
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is identified as the melting temperature, Tm. The melting temperature for tile is at ~63 °C; 

2x2s display the tile to strand transition at ~64 °C.  The low temperature melting 

transition for 2x2 is at ~44 °C, approximately 20 °C lower than the melting of the tile.  

These results are consistent with the notion that 2x2 assembly is a two step process. In 

chapter 3, the concentration dependence of these transitions is examined and melting 

temperatures of various DNA nanostructures are compared.  
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Figure 11: Melting profiles of DNA 2x2 and tile (inset) collected using a UV-
Vis spectrophotometer. The derivative (dashed line) shows the two transitions for 2x2 

melting into ssDNA.  The derivative of 2x2 and tile are mean averages of the 
derivative over 6 °C.  The individual strand concentration of 2x2 and tile was 0.3 μM. 

 

2.4.2 Resonance Light Scattering 

Resonance light scattering spectra were collected from the same DNA 

nanostructures at a higher concentration. Scattering spectra were collected as the 
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temperature increased from 25 °C to 70 °C.  Selected scattering spectra are displayed in 

Figure 12. The spectra show a consistent maximum intensity at ~300 nm.  The scattering 

intensity dropped off as the temperature was raised.  Since the scattering intensity 

depends upon the size of a structure, a large intensity drop is expected at the melting 

transition from 2x2 to tile.  Therefore, the large decrease in scattering intensity as the 

temperature is increased to ~40 °C reflects the melting of 2x2 into individual tiles.  The 

scattering and change in scattering are lower when tile melts into ssDNA. The tile to 

strand transition is apparent at a ~60 °C.   

 

 

Figure 12: Resonance Light Scattering of a 2x2 Nanostructure.  Scattering 
spectra at multiple temperatures- 25 °C, 30 °C, 35 °C, 40 °C, 45 °C, 50 °C, 55 °C, 60 °C, 

65 °C- where the scattering intensity decreases with increasing temperature. 
Equimolar strand concentration: 1 μM.  The spectra are corrected for source and 

background.  Filtration corrections have not been applied. 
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Figure 13 displays the RLS melting profile for 2x2 at a concentration of 1.0 μM.  

The melting curve displays a large drop off at a temperature a few degrees below the 

superstructure melting temperature established by absorbance. A second weak 

transition is observed at a temperature ~20 °C higher. The resonance light scattering thus 

appears to be sensitive to both transitions. However, the low temperature of the first 

drop off suggests that non-specific aggregation may occur and resonance scattering may 

be primarily sensitive to this as are non-resonant scattering methods. 

 

 
Figure 13 Resonance Light Scattering melting profile of 2x2 at a concentration 

of 1.0 μM and wavelength 300 nm.  Dashed line represents first derivative 

 

2.4.4 Preliminary Comparison of Scattering and Absorbance from 
Polymeric Nanostructures 

Resonance light scattering and absorbance melting profiles were collected also 

from polymeric nanostructures comprised of two types of tiles. In these preliminary 

studies, matched concentrations again were not used. Rather concentrations were 
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selected that were appropriate to the individual experiments under the preliminary 

collection conditions. Transmission data was collected initially in a 1 cm pathlength cell. 

Therefore, concentrations were restricted to levels that kept the optical density from 

interfering too completely with transmission. Scattering data, in contrast, was less noisy 

when collected from a denser sample. Scattering and absorption melting profiles for 

nanotrack are displayed in Figure 14.  As expected, scattering intensity decreases with 

increasing temperature while the the hyperchromicity of single strands causes 

absorbance to increase.  In this figure, the scattering melting curves appear to correlate 

with dehybridization.   
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Figure 14: Comparison of the scattering (green dots) and absorbance (blue) 
melting curves for DNA nanotrack at equimolar strand concentrations of 0.3 μM and 
0.1 μM, respectively.  The melting profile for scattering shows a large signal change 

for transition one and a small change for transition two.  Conversely the melting 
profile for absorbance has a small signal change during transition one and a larger 

signal change for transition two.  The absorbance melting profile has been smoothed 
over 6°C. 
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The data raises the question of whether there may be conditions under which 

resonance scattering intensity is primarily sensitive to associations within helices as 

opposed to non-specific aggregation. However, the match may be an artifact of the 

higher concentration of the nanostructure in the scattering experiment.  In chapter three, 

the dependence of both melting transitions on concentration is determined for several 

nanostructures.  In chapter four, the resonance scattering profiles are revisited. 

However, this work does not include a comprehensive analysis of resonance scattering. 

Rather, extensive studies are left for future work. 

Given the uncertainty as to the properties of DNA nanostructures to which 

resonance scattering is sensitive, the preliminary scattering results motivate also 

investigation of non resonant scattering techniques. Nonresonant laser scattering is well 

known to be sensitive to non-specific aggregation of the scattering species. In chapter 

four, scattering results from both resonant and nonresonant scattering are reported and 

compared. 

2.4.5 Angular Dependence of the Scattering from Simulation 

Prior to the more comprehensive analysis of these scattering techniques in 

chapter four, scattering simulations were run to gain a better understanding of how the 

scattering intensity depends upon nanostructure formation and the angular dependence 

of the scattering profile.  The Debye expression gives the scattering profile for an 

ensemble of randomly oriented structures comprised of beads (Figure 9).  For the 
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scattering intensities calculated using the discrete dipole approximation, the intensity is 

the summation of the scattering due to the electric field of each particle including the 

scattering resulting from the interactions between each particle.  The scattering intensity 

was determined at a scattering vector, q, corresponding to a scattering angle, θ, of 90° 

and λ= 300 nm where q=(4π/λ)sin(θ/2)=0.0029A-1.  This scattering angle corresponds to 

the angle at which the experimental scattering data was collected and the wavelength, λ, 

corresponds to the location of the scattering peak.  Table 14 summarizes the scattering 

intensity of 2- and 4-tile nanostructures relative to the scattering of individual tiles.  

Whereas the angular dependence appears to be determined largely by the properties of 

a tile, the scattering intensity of a 2x1 is less than 40% of the scattering intensity of 2x2.  

The weakness of the angular dependence and the consistency across structures suggests 

that scattering data collected at right angles may be fairly representative of total 

scattering cross sections. 
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Figure 15 Simulated Scattering intensity profiles for a single tile (solid black 
line), 2x1 (red dotted line) and 2x2 (green dashed line)  

 

2.5 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this chapter, DNA nanostructures, specifically 2x2, tile, and track, are 

characterized using UV-absorption and light scattering spectroscopy.  First, it is 

confirmed using 260 nm UV light collected in transmission, that both the superstructure-

to-tile and tile-to-strand transitions display qualitatively the expected hyperchromicity. 

Subsequently, melting temperatures were extracted from the 260 nm melting profiles.  

UV scattering spectra were found to display a resonance at 300 nm. The 300 nm UV 

scattering intensity was found to be highly sensitive to the state of nanostructure 

assembly. In chapter three, the melting temperature of various DNA nanostructures are 

compared to determine if the number of specific tile-tile interactions within a given 
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structure increase the temperature at which the structure melts.  Additionally, the 

melting temperature for various concentrations of each structure is determined, so that 

the concentration dependence of melting can be fit and melting temperatures can be 

predicted at arbitrary concentrations.   

Later chapters will explore not only the characterization methods outlined here, 

but also non-resonant scattering static light scattering, dynamic light scattering, and 

small-angle X-ray scattering. All of these methods are anticipated to have sensitivity to 

some feature of nanostructure assembly and may prove useful for real-time monitoring 

of DNA nanostructure disassembly.  Small angle x-ray scattering has recently been used 

to determine the structure dimensions of 3D DNA nanostructures.5 In chapter four, the 

structural content of small angle x-ray scattering profiles is assessed. SAXS profiles 

collected over a range of temperatures are examined for evidence of nanoscale order and 

for the signatures of tile or fixed length helix structural motifs.   

 

2.6 Appendix 

2.6.1 Scattering Background Correction 

All data was corrected for the buffer scattering and divided by the sampling rate 

to obtain the photons scattered/second, 
ratesampling

BufferSample )( −
.  The corrected data was then 

source corrected by dividing by the difference of the source and dark current to account 

for the structure in the Xe lamp output spectrum 
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Figure 16: Resonance light scattering for 2x2 at 0.3 μM.  Source corrected 
background (green), source corrected data (blue), and source and background 

corrected data (black) 

 

2.6.2 Absorbance Correction 

The DNA nanostructures presented here have a very high absorbance in the 

wavelength range of the collected scattering data.  Due to the high absorbance, one can 

correct for this absorbance to see how it influences the melting transition observed from 

the simple source corrected data.  To determine how the absorbance influences the 

scattering data, a correction was used which was similar to that used to correct right-

angle fluorescence measurements when high absorption from excitation radiation is 

present.69   We perform these corrections by collecting an absorbance spectra at multiple 

temperatures using a Cary UV-Vis spectrometer and scattering spectra.  Here the 

intensity of the beam at any fraction of the cell length is determined and corrected for 
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the intensity losses due to absorption within the sample cell using the geometry of the 

cell (Figure 8) and the absorbance to yield an absorption correction factor, 

 
AyAxp

xyA
f −− −

−=
1010

)(303.2
 [2.6] 

where A is the absorbance per centimeter pathlength of the excitation wavelength and x 

and y are the distances in cm from the front of the cell to the mask edge, the incident 

interrogation zone, as shown in Figure 8.  This absorbance correction factor corrects for 

the primary inner filtering, or the attenuation of the excitation beam before reaching the 

region viewed by the scattering detector and through the sample cell.  A secondary 

inner filtering, which accounts for the absorption of the scattered light, can also be used 

in conjunction with fp.55,70  In this second correction, the dimensions from the incident 

beam are replaced with the dimensions of the ends of the interrogation zone for the 

scattered beam.55 

 
AvAus

uvA
f −− −

−=
1010

)(303.2
 [2.7] 

While the u and v values are shown in Figure 8, our cell geometry is slightly 

different than that of a typical fluorescence cell.  Instead of having thin quartz walls 

surround the sample, our scattering cuvette has quartz walls that restrict the sample to 

the width of the beam.  Therefore the pathlength used to calculate the absorption due to 

scattering is simply the width of the incident light’s window making u equal to 0 and veff 

equal to the width of the beam.   
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The final product of these correction factors, 

 
)1010)(1010(

))((3038.5 2

AyAxAvA

eff
c

eff

vxyA
f

−−−− −−

−
=  [2.8] 

is used to scale the collected scattering data to account for the effect of a highly 

wavelength dependent absorbing solution. For all scattering data corrected for the 

background, the source and dark current corrected scattering data, Ssample, is corrected for 

absorbance prior to the subtraction of the absorbance corrected background,  

 correctedbufferspsamplesp SSffSff =−  [2.9] 

where Ssample and Sbuffer are the source and dark current corrected scattering results 

from the track and buffer, respectively as shown below. 
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)
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(
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(

CurrentDarkSource

D

S

buffer

buffer −=  [2.11] 

Where Dbuffer and Dsample are the raw scattering data for the buffer and the sample, 

respectively.   

For the absorbance spectra, the temperature was raised 5 °C and held for one 

hour before collecting the spectrum.  The temperature was programmed with a ramping 
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speed of 1.5 °C/hour from 25 °C to 80 °C for scattering collection.  An additional 

correction to the absorbance data was performed for the absorbance in a 1 mm cuvette to 

correct for the absorbance of an empty cuvette which produced negative values for 

absorbance due to the instrument’s reference cell which was left empty during the 

experiments.  Further correction for the absorbance and scattering of buffer was not 

necessary due to the constant absorbance over the given wavelength range and 

negligible scattering intensity. 

 

 

Figure 17 Example of absorbance per centimeter of pathlength and scattering 
of 1xTAE Mg++ buffer 

 

However, regardless of the intensity of the absorbance correction, one can still 

accurately monitor the corrected scattering intensity at 300 nm to observe the melting 

transitions from DNA nanostructure to single strands of DNA.  At the peak location of 

the uncorrected data, 300 nm, the scattering intensity from the corrected spectra at each 

temperature can be overlaid onto the melting curve from the simple source corrected 
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data.  One can see that, even after the absorbance correction, the relative change in 

scattering intensity as the temperature increases remains unchanged.  It is for this reason 

that we do not present corrected data in this chapter. 
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Figure 18 Scattering of 1.0 μM 2x2 at 300 nm from simple source corrected data 
(dots) and corresponding derivative (dashed line) compared with the scattering 

fraction (black boxes) of 1 μM 2x2 at 300 nm using the spectra corrected for both the 
absorption of incident and scattered light. 

 

2.6.3 Temperature Ramp Comparison between UV-Absorbance and 
Resonance Light Scattering 

Unlike the temperature ramp used in the UV-absorbance experiments, which 

used a peltier controller to ramp up the temperature at a constant rate of 0.1°C/minute, 

the scattering experiments used a peltier controller which increased the temperature 

0.5°C, waited 5 minutes and then collected the spectrum over a wavelength range of 200 

nm.  If the DNA nanostructures did not reach equilibrium at each temperature for both 

experiments, the increased ramp rate used in the UV-absorbance experiments would 
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increase the melting temperature.  To test the impact of ramp rate on the absorbance 

profile for these DNA nanostructures, data was melting data for tile and 2x2 were 

collected at three different ramp rates- 0.1°C/min, 0.2°C/min and 0.4°C/min.  For all 

structures and transitions, the melting temperature did not change when doubling the 

ramp rate from 0.1°C/min to 0.2°C/min.  However, when the ramp rate was increased 

from 0.2°C/min to 0.4°C/min, the melting temperature for each transition increased 

slightly for the second transition (<1.0°C) and 1.5°C when melting from 2x2 to individual 

tiles.  While the limitations of the UV-Vis spectrometer do not allow for ramp rates, 

below 0.1°C/min, since the melting temperature has converged for all transitions by this 

ramp rate, we assume that the equilibrium has been reached for the absorbance at each 

temperature recorded.  Therefore, we believe that the difference in ramp rate between 

these instruments does not contribute to the differences in transition temperatures. 

 

Table 1 Melting temperatures from 2x2 and Tile absorbance melting profiles at 
varying ramp rates 

Tile 2x2 
Ramp Rate (°/min) Second Transition 

(°C) 
First Transition (°C) 

Second Transition 
(°C) 

0.1 65.2 42.5 63.9 
0.2 65.2 42.5 63.9 
0.4 66.0 43.9 64.8 
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Figure 19 2x2 melting profiles at three ramp rates: 0.1°C/min (black), 0.2°C/min 
(blue), and 0.4°C/min (purple). 
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Figure 20 Tile melting profiles at three ramp rates: 0.1°C/min (black), 
0.2°C/min (blue), and 0.4°C/min (purple) 
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3. Nanostructure Phase Transitions from 
Hyperchromicity 

3.1 Chapter Overview 

The DNA nanostructures in this work are designed to assembly hierarchically, 

forming tiles from strands at high temperatures and at lower temperatures forming 

superstructures from many tiles. While a number of researchers have developed 

algorithms to model the hybridization of multi-sequence structures, the effect of strand 

concentration and sequence are not yet fully understood. In this chapter, we investigate 

how various factors, including concentration and design, influence the hybridization 

and dehybridization dynamics of superstructures and tiles.  An understanding of how 

phase transitions depend upon concentration and design may lead to strategies for 

controlling self assembly.  

Here, we investigate the concentration dependence of DNA nanostructure 

melting for two reasons. Firstly, knowledge of the phase transitions over a range of 

concentrations will serve as a basis for interpretation of melting profiles collected using 

methods that measure properties different from hyperchromicity. Many scattering 

methods require high concentrations for good signal to noise, thus knowledge of phase 

transitions at higher concentrations is required. Secondly, while understanding of the 

thermodynamics of structures of high multiplicity may require sophisticated models, 

application of simple models may serve as a baseline for this further work. Thus, in this 

chapter we describe preliminary estimates of thermodynamic parameters derived from 
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melting profiles through application of two-state models.  Of particular interest is how 

the apparent enthalpies scale with number of tile arms that must be broken for 

nanostructure fragmentation to occur. We also compare the apparent melting transitions 

of fixed size and polymeric structures. Finally, through comparison of assembly 

temperatures with temperatures from melting, we look for evidence of a kinetic barrier 

to nanostructure formation. 

 

3.2 Introduction 

The assembly of DNA nanostructures relies on non-covalent interactions which 

drive the association of single strands of DNA into higher ordered structures.  One DNA 

nanostructure design strategy is to create a set of tiles which serves as the structure’s 

basis.  These single motifs are designed to form higher ordered structures under the 

direction of interactions programmed into sticky ends.  The use of a single motif helps to 

reduce errors inherent to self assembly.71-73  In this work, we use UV-visible absorption 

to investigate the concentration dependence of nanostructure disassembly. The 

concentration of the phase transitions revealed by these experiments will facilitate 

interpretation of melting profiles collected using methods that detect properties other 

than apart from hyperchromicity.  

The DNA superstructures studied in this work are constructed using the 

programmed assembly of DNA crosstiles. .6,14,15  A DNA crosstile is comprised of 9 DNA 
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strands that form four 4-armed junctions (Figure 21).  The 4-armed junction was 

designed after the naturally occurring “Holliday” junction, a mobile four stranded 

junction found in DNA replication.2,57,74  In the DNA nanostructures here, these 4-armed 

junctions are immobile in that the crossover point (strand exchange point) is fixed and 

can not diffuse up and down the double helices.  In natural Holliday junctions, between 

homologous double stranded DNA, the crossover point is free to move to any site along 

the helices (i.e. mobile).  Each arm of the crosstile has a set of 5 unpaired bases which are 

used to program the assembly of higher ordered structure.  These unpaired bases or 

‘sticky ends’ drive the thermodynamic association of the tiles and thus the structures we 

are investigating in this work comprise different orders of sticky end attachments.  In 

this work the order is defined by the number of unique sticky end pairs and number of 

rows.  The order increases as the number of unique sticky ends pairs and number of 

rows increase.  Therefore, the structures, in increasing order, are a single tile (1x1), 2x1, 

1xN, 2x2, and 2xN (see Figure 22), where N indicates that the length of the structure is 

uncontrolled.  See 3.3.1.2 for the sticky end sequences of each structure. 
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Figure 21: DNA Crosstile 
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Figure 22: Schematics of the higher ordered structures created using crosstiles.  
The order increases with the number of unique sticky ends and number of rows. 

The study of DNA self assembly has been well researched using techniques such 

as circular dichroism, UV-absorption, and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). 75-77  

In the late 80s, Marky and Breslauer presented direct and indirect techniques to obtain 

transition enthalpies, ΔH, of DNA melting.78  A direct measurement of ΔH can be made 
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using calorimetry where heat capacity, Cp is directly related to enthalpy, =Δ dTCH p
 .  

From early calorimetric experiments that focused on the effect of salt concentration and 

base pair sequences on free energy of association, a model, the next nearest-neighbor 

(NN) model,79-82 was developed to predict the melting temperature (Tm), enthalpy, 

entropy (ΔS) and free energy of association (ΔG) for any given sequence.  From there, 

more complex models have developed including M-Fold 83,84 and HyTher 82,83,85-87 (H YT 

HERTM version 1.0, Nicolas Peyret and John SantaLucia, Jr., Wayne State University) 

which take into account salt and magnesium concentration, DNA conformations, base 

sequences, and dangling ends, among other variables.  As this field has continued to 

develop, thermodynamic parameters have been determined for a variety of DNA 

conformations including hairpins,88,89 triplexes,90-94 and 4-armed junctions.74,95  The 

previous work on 4-armed junctions performed by Marky et al used calorimetry to 

measure the thermodynamics of disassembly and determined that the junction enthalpy 

is equal to the sum of the four individual arms.6  Through a comparison between the 

van’t Hoff transition enthalpy and the calorimetric enthalpy, it was found that the 

junction structure melts in a two state manner.  UV melting curves and model-

dependent van’t Hoff enthalpies were also performed however the results were less 

reliable relative to the model-independent calorimetric calculations.  For the 

thermodynamic experiments performed here, the concentration of DNA strands needed 
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to observe the transition enthalpy using calorimetry was too high to be financially 

feasible, and therefore only UV spectroscopy was used to measure the thermodynamics. 

In this work we obtain ΔH, ΔS, and Tm indirectly using the UV-absorbance 

melting profile.  We assume a two state model for each transition, superstructure 

melting into tile and tile melting into ssDNA, and this allows us to compare the 

influence of the order (2x1, 2x2,..) on the thermodynamic parameters. Within the same 

system, superstructure – to – tile and tile – to – strand transitions are dissociation 

reactions of unlike multiplicity. 

 nTileureNanostructDNA ↔  [3.1] 

 987654321 AAAAAAAAATile ++++++++↔  [3.2] 

The melting temperature is first obtained by fitting the derivative of the melting 

profile.96  By assuming a two state “all or none” equilibrium, the van’t Hoff transition 

enthalpy can be calculated using the sharpness of the melting profile.78  Here we 

compare the melting temperatures of fixed size structures, 2x1 and 2x2, and then 

compare the melting temperatures of fixed size structures with the apparent melting 

temperatures of polymers.  Among fixed size structures, 2x1 is bound by a single pair of 

sticky ends, whereas breakup of a 2x2 requires dissociation of two pairs.  Melting 

temperatures for superstructures are determined for a range of concentrations; 

thermodynamic parameters are derived from the linear dependence of inverse melting 

temperatures on total concentration.78  While we assume a two state “all or none” 
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equilibrium, if the structures melt with intermediates, the reported results would be 

affected.  If the structures disassemble in stages, the total enthalpy would be reduced 

and the dependence of 1/Tm on concentration would weaken resulting in a reduced 

slope.74  Future work could focus on how other multi-state models might lead to a more 

accurate representation of the nanostructure thermodynamics. 

However, even calculating the thermodynamic parameters using a simple two-

state model gives insight into the stability of a structure and the energy barriers 

associated with the formation and disassociation of a DNA nanostructure.  This 

understanding has a number of applications.  For instance, if one could construct a DNA 

nanostructure with a high energy barrier for formation, it would help to ensure that only 

desired structures could form, thereby increasing yield.  These experiments demonstrate 

that cooperativity, as defined by the enthalpic cost of disassociation, increases as the 

number of tile attachments increases.97 

In the final section of this chapter, the melting and annealing curves are shown 

for each structure to determine if there is a kinetic barrier to the formation of these 

structures.  This kinetic barrier is observed when the transition displays hysteresis, i.e. 

the annealing transition occurs at a lower temperature than that of the melting 

transition.  A comprehensive study into kinetic barriers and nucleation rates has been 

performed elsewhere on a different DNA nanostructure assembly.98  The DNA 

nanostructure assemblies also were designed from a tile structure, however the tiles 
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consisted of multiple interwoven strands that form double helices connected by two 

crossover points.  The sticky ends are located at the ends of each tile which allowed for 

the growth of one and two dimensional crystals or “zig-zag” ribbons.  These ribbons 

assembled in two phases: nucleation and growth.  It was determined from melting and 

annealing experiments that hysteresis increased as concentration decreased and also 

increased as the width of the zig-zag ribbon structure increased from 3 tiles to 6 tiles.  

The width of the DNA nanostructures presented here was limited to one or two tiles 

which did not allow us to observe a clear decrease in hysteresis as width decreased.  

However, where hysteresis was present, there is an increase in hysteresis with 

decreasing concentration.  In addition to this result, we find that there is evidence of 

hysteresis when ssDNA forms tile and in tile polymerization.  

 

3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 DNA Nanostructures 

3.3.1.1 Oligonucleotides 

All oligonucleotides used to form the DNA nanostructure were purchased from 

Integrated DNA Technology, Inc. (ww.idtdna.com) and then HPLC purified.  HPLC was 

performed on an Agilent using a mixture of 10% acetonitrile – 90% triethylammonium 

acetate buffer (TEAA 0.1 M, pH 7.0) as eluent.  The concentrations of all DNA strands 
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were estimated by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm using a Thermo Scientific 

NanoDrop 1000. 

3.3.1.2 General Assembly Strategy 

DNA tiles and superstructures were constructed following designs reported 

elsewhere.6,14,15  Briefly, each tile is comprised of 4 ‘arm’ strands, 4 ‘shell’ strands and a 

100 base ‘core’ strand.  Each DNA tile forms higher ordered structures using a pair of 

five base overlaps between tiles, `sticky ends.’  Each arm contains two pairs of sticky 

ends.  For all experiments equimolar mixtures of strands formed tiles when slowly 

cooling the solution from 95 °C to 20 °C overnight.  In discussing nanostructure 

concentration, for simplicity, we use the equimolar concentrations of strands. However,  

not all strands assemble into perfect tiles.  

All thermal experiments presented in the body of this chapter were carried out in 

40mM Sodium Cacodylate; 10mM magnesium acetate (pH 7.4).  Sodium 

cacodylate/magnesium buffer was used instead of 1x TAE/Mg buffer (40 mM Tris-

acetate, pH 8.0, 2 mM EDTA, 12.5mM magnesium acetate) because the pH of sodium 

cacodylate is more stable over a larger temperature range (see appendix 3.7.2 for results 

using 1xTAE Mg++).  In the appendix, data is presented for melting of nanostructures in 

TAE/Mg. The concentration for each nanostructure reflects the concentration of each 9 

strands which make up one tile.  Thus a 0.1 μM solution of tile has 9 strands each at a 

concentration of 0.1 μM.  For a structure comprised of A and B tiles, there are two tiles, 
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each comprised of 9 strands at equivalent concentrations (i.e. 0.1 μM solution will be 

comprised of 18 strands each present at 0.1 μM).  The DNA nanostructures used in this 

chapter include: tile, 1x2, barbed wire, 2x2, and track.  

Each structure is formed using a combination of programmed sticky ends.  

Below are the diagrams and sticky end sequences for each structure.  The track assembly 

requires three unique arms, each arm is comprised of two pairs of sticky ends.  The 2x1, 

barbed wire, and 2x2 are designed using a combination of these three core tile 

connections. 
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Figure 23: Schematic and sticky end sequences for a 2x1 structure 
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Figure 24: Schematic and sticky end sequences for a barbed wire structure 
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Figure 25: Schematic and sticky end sequences for a 2x2 structure 
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Figure 26: Schematic and sticky end sequences for a Track 
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3.3.2 UV-Absorption  

3.3.2.1 General Methods 

The extent of DNA nanostructure melting into single strands was measured by 

observing the absorbance change as temperature was slowly increased (25 °C to 70 °C at 

a rate of 0.10 °C/min with a data collection rate of 0.10 °C/min).  The absorbance data 

was collected using a Cary 100bio UV-vis spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 260 nm.  

This spectrophotometer measures the transmitted light; for weakly scattering samples, 

the majority of photons not transmitted are absorbed. As light passes through the 

sample, the intensity drops off exponentially (Beer-Lambert law) 

 clII ε−= 100  [3.3] 

where ε is the molar extinction coefficient, M-1cm-1, I0 is the incident light intensity, l is 

the path length, and c is the molar concentration.  The transmittance, is defined as the 

ratio of the transmitted light intensity, It over the incident light intensity.  The 

absorbance is defined as -log(T).  Combining these equations, the absorbance is equal to 

 lcA ε=  [3.4] 

Melting profiles present absorbance change as a fraction of the total absorbance 

change over one or both transitions. Thus, the total absorbance change is normalized to 

one.   
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3.3.2.2 Determination of melting temperature, Tm 

To extract the melting temperature from the  melting profile, we fit the derivative 

of the melting profile as a function of ΔH and the Tm. Fitting the derivative allows for 

minimal error associated with the presence of non-zero baseline.96 The equilibrium 

constant is a function of the enthalpy, ΔH, the universal gas constant, R, the 

temperature, T, and the melting temperature Tm, 
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In general, the derivative of 1/T can be re-arranged as (1/T2)dT. Thus, 
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The fraction melted can be solved as a function of these variables by substitution, 

making the final derivative of the melting curve equal to  
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The derivative of each melting curve was smoothed by the weighted average of 

the slope of a given ‘n’ points around each given point. While analysis of individual 

melting curves was performed assuming a unimolecular formulation, the concentration 

dependence of the melting transitions was analysed assuming multiplicities appropriate 

for the given transition. 

3.3.2.3 Percent absorbance change relative to base pairs dehybridization 

For structures of fixed size, absorbance change can be related to dehybridization 

of a known number of base pairs. In the absence of effects of strain on ds-DNA 

absorbance, hyperchromicity will scale with the number of base pairs undergoing 

dehybridization. Thus, the hyperchromicity associated with either transition can be 

compared with the fraction of base pairs expected to be participating. Likewise, the 

fraction of the absorbance change associated with one of two transitions can be 

compared with the fraction of base pairs dehybridizing in the one transition.  These 

comparisons were performed for the two fixed size structures, 2x1 and 2x2. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Absorbance Changes for Transition One and Transition Two for 
Controlled Length Structures 

There are 10 base pairs (2 pairs of five base sticky ends) that melt when a 2x1 

melts into individual tiles and 40 bases (4 pairs of five base sticky ends) that melt when a 
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2x2 melts into individual tiles.  The tile to strand transition melts 168 base pairs, just 

over 4 times that of 2x2’s transition one and 16 times 2x1’s first transition.  In the absence 

of strain the fraction of total absorbance change associated with transition one would be 

5.6% (10/178), Table 2.  However the change observed is 17%.  Similarly, when 40 bases 

dehybridize as 2x2s melt into individual tiles, the fractional change of total change 

would be 19% (40 bases out of 208).  The observed transition is higher, 25%.  This 

suggests that transition two has a lower hyperchromicity that would be observed if 

nanostructures could assemble without strain.  

Table 2 Breakdown of base pair dehybridization for 2x1 and 2x2 

 2x1 2x2 
Sticky end dehybridization 

Superstructure →tile 
10 bases 40 bases 

Tile dehybridization 
Tile →ssDNA 

168/tile 168/tile 

Percent of bases in 
transition one over total 

bases  

10/178= 5.6% 40/208=19.2% 

Observed absorbance 
change 

17% 25% 
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Figure 27 Melting profiles of 2x1 (left) and 2x2 (right) for multiple 
concentrations.  The melting profile for the first transition is highlighted by a grey 

box. 

 

In an ideal system, one can assume that the relative percent hyperchromicty 

change between dsDNA and ssDNA is 33%.  Therefore, one can predict the change in 

absorbance when the superstructure melts into individual strands.  Table 3 shows the 

initial absorbance for 2x1 and 2x2 at a concentration of 0.2 μM.  The change in 

absorbance expected if the hyperchromicity per base pair is 33%, is 1.40 and 2.53 for 2x1 

and 2x2, respectively.  This absorbance change can be separated into the individual 

transitions using the percent of bases in each transition over the total number of base 

pairs, Table 2.  For the first transition the theoretical absorbance change for 2x1 was 0.08 

and for 2x2, 0.5.  However, the actual change in absorbance for 2x1 and 2x2 at transition 

one was 0.02 and 0.07, much lower than the theoretical values.  There was also a large 

difference in the actual ΔAbs and theoretical ΔAbs for transition two. 
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Table 3 Absorbance Changes for 2x1 and 2x2 (Individual Strand 
Concentration- 0.2 μM) 

 2x1 2x2 
Initial Absorbance 1.06 1.9 

Theoretical Change in 
Absorbance 

(hyperchromicity 33%) 

1.06*(1.33)= 1.40 1.9*(1.33)= 2.53 

ΔAbstheoretical*% of base pairs 
in transition one over total 

base pairs  

1.40*(0.06)= 0.08 2.53*(0.20)= 0.5 

Actual ΔAbsorbanceTransition 1 0.017 0.07 
ΔAbstheoretical for Transition 

Two 
1.40-0.08= 1.32 2.53-0.5= 2.03 

Actual ΔAbsorbance Transition 2 0.08 0.20 
 

3.4.1 Melting Transitions Observed for Fixed Size Structures and 
Polymers 

Melting profiles were collected from not only fixed sized structure but also their 

polymeric counterparts. The derivatives of the melting curves displayed the melting 

transitions for the first phase transition, Figure 28.  Here it is shown that 2x2 melts at a 

higher temperature than 1x2 and the polymeric structures melt at a higher temperature 

than the fixed sized structures. 
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Figure 28: Derivatives of melting curves for Tile, 1x2, 1xN, 2x2,  2xN at an 
individual strand concentration of 0.2 μM.  The first transition shows a variation in 
melting temperature given the dimensions of the DNA nanostructure.  The second 

transition shows little variation between DNA nanostructures.  The derivatives here 
have been averaged over 9 degrees for an easier comparison between derivatives. 

 

3.4.2 Extracting Thermodynamic Properties using a Two-state 
Denaturation Model 

3.4.2.1 Summary 

To extract values for the thermodynamic parameters from the melting profile, 

the derivative of the melting profile is fit using an equation which is a function of ΔH 

and the Tm.  Fitting the derivative of the melting profile, instead of the melting profile, 

reduced calculation errors that would be caused by the melting profile’s non-zero 

baseline.96  Since we assumed an “all or none” transition, the enthalpy is determined 

from the width of the melting transition using van’t Hoff equations (see 3.3.2.2).  Briefly, 
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one finds the equilibrium constant as a function of the van’t Hoff enthalpy, ΔHVH, 

universal gas constant, R, and temperature, T. 

 ( )Td
R

H
Kd VH /1ln

Δ−
=  [3.8] 

The fraction melted, f,  can be substituted for the equilibrium constant and the 

derivative of 1/T can be re-arranged as (1/T2)dT making the final derivative of the 

melting curve equal to ΔH, R, T, and Tm, 

 )/1(
)1( 2T

R

ffH

dT

df VH −Δ
=  [3.9] 

The derivative of the melting temperature for all structures at a strand 

concentration of 0.2 μM shows that the melting temperature of transition one increases 

with increasing structure order.  Since superstructures are designed with A and B tiles, 

there are twice as many tiles in solution than for a single tile.  Therefore, the strand 

concentration of single tile is doubled to insure that the total concentration of tile in 

solution remains constant.  The transition one melting temperatures for each structure at 

a strand concentration of 0.2 μM are reported in Table 4 along with the calculated 

transition enthalpies.  The average enthalpy of a base pair is −8.5 ± 2.8 kcal/mol.  For the 

pair of 5 base sticky ends which dehybridize, the total average enthalpy predicted by 

nearest neighbors is -85±28kcal/mol.  The experimental transition enthalpies reported in 

Table 4 are within this predicted range.  While we assume that all tiles are fully formed, 
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the width of the transition would broaden if the tiles were not perfect due to the 

premelting of partially formed tiles. 

Table 4: Melting temperature and transition enthalpies determined by analysis 
of the derivative of the melting curve for transition one at an individual strand 

concentration of 0.2 μM 

DNA 
Nanostructure (NS) 

Tm 
(Celsius) 

ΔH 
(Kcal/mol) 

1x2 39.0 -70 
Barbed Wire 39.6 -71 

2x2 41.6 -73 
Track 42.4 -78 

 

As the structure increases in order, there is a decrease in enthalpy and increase in 

melting temperature.  There is a 3.4 °C difference in Tm between the lowest order 

structure, 2x1, and the highest order structure, track (Table 4).  When a second row was 

added to the 2x1, creating 2x2, the melting temperature increased 2.6 °C.  The difference 

in melting temperature between one and two rows of structures of uncontrolled length 

showed that the melting temperature for track is 2.8 °C higher than that of barbed wire.  

These results show that the addition of a second row of tiles does increase the melting 

temperature.  Since the ramp rates are very slow, 0.1°/minute, the difference between the 

controlled and uncontrolled length structures is most likely due to thermodynamics—

the long structures of uncontrolled length are more stable than that of the controlled 

length structures.  The temperature differences present between structures suggests that 

one could program the solution temperature such that less stable structures melt leaving 

only preferred more stable structures.  It is interesting to note that the effect of the length 
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and width of the DNA nanostructure on the melting temperature was not observed by 

Winfree et al when melting DNA ribbons of different lengths and widths.98 

 

3.4.2.2 Potential sources of error  

For transition two, there is a slight discrepancy between the tile melting from the 

track and the tile melting of other structures.  The standard deviation of the tile 

transition melting temperature is 0.8 °C.  There are a number of potential errors which 

could account for this discrepancy.  The three main sources of error are variations in the 

stock concentrations of each strand, the stoichiometry between the strands in solution, 

and instrumentation limitations due to temperature gradients within the cell holder.  To 

test for these errors, three trials were performed and both transitions were compared 

across trials.  The first two trials melted 2x2 from two samples prepared four months 

apart to test whether potential variations in stoichiometry or preparation could cause 

variation in melting temperatures.  The second and third trial used the same sample, but 

the positions of the cuvettes in the temperature block were changed.  The melting 

temperatures obtained for each trial are compared for both transitions in Figure 29. 

For the first transition, the melting temperatures obtained from each trial are 

very similar.  The largest standard deviation is at a strand concentration of 0.05 μM is 

equal to 0.17 °C.  This standard deviation is also small given the large change in melting 

temperature when the concentration is increased; there is a 2.5 °C change in melting 
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temperature from the lowest strand concentration, 0.05 μM to the highest strand 

concentration, 0.4 μM.  We conclude from these results that variations in strand 

concentration did not affect the melting temperature of transition one. 

For transition two, the concentration dependence of melting varies between 

trials.  In trial one, there melting temperature increases 1 °C over the concentration range 

while the change in melting temperature increases 0.1 °C in trial three.  Since this 

variation between trials did not occur at the low temperature transition, tests were 

performed to test the temperature stability of the instrument to determine if the cause of 

the variation was due to limitations of the instrument at high temperatures. 
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Transition One 
Superstructure to Tile 

 

 
Transition Two 
Tile to ssDNA 

 

 

Figure 29 Melting temperature versus strand concentration of 2x2 for transition 
one (top) and two (bottom).  Three separate trials were performed to check for sources 

of error in the melting temperature.  Two separate samples were melted (trial one 
versus trial two) and the positions of the cuvettes were changed in the temperature 
block (trial two versus trial three).  The average of these trials, open circles, is also 

shown with the respective error bars. 
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To test for the variation in temperature between cuvette positions and runs, a 

probe was inserted into the cuvettes to monitor the temperature of buffer as the 

temperature was increased (Figure 30 and Figure 31).  At low temperatures, there was 

no difference in temperature when the position of cuvettes was compared for an 

individual run.  When comparing the two separate runs, there was a temperature 

difference of 0.2 °C at low temperatures.  This difference is smaller than the smallest 

observed difference in melting temperatures for the first transition across DNA 

nanostructures at a strand concentration of 0.2 μM.   When the temperature increased to 

52 °C, there was a greater temperature difference between each probe and run.  The a 

block temperature of 52 °C the temperature between cuvettes and runs ranged from 51.1 

°C to 50.7 °C, a range of 0.4 °C.  Given the small observed change in melting 

temperatures of the DNA nanostructures for the second transition, this temperature 

fluctuation between cuvette location and run suggests that a trend in melting 

temperature and concentration for the tile transition is not detectable given 

instrumentation error.  While the results of the tile to ssDNA transition are reported in 

this chapter, due to the temperature fluctuations at high temperatures, we can not 

accurately determine the concentration dependence of melting. 
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Figure 30 Probe and block temperature measurements on the Cary UV-Vis 
spectrometer. 

 

4
3

2
1

Cuvette Locations
(run 1-green; run 2-blue)

 

Figure 31 Difference between Probe and block temperature versus the block 
temperature measurements on the Cary UV-Vis spectrometer 
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Finally, all reported melting temperatures presented in this chapter are obtained 

by fitting the derivative (Figure 32).  While fitting the derivative of the melting profile 

using this method helps to avoid a non-zero baseline, here we test ways in which the 

data processing might cause error in the data analysis.  To determine if location of the 

melting temperature changed when the data truncation varied, we tested four 

conditions using the first transition obtained through the melting profile of 2x2 at a 

strand concentration of 0.4 μM.  First, the whole transition was fit followed by 

truncating the data at high temperatures to test if asymmetry would cause a shift in Tm.  

This truncation at high temperatures resulted in a increase in melting temperature of 

0.02 °C.  The data was further truncated at low temperatures and the melting 

temperature increased 0.08 °C.  Finally, the high temperature data was furthered 

truncated to reduce the number of data points and again produce asymmetry.  This 

increased the melting temperature by 0.05 °C.  The total melting temperature therefore 

shifted 0.15 °C over all four conditions.  While this technique is robust and the error is 

minimal, to further reduce any error associated with data truncation, each DNA 

nanostructure was fit symmetrically. 
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Figure 32 Derivative of the first transition in the absorbance melting profile 
for 2x2 at a strand concentration of 1 μM (black dots).  The melting temperatures 

obtained through the individual fits (red) are compared to determine if the truncation 
range or symmetry affected it. 

 

3.4.3 The Concentration Dependence of Melting 

Figure 33 displays the melting curves for DNA nanostructures at three 

individual strand concentrations, 0.05 μM, 0.2 μM, and 0.4 μM to show the effect of 

DNA strand concentration on melting.  The first derivative of the melting curves at the 

first and second transitions (insets) represent the midpoint of the transition by 

identifying the temperature at which half of the bonds are broken.  For both the first and 

second transition, the melting temperature increases with increasing concentration.  The 

melting temperature vs. lnCNS, where CNS is the concentration of the DNA 

nanostructure, is plotted for each structure in Figure 34.  Here is it shown that as the 

concentration of DNA nanostructure increases, there is an increasing trend in melting 

temperature. 
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Increasing 
Concentration

Increasing 
Concentration

 

Figure 33: Variety of DNA nanostructures- 2x1, Barbed Wire, and 2x2 at 
various concentrations individual strand concentrations: 0.05 μM (black), 0.2 μM 

(blue) and 0.4 μM (red).  The derivatives for each transition are found in the insets.  
The derivatives have been smoothed over 6 °C. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34 Melting Temperature, Tm, as a function of ln (CNS) for transition 
one. 
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3.4.4 Extracting Thermodynamic Parameters Using the Concentration 
Dependence of Melting 

 

Determining the DNA concentration dependence of the melting temperature is a 

common way to extract thermodynamic data from UV-absorption melting curves.78  A 

two state model is used to solve for the van’t Hoff transition enthalpy, ΔHVH, using the 

concentration dependence on Tm.  For non-complementary sequences, the equilibrium 

reaction is 

 nn AAAAAA ...... 2121 ↔++  [3.10] 

where the products are the individual strands, the reactants is the final DNA 

superstructure and n is the molecularity which is the number of strands in the solution.  

The common corresponding relationship between CT, the total concentration of strands 

used to make the DNA nanostructure in solution, and Tm at equilibrium is, 

 
VH

T
VHm H

nRnS
C

H

Rn

T Δ
−−Δ+

Δ
−= 2ln)1(

ln
)1(1

 [3.11] 

where ΔS is the entropy and R is the universal gas constant.78  From there the 

ΔHVH is the slope of the linear relationship between 1/Tm and lnCT,  

 slope

Rn
HVH

)1( −=Δ
 [3.12] 

The resulting thermodynamic parameters extracted from the plots of 1/Tm vs lnCT  are 

compared between different DNA nanostructures and between both thermal transitions. 
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An understanding of the concentration dependence of the thermal properties at 

transition one yields information on how the number of attachment points and the 

design of the structure influence the temperature at which a structure melts.  As stated 

in equation 2.2, the slope of the liner plot of 1/Tm vs lnCT is the enthalpy of the transition.  

While the molecularity of this complex system is difficult to interpret, for transition one, 

the molecularity was set to 2 for all DNA nanostructures to enable a comparison 

between each structure.  The molecularity reflects one pair of sticky ends.  Hence, the 

total strand concentration, CT was equal to twice the concentration of an individual 

strand.  While these results reflect a reaction with a molecularity of two, important 

observations can still be made.  Figure 35 is a plot of the melting temperature, Tm, 

dependence on strand concentration for all structures created from the hierarchical 

assembly of tiles.  At the lowest concentration, there is a 4.4 °C difference between the 

2x1 and track.  At the highest concentration, the melting temperatures for structures 

with two rows has converged and there is a 1.5 °C difference between structures with 

two rows and structures with one row.  One can also compare the effect of adding an 

additional finite row by calculating the relative change between 2x1 and 2x2.  Here the 

enthalpy of formation for 2x2 is ~1.6 times that of 2x1 (Table 5).  The additional of row 

for the uncontrolled length structures, 1xN to 2xN, increased the magnitude of the 

formation enthalpy 2-fold.  Furthermore there is a 3-fold difference in the transitional 

enthalpy of 2x1 and track.  These results suggest that both increasing the length of the 
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structure and increasing the number of attachment points used to assemble tiles (adding 

a second row) increases the magnitude of the transition enthalpy. 

 

 

Figure 35: Concentration Dependence of the inverse of the melting 
temperature, Tm, for transition one.  CT reflects the individual strand concentration 

times the molecularity, 2. 

 

Table 5 Analysis of Linear Dependence of Concentration on Melting 
Temperature for Transition One for a variety of DNA nanostructures 

DNA 
Nanostructure 

(NS) 

Slope 
(1x10-5/K) 

Intercept 
(1x10-3/K) 

ΔH 
(kcal/mole) 

ΔS 
(kcal/K mole) 

2x1 -2.12 2.87 -94 -0.27 
Barbed Wire 

(1xN) 
-1.32 3.02 -151 -0.45 

2x2 -1.28 2.98 -155 -0.46 
Track -0.70 3.06 -286 -0.87 

 

The thermodynamic parameters are also extracted for transition two using the 

same linear relationship between 1/Tm and lnCT (Figure 36 and Table 6).  Since there are 

9 strands that hybridize together to form a tile, the molecularity used in these 

calculations is 9.  Therefore the CT is equal to nine times the concentration of an 
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individual strand.  The magnitude of the enthalpy of formation for structures that had a 

1-D structure, 1x2 and 1xN, were significantly greater than individual A or B tiles.  The 

magnitude of the formation enthalpy for 2x1 and 1xN is 4549 and 4328, respectively 

while the formation enthalpy for A and B tile was 1818 and 1915, respectively.  While 

more research must be done to investigate the reason for these differences, as stated 

earlier, the extremely small change in melting temperature over this concentration range 

is not out of the range of instrumental error.  Therefore, determining the tile to strand 

transition using the linear relationship between 1/Tm and ln(CT), does not produce 

reliable results.  Additionally, if tile disassembles in stages, the dependence of 1/Tm on 

concentration would weaken thus making it more difficult to determine the 

thermodynamic parameters.74 
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A

B

 

Figure 36: Concentration Dependence of the inverse of the melting 
temperature, Tm, for transition  A) Tile to ssDNA and B) Superstructure to tile.  CT  is 

equal to nine times the concentration of an individual strand. 
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Table 6: Analysis of Linear Dependence of Concentration on Melting 
Temperature for Transition Two for a variety of DNA nanostructures 

DNA Nanostructure (NS) 
Slope 

(1x10-6/K) 
Intercept 
(1x10-3/K) 

ΔH 
(kcal/mole) 

ΔS 
(kcal/K mole) 

Tile-A -8.76 2.85 -1818 -5.1 
Tile-B -8.31 2.84 -1915 -5.4 

2x1 -3.51 2.93 -4549 -13.0 
Barbed Wire (1xN) -3.68 2.92 -4328 -12.6 

2x2 -4.75 2.90 -3352 -9.7 
Track -4.50 2.90 -3536 -10.0 

 

3.4.5 Comparison of Melting Transitions in Sodium Cacodylate and 
TAE buffers 

While the pH of sodium cacodylate; 10mM magnesium acetate (pH 7.4), is more 

stable over the temperature range presented than 1x TAE/Mg buffer (40mM Tris-acetate, 

pH 8.0, 2mM EDTA, 12.5mM magnesium acetate), 1x TAE/Mg buffer is common buffer 

in which DNA nanostructures are assembled.  In 1xTAE Mg++, the pH is known to drop 

0.2 over the range of the first transition (25 °C-40 °C) and another 0.2 over the range of 

the second transition (40 °C-70 °C).  For comparison, DNA nanostructures were 

assembled in both buffers and the respective thermodynamic parameters were 

determined (see appendix 3.7.2).  Briefly, the melting temperature of transition one was 

higher in 1xTAE Mg++ for all structures except 1x2.  There was also a linear relationship 

between 1/Tm and ln(Ct).  Therefore the enthalpy and entropy of the systems were 

compared using the slope and the intercept of this correlation (equation 3.13).  While 

there were clear trends in enthalpy and entropy for structures assembled in sodium 
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cacodylate as outlined in section 3.4.3, there was no clear trends for structures melted in 

1xTAE Mg++.  Furthermore there was little correlation between the thermodynamic 

parameters extracted of DNA nanostructure melting in each buffer. 

3.4.5 Kinetic Barriers of DNA Nanostructure Formation 

After melting, each DNA nanostructure was slowly annealed (0.1°/min) and the 

annealing process was monitored by observing the change in absorbance at 260 nm over 

time.  Due to the hypochromicity of double stranded DNA, the absorbance decreased as 

the DNA nanostructure formed into tile and subsequently into superstructures.  By 

comparing the melting and formation curves, one could determine if the transitions 

display hysteresis and how this compared across superstructures and concentrations.  

As stated earlier, if a transition displays hysteresis, it signifies a kinetic barrier to 

nucleation. 

The results are presented in Figure 37 where the melting transitions have been 

normalized and the absorbance change due to tile formation was subtracted from the 

superstructure formation (see appendix 3.7.3) to get rid of the no-zero baseline.  Here the 

formation of tile produced a noticeable and reproducible hysteresis over all structures as 

a result of decreased formation temperatures.  Where hysteresis was present in tile or 

superstructure formation, the lowest concentrations exhibited the most hysteresis.  

Interestingly, the superstructures that exhibited the most hysteresis for transition one 

were those which were polymeric; fixed size structures, 2x1 and 2x2, had little hysteresis 
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signifying a low kinetic barrier to nucleation.  While there is an observed kinetic barrier 

for the structure of uncontrolled length, since these structures only grow in one 

dimension, the nucleation transition is smaller than DNA structures which have two and 

three dimensional growth.  Due to this small nucleation transition, the nucleation and 

growth may occur simultaneously and on the same timescale. 98  Therefore, these 

experiments can not distinguish between growth and nucleation.  Long temperature 

hold experiments would be necessary to observe nucleation rates. 

TrackTrackTrack

 

Barbed WireBarbed WireBarbed Wire
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2x12x12x1

 

2x22x22x2

 

Figure 37 Track, 2x2, Barbed Wire, and 2x1 Melt and Anneal for Transitions 
One (left) and Two (right).  All data was taken every 0.1 °C and smoothed over 10 
points to reduce instrument noise.  Concentrations reflect the individual strand 

concentration. 

 

3.6 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this chapter, we used UV-absorbance spectroscopy to monitor the assembly 

and disassembly of 5 different DNA nanostructures at multiple concentrations.  First we 

extracted the melting temperature and transition enthalpy from the melting profiles.  

The observed transition enthalpies for the melting of the sticky ends, for each structure, 

fell within the range of the predicted nearest neighbor average transition enthalpy.  We 
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found that at a strand concentration of 0.2 μM, the melting temperature increased and 

transition enthalpy decreased with increasing structure order.  Therefore, the addition of 

a second row of tiles increases the melting temperature.  The melting temperature and 

enthalpic difference between the controlled and uncontrolled length structures is most 

likely due to thermodynamics—the long uncontrolled length structures are more stable 

than that of their corresponding controlled length structures.  These results suggest that 

it might be possible to control the assembly of a structure by increasing the temperature 

such that only the desired structure remains stable.  Therefore, the results of this study 

show do show that one can use concentration and/or the design of the DNA 

nanostructure to modulate the temperature at which DNA nanostructures disassemble.    

Next, we determined the concentration dependence of melting by plotting 1/TM 

versus lnCT.  While it is well studied that there is a linear relationship DNA 

concentration and melting temperature for monomolecular and bimolecular DNA 

associations78, the results of this research show that this same relationship exists for 

complex DNA nanostructure designs.  These results suggest that increasing the length of 

the structure and/or increasing the number of attachment points used to assemble tiles 

increases the magnitude of the transition enthalpy.  For the second transition, tile to 

ssDNA, the linear relationship between concentration and melting temperature was 

weak and produced large variations in enthalpy.  This could be due to an inability to 
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define the melting of tile as a simple two-state model or due to the limitations of the 

instrument at high temperatures. 

Finally, the kinetic barriers to DNA nanostructure formation were investigated 

by comparing the absorbance traces produced by the melting and annealing of each 

structure.  There was evidence of hysteresis observed for the formation of tile across all 

DNA nanostructures where the hysteresis increased with decreasing concentration.  

However, track and barbed wire, the structures which are polymeric, were the only 

structures to exhibit hysteresis at the first transition and only at low concentrations. 

This work is a stepping stone towards the development of a full thermodynamic 

model that can predict the melting temperature of a given structure based on the sticky 

end sequences, and that can be used to design high yield low error structures for bottom 

up nanofabrication or molecular assembly applications. While this work clearly 

demonstrates that there is an increase in stability (higher melting temperature) for 

higher ordered structures at low concentrations, it is not yet clear whether that stability 

comes from the sticky end sequences or cross talk between all sticky ends (a cooperative 

effect).  Future work may answer these questions by setting up a series of experiments in 

a similar way to that of Erik Winfree’s work on zig-zag structures and enable the study 

of growth rates.98  This work would increase understanding of self-assembly kinetics of 

these structures which could help to reliably grow technologically relevant molecular 

structures with high yield.98 
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3.7 Appendix 

3.7.1 Hybridization Efficiency 

For the research presented in this work, we have assumed that the tiles are fully 

formed.  This assumption was made due to previous work from LaBean et al. which 

characterized DNA tiles using a non-denaturing (native) PAGE.  Here they showed one 

distinct band for tile formation which was separate from the bands of partially formed 

tiles (Figure 38).  

 

Figure 38 Characterization of the 4x4 tile structure using non-denaturing 
electrophoresis. Image taken from appendix of Yan, H., Park, S. H., Finkelstein, G., 

Reif, J. H. LaBean, T. H. Science. 2003, 301(5641), 1882. 

 

However, given the sensitivity of DNA nanostructure assembly to stoichiometry, 

here we address possible sources of error due to partially formed tiles.  To estimate the 

potential impact of partially formed tiles we use spectroscopic analysis of the assembly 

of DNA nanostructures in solution.   
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The most common technique to monitor the assembly of DNA nanostructures is 

UV spectroscopy.  Spectral analysis of the melting profile of dsDNA not only gives 

information on the thermodynamics of DNA hybridization, but the melting temperature 

and hyperchromicity of DNA can also determine the concentration of DNA and AT/GC 

content.99,100  The determination of DNA composition and concentration using 

spectroscopy is well researched and it has been found that analyzing the hyperchromatic 

spectra at four wavelengths together can accurately determine the A-T content within a 

±0.3 mole fraction.100 
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Figure 39 DNA Crosstile Fully Formed (left) and with no arm strands (right).  
The tile is comprised of 4 arm strands, 4 “L” strands and one central core strand. 

 

To understand the difference between the hyperchromicity of partially and fully 

formed tiles, we have performed UV spectroscopic experiments on two different DNA 

nanostructures.  The first structure is a fully formed tile comprised of nine strands while 
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the second structure lacks the “arm strands” and therefore is comprised of only 5 

strands (Figure 39).  Given the design of each tile, there are 84 base pairs associated with 

the formation of a tile with no arms and twice as many base pairs, 168, in a fully formed 

tile.  The percent hyperchromicity (%hr) is calculated by the following equation 

 
)(

)()(
100%

stranddoubleA

stranddoubleAspeciesmeltedA
xhr

−=  [3.13] 

where A(double strand) and A(melted species) are the absorbance values of the 

DNA nanostructure pre and post melting, respectively. 

The melting profile for both the fully formed tile and the tile with no arms was 

collected at a wavelength of 260 nm over a temperature range of 25-80 °C (Figure 40 and 

Figure 41).  The change of absorbance of the tile with no arms was 0.12 while the change 

of absorbance for the fully formed tile was 0.32.  While the change in absorbance 

difference between these two structures was almost three-fold, the percent 

hyperchromicity of fully formed tiles was twice that of the partially formed tile (for raw 

absorbance data see Figure 40).  If we assume a linear relationship between the number 

of hydrogen-bonded base pairs and hyperchromicity, where there is an equivalent 

AT/GC content,2 the experimentally observed difference between the fully formed tile 

and partially formed tile was as expected. These results suggest that the pre-designed 

tiles formed perfectly or the error associated with the assembly of tiles is the same in 

both cases.  More research must be performed to test alternate partially formed tile 
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structures to determine if the percent hyperchromicity varied from the expected linear 

relationship with base pairs. 
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Figure 40 Raw data of the melting profile for fully formed tile and tile formed 
with no arm strands.  The individual strand concentration of both fully formed and 

partially formed tile is 0.3 μM. 
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Figure 41  DNA nanostructure melting profiles.  Absorbance change for Tile 
(blue) and Tile with no arms (pink) over a range of temperature (25 °C-80 °C).  

Concentration of Tile- 0.3 μM and all experiments were carried out in 1xTAE Mg++. 

 

Table 7 Hybridized Bases and ∆Absorbance for Tile with and without Arms 

DNA 
Nanostructure 

Number of 
Hybridized 

Bases 

A0 ∆Absorbance %hyperchromicity

Tile with No 
Arms 

84 1.45 0.12 8.5% 

Tile with Arms 168 1.84 0.32 17% 
 

The percent hyperchromicity for both the partially and fully formed tile can also 

be compared to the number found in literature for the percent hyperchromicity for a tile 

melting into single strands.  Each tile is comprised of 392 bases and there are 168 and 336 

hybridized bases for a no armed tile and fully formed tile, respectively.  In an ideal 

system, one can assume that the relative percent hyperchromicty change between 
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dsDNA and ssDNA is 33%.  Since not all bases hybridize in a given tile, due to the 

dangling sticky ends and internal T spacers, the expected %hr is reduced from 33% to 

28% due to the ratio of bases hybridized over the total number of bases.  For no armed 

tiles, the ratio of bases hybridized over total bases (168/392) leads to an expected 

hyperchromicity of 14%.  These expected values of %hr, 14% and 28% for tiles with no 

arm strands and fully formed tiles, respectively, can then be compared to the 

experimental values given in  

Table 7.  From this comparison, the percentage of fully formed tiles in solution is 

61%, given theoretical %hr is 28%.  Since the experimental and theoretical relative 

percent hyperchromicities are different, the tile solution is most likely a function of fully 

formed tiles and partially formed tiles. 

Since the experimentally calculated %hr is a function of fully formed tiles and 

partially formed tiles, one can calculate the percentage of fully formed and partially 

formed tiles needed to obtain a %hr of 17%.  Table 8 displays 2 potential partially formed 

structures that result in %hr less than 17%.  The percent of partially formed tiles is 

determined by the lowest number of partial tiles that reduces the theoretical %hr for a 

full tile, 28%, to the experimental value, 17%.  Therefore, there is a potential that the 

number of fully formed tiles is less than 22%. 
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Table 8 Combinations of Partially Formed Tiles and % yield of partially 
formed tiles 

Partially 
Formed Tiles 

Number of
Hybridized 

Bases 

Molecular 
weight of 

Partial 
Tile(kD) 

% 
Change 

in 
Molecular 

Weight 
(kD) 

% of 
Partially 
formed 

tiles 

 
158 93 32 88% 

 
26 43.75 68 43% 

 

3.7.2 Buffer Comparison: TAE versus Sodium Cacodylate 

While the experiments presented in this chapter were carried out in 40mM 

sodium cacodylate; 10mM magnesium acetate (pH 7.4), the same set of experiments 

were also performed in 1x TAE/Mg buffer (40mM Tris-acetate, pH 8.0, 2mM EDTA, 

12.5mM magnesium acetate), a buffer more commonly used to assemble DNA 

nanostructures.  In this buffer, the pH is known to drop 0.2 over the range of the first 

transition (25 °C-40 °C) and another 0.2 over the range of the second transition (40 °C-70 

°C).  Many studies have focused on the dependence of the melting temperature on pH 

and have found that the stability of the helix is relatively insensitive to pH between 5-

9.101,102  Therefore, this small drop in pH should, most likely, not effect the melting 

temperature of these structure.  To test how the difference in magnesium acetate, 2.5 

mM, would effect the melting temperature between buffers, DNA sequences were input 
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to M-fold84 to determine whether the slight difference in magnesium concentrations 

would change the melting temperature.  From this test, we determined that this small 

change would also not affect the melting temperature. 
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Figure 42 Derivatives of melting curves for 1x1, 1x2, 1xN, 2x2, 2xN at a stand 
concentration of 0.1 μM in 1xTAE Mg++ 

 

Similar to that of the sodium cacodylate buffer, the melting temperature does 

increase with increasing order in 1xTAE Mg++ (Figure 42 Derivatives of melting curves 

for 1x1, 1x2, 1xN, 2x2, 2xN at a stand concentration of 0.1 μM in 1xTAE Mg++.  At a 

DNA concentration of 0.1 μM, there is an 11 °C difference in melting temperature 

between the 1x2 and track.  This is a much larger range than that of the sodium 

cacodylate buffer where the difference between 2x1 and track was only 3 °C at a 
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concentration of 0.1 μM.  While the average melting temperature of the second transition 

at a concentration of 0.1 μM, is 62.4±0.1 °C for TAE and 62.2±0.5 for sodium cacodylate, 

there is a large difference in the melting temperatures for transition one between buffers.  

The DNA superstructure with the lowest order, 2x1, has a consistently higher melting 

temperature in the sodium cacodylate, however, the transition one melting temperatures 

for barbed wire, 2x2, and track are much higher in TAE ( 

 

 

 

 

Table 9).  One possible explanation for the increase in melting temperature, when 

high ordered DNA nanostructures melt in TAE, is the presence of sodium in the sodium 

cacodylate buffer.  It has been found that when magnesium is present, the melting 

temperature is a decreasing function of the monovalent cation concentration (below 10-

2M).103,104  It has been proposed elsewhere that under these conditions, where 

monovalent and divalent cations are present, the Mg++ should condense in preference to 

monovalent ions, and the sole function of monovalent ions should be Debye-Huckel 

screening.105  However, due to higher residual electrostatic free energy in the denatured 

form, the screening stabilizes the denatured DNA and hence lowers Tm.103 
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Table 9 Comparison between the melting temperatures of DNA 
nanostructures in 1xTAE Mg++ and Sodium Cacodylate Mg++ for transition one at a 

concentration of 0.2 μM 

Melting Temperature ( °C) DNA Nanostructure 
1xTAE Mg++ Sodium 

Cacodylate 
Mg++ 

2x1 35.1 39 
Barbed Wire 42.5 39.6 

2x2 43.7 41.6 
Track 47.3 42.4 

 

As concentration increased in 1xTAE Mg++, there was an increase melting 

temperature observed for transition one as shown in Figure 43 where 1/Tm is plotted 

against lnCNS.  Unlike the results from the sodium cacodylate buffer, there is no clear 

trend in ΔH with respect to the order of the DNA nanostructure (Table 10).  In TAE, 2x1 

has the smallest ΔH, which is the opposite from the result in sodium cacodylate where 

2x1 has the largest ΔH.  Additionally track, which has the lowest transition enthalpy in 

sodium cacodylate, has a transition enthalpy that is between 2x2 and barbed wire in 

TAE.  To understand these differences, more work should be done to understand how a 

change in pH would effect the melting of the 5 base sticky-ends and how TAE and 
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sodium cacodylate influences aggregation and assembly of DNA nanostructures in 

solution. 

 

 

Figure 43 Concentration Dependence of the melting temperature for transition 
one.  All DNA nanostructures were in 1xTAE Mg++ 

 

 

Table 10 Comparison between ΔH and ΔS for Sodium Cacodylate and TAE for 
Transition One 

ΔH (kcal/mole) ΔS (kcal/K mole) 
DNA Nanostructure (NS) Sodium 

Cacodylate 
TAE 

Sodium 
Cacodylate 

TAE 

2x1 -94 -2042 -0.27 -6.7 
Barbed Wire (1xN) -151 -73 -0.45 -0.23 

2x2 -155 -165 -0.46 -0.52 
Track -286 -80 -0.87 -0.25 
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3.7.3 Curve Isolation to help determine if Hysteresis is present in the 
annealing/melting transitions 

 

Figure 44 Isolation of first and second transition using curve fitting. 

To isolate each transition, each curve was fit using the following equation 
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Due to the presence of a non zero baseline in the melting data, the isolation of the first 

transition was corrected using the melting profile of tile at the given concentration.  This 

background subtraction helped establish a better baseline for which to compare the data.  

For the second melting transition, the fit of the first transition was subtracted.  Both 

annealing transitions were isolated by subtracting the fit of the opposite transition.  Each 
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annealing and melting curve for both transitions were processed as such prior to 

determining if hysteresis was presence in the transition. 
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4. Structural Characterization of DNA Nanostructures in 
Solution 

4.1 Chapter Overview 

In chapter four, small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS), dynamic light scattering 

(DLS), static light scattering (SLS), Rayleigh elastic scattering (RLS), and UV-absorbance 

spectroscopy are used to monitor how the scattering and absorbance of DNA 

nanostructures change as they disassemble.  Absorbance data is collected for both 2x2 

and track to determine the linear relationship between log of concentration and inverse 

melting temperature.  From this relationship, melting temperatures can be determined 

for solutions of DNA nanostructures at arbitrary concentration; collectively the data 

extablished the nanostructure phase diagram.  DLS, SLS, SAXS, and RLS data collected 

at various concentrations and temperatures are interpreted from the perspective of the 

known phase diagram.   

Small angle X-ray scattering is explored as a source of information on structure 

in solution. This work is motivated by the inability to characterize tiles with AFM and 

by the limitations associated with characterizing solution phase DNA nanostructures 

broadly using images collected from structures electrostatically bound and perturbed by 

surfaces. Static and dynamic light scattering data are considered for their possible ability 

to distinguish between tiles and superstructures. However, neither technique is likely to 

be able to distinguish between scattering centers formed from specific association and 

scatterers formed by aggregation.  UV resonance light scattering is investigated as an 
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alternative. Resonance light scattering may be particularly sensitive to chromophores 

that are organized, ie species that display high scattering when coupling in a stack. 

 

4.2 Introduction 

The design and development of DNA nanostructures has provided a novel 

molecular assembly strategy and through the development of these structures, DNA is 

rapidly becoming an important component in biosensing and nanoelectronics.  One 

recent example of the integration of nanostructure assembly and computing has used 

DNA nanostructures to organize the assembly of chromophores with nanometer 

separations.1  The energy of an absorbed photon on one chromophore is then transferred 

between chromophores through a process called resonance energy transfer (RET).  

Using RET, circuits are designed on DNA nanostructures complete with memory and a 

multiplexer.  As new applications for these structures emerge, developing techniques to 

characterize DNA nanostructures is critical.  This work investigates the stages of DNA 

nanostructure hierarchical assembly in solution using characterization tools not 

commonly used to characterize DNA nanostructures: small angle x-ray scattering, 

Rayleigh elastic scattering, dynamic light scattering, static light scattering, and UV-

absorption spectroscopy. 

Techniques used to characterize DNA nanostructure formation and stability 

include non-denaturing gel electrophoresis,2-6 autofootprinting,2-4 and cyclization.7,8  To 
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determine whether the structure had assembled correctly, polyacrylamide gels were 

often used to see if the migration of the structure under an electric current would form a 

discrete band concurrent with a DNA band of a similar molecular weight.  The 

structures that did not form properly would appear below the desired band due to the 

increased mobility due to the decreased molecular weight and size.  The mobility of a 

structure as a function of the gel’s polyacrylamide concentration was also measured to 

determine a friction constant where a decrease in the surface area of the structure 

decreased the friction constant.  Work performed by Park et al., has characterized the tile 

structure used in this work using non-denaturing gel electrophoresis.9  Along with 

physical analysis, chemical analysis is often performed using autofootprinting and 

cyclization.  Autofootprinting is a technique that is used to examine specific details of 

the assembly of a nanostructure.  The presence of the assembly is observed by 

determining the pattern of chemical cleavage of DNA by hydroxyl radicals generated by 

Fe2+EDTA (ethylendiamine tetraccetate).  Hydroxyl radicals fragment DNA by cleaving 

backbone bonds at rates proportional to the solvent exposure of each residue.  Therefore, 

autofootprinting determines which residues are on the inside vs. outside of an assembly 

thus providing evidence for or against the intended structure.  Finally, cyclization 

investigates the rigidity of DNA nanostructures.10-12  To evaluate the rigidity of the 

complex DNA structures, the length-dependence of the ring closure probability for short 

circles is determined.  While these techniques enable both a physical and chemical 
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analysis of the assembly of these superstructures, they do not allow for imaging or 

visualization of the assembled structures. 

Direct imaging of DNA nanostructure using atomic force microscopy is 

avaluable method for confirming formation of structures according to designs.  To 

image structures using AFM, DNA nanostructures are bound to a smooth substrate 

through electrostatic interactions.  However, the technique leaves uncertainty of how 

electrostatic interactions between the DNA and surface affect the conformation and the 

apparent size distribution of DNA nanostructures.  These limitation motivate 

characterization of DNA nanostructures in solution.  With the use of small angle x-ray 

scattering (SAXS), dynamic light scattering (DLS), static light scattering (SLS), and 

resonance light scattering (RLS), we investigate the scattering of DNA nanostructures 

and monitor the change in scattering as the temperature is increased.  From these 

investigations we show how DNA nanostructures of different sizes produce different 

scattering profiles and investigate the sensitivity of the methods to thermal transitions.   

For over 50 years, x-ray scattering has been an important tool in the 

characterization of duplex DNA.  X-ray diffraction is most often used to understand the 

crystalline structure of DNA, specifically SAXS has often been used to determine how 

different buffers effect the conformation of DNA.13-15  Here we use SAXS to learn about 

the dimensions of a set of DNA nanostructures and obtain lattice parameters which 

reflect the dimensions of the structures and confirm the presence of DNA tile during 
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disassembly- a characterization which is not capable using AFM.  We also monitor the 

scattering profile over a range of temperatures in effort to determine if one can monitor 

the structural changes of a DNA nanostructure as temperature increases using the SAXS 

profile.  Through simulations, we also investigate how the theoretical scattering profile 

changes as the DNA nanostructure increases in length.  Through both simulations and 

experiment we seek to determine whether the SAXS profile can differentiate between 

different DNA nanostructures. 

The experiments performed using dynamic light scattering, resonance light 

scattering, and off-resonance laser static light scattering are preliminary. However, each 

techniques displays some sensitivity to nanostructure changes associated with one or 

more phase transitions  Here we compare the melting transitions observed in RLS to 

UV-absorbance data to investigate whether resonance light scattering is any less 

sensitive than SLS to nanostructure aggregation.  The static light scattering data is 

collected at six temperatures which encompass both melting transitions.  In these 

experiments each DNA nanostructure has a scattering signature and as these structures 

melt, the scattering decreases.  Time constants can be extracted from the autocorrelation 

functions obtained by dynamic light scattering and characteristic diffusivities can be 

determined. Diffusivities can be translated into a radius, RH, of a hydrodynamically 

equivalent sphere. This allows interpretation of diffusivities determined for 
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nanostructures at different temperatures to be interpreted in terms of relative 

nanostructure size.  

The structures presented are tiles, a 4-tile 2x2, and an Nx2 polymer aptly named 

“track.”16  Track, whose name is derived from its railroad like features, is comprised of 

two unique tiles, A and B, which assemble into two rows of alternating AB tiles.  Since 

the track has uncontrolled length, tracks in solution are heterogeneous in size. 

 

4.3 Methods and Materials  

4.3.1 DNA Nanostructures 

4.3.1.1 Oligonucleotides 

All oligonucleotides used to form the DNA nanostructure were purchased from 

Integrated DNA Technology, Inc. (ww.idtdna.com) and then HPLC purified.  HPLC was 

performed on an Agilent using a mixture of 10% acetonitrile – 90% triethylammonium 

acetate buffer (TEAA 0.1 M, pH 7.0) as eluent.  The concentrations of all DNA strands 

were estimated by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm using a Thermo Scientific 

NanoDrop 1000. 

4.3.1.2 General Assembly Strategy 

DNA tiles and superstructures were constructed following designs reported 

elsewhere.16-18  Briefly, each tile is comprised of 4 ‘arm’ strands, 4 ‘shell’ strands and a 

100 base ‘core’ strand serve as the basis for higher order 2D-structures.  Each DNA tile 
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forms higher ordered structures using a pair of five base overlaps between tiles, `sticky 

ends.’  In the first assembly step, for all experiments, equimolar mixtures of strands 

formed tiles when slowly cooling the solution from 95 °C to 20 °C overnight.  All 

experiments in chapter four were carried out in 1x TAE/Mg buffer (40 mM Tris-acetate, 

pH 8.0, 2 mM EDTA, 12.5 mM magnesium acetate).  The concentration for each 

nanostructure reflects the concentration of each 9 strands which make up one tile.  Thus 

a 0.1 μM solution of tile has 9 strands each at a concentration of 0.1 μM.  For structure 

comprised of any combination of A and B tiles, there are two tiles, each comprised of 9 

strands which are at equivalent concentrations.  The DNA nanostructures used in this 

chapter include: tile, 2x2, and track.  Every DNA nanostructure was carried out with a 

one pot assembly strategy. 

For all thermal experiments performed using SAXS, the DNA nanostructure 

concentration was fixed at 4.15 μM per strand which corresponds to a 1 mg/mL of total 

DNA in solution.  Measurements were collected at six different temperatures- 20 °C, 35 

°C, 40 °C, 50 °C, 60 °C, and 70 °C.  All DLS, SLS, and elastic scattering experiments were 

performed at a DNA nanostructure concentration of 1 μM.  The DLS and SLS 

measurements were collected at six different temperatures- 20 °C, 35 °C, 40 °C, 45 °C, 60 

°C, and 70 °C and the Rayleigh elastic scattering experiments were collected over a 

range of temperatures (25 °C-70 °C) and wavelengths (200-400 nm). 
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Each structure is formed using a combination of programmed sticky ends.  

Below are the diagrams and sticky end sequences for each structure.  The track assembly 

requires three unique arms, each comprised of two pairs of sticky ends.  The 2x2 is 

designed using a combination of these three core tile connections. 
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Figure 45: Schematic and sticky end sequences for a 2x2 structure 
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Figure 46: Schematic and sticky end sequences for a Track 

 

4.3.2 Atomic Force Microscopy 

Direct imaging of DNA nanostructures was performed using a Digital 

Instruments NanoScope IIIa Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) with multimode head.  

The AFM tips were purchased from Veeco (Silicon Nitride probe tips NP-S) and imaging 

was done in tapping mode under fluid (1xTAE Mg++). 

4.3.3 UV-Absorption Spectroscopy 

The extent of DNA nanostructure melting into single strands was measured by 

observing the absorbance change as temperature was slowly increased (25 °C to 70 °C at 

a rate of 0.10 °C/min with a collection rate of 0.10 °C/min).  The absorbance data was 
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collected using a Cary 100bio UV-vis spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 260 nm.  The 

graphs here display the fraction of DNA melted, which is the normalized absorbance 

spectra.  The derivative of each melting curve was calculated by the weighted average of 

the slope of 4 °C around each given point.  For low concentrations, below 0.5 μM, a 

cuvette with a pathlength of 1 cm was used.  A cuvette with a shorter pathlength, 1 mm, 

was used to collect absorbance data at higher concentrations 

4.3.4 Elastic Scattering Spectroscopy 

Bulk scattering spectra were collected using a custom UV-visible spectrometer 

(On Line Instrument Systems) capable of collecting both transmitted and scattered light 

(Figure 47).  A 150 W Xenon lamp is used for illumination, and a double monochromator 

is used to select the wavelength of the incident beam. Scattered light is collected through 

a single monochromator (to reduce parasitic scattering) and is detected by a trialkali 

photon counter (Electron tubes, 9113WB80). Spectral resolution for incident and 

scattered light can be controlled by using exit slits of varying sizes to spatially select 

light after each monochromator grating, and in this work 1.24 mm slits were used to 

provide a bandpass of 5.0 nm. Scattered light was collected every 1 nm within a 

wavelength range of 200 to 400 nm using a collection time of 2.55 seconds. Temperature 

was controlled using a Quantum Northwest Turret, with a ramping speed 1.5  °C/hour 

from 25 °C to 80  °C.  All data was background corrected and divided by the sampling 

rate to obtain the photons scattered/second, 
ratesampling

BackgroundData )( −
.  The corrected data 
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was then source corrected by dividing by the difference of the source and dark current 

to account for the structure in the Xe lamp output spectrum.  Following the source 

correction, all intensity was renormalized to photons per second by scaling source 

corrected spectrum to the background corrected intensity at λ=300 nm. 

 

 

Figure 47: Schematic of the OLIS Scattering Spectrometer 
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Figure 48: Rayleigh scattering for 2x2 (top) and track (bottom) at 1 μM.  Source 

corrected background (green), source corrected data (blue), and source and 
background corrected data (black) 

 

4.3.5 Small Angle X-ray Scattering 

4.3.5.1 Theory 

Small angle x-ray scattering is sensitive to the shape and size of an object; 

therefore, the coarse grain model gave rise to a unique scattering signature for each 

structure.  A simple bead model was used to characterize an individual tile and the 

corresponding scattering intensity was computed using a Debye expression for 

scattering from a cluster of scatterers.19  The Debye equation averaged the scattering 

intensity over all orientations to account for the beads tumbling in solution.  The 
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scattering intensity for each structure, I(θ), is the product of a static structure factor and 

shape factor.20-22  In this model, the shape factor, P(θ) is first assumed to be that of a 

uniform sphere,19  
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where R is the radius of the bead and q, is the scattering vector defined by 

q=(4π/λ)sin(θ/2), where θ is the scattering angle.  The scattering vector that corresponds 

to the maximum intensity can be interpreted by a characteristic d spacing, d=2π/q.  For 

the simple bead model a single sphere was set to be 2 nm to reflect the diameter of DNA 

double helix.  The structure factor, or interference function, which is the summation of 

the scattering between particles, is 
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Where rij=|ri-rj| is the sum taken over all the beads in the particle, and fi,j is the electron 

density contrast which is set to 0.1.  For a more complex description see section 4.7.2. 

4.3.5.2 Experimental Set-up 

The SAXS measurements were performed in Dr. Jan Skov Pedersen’s SAXS 

laboratory in the Chemistry Department at the University of Aarhus on an optimized 

version of Bruker Nanostar SAXS machine.23 
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4.3.6 Dynamic Light Scattering 

4.3.6.1 Experiment 

The DLS measurements were performed using an ALV-3000 correlator, and an 

ALV-SP86 goniometer system from ALV-GmbH, Langen, Germany.  The light source 

was a Uniphase HeNe laser operating at 632.8 nm (25mW output power) and ALV/High 

QE APD avalanche diode fiber optic detection system.  The scattering cell was immersed 

in a refractive index matching bath filled with toluene and the temperature of the cell 

housing was set to 25 °C.  All data was collected at 90°.  For each collection, the 

temperature was set and allowed to equilibrate before the data was collected.  

Temperature data was collected at 20 °C, 35 °C, 40 °C, 45 °C, 60 °C, and 70C.  The 

concentration of each structure was held at 1μM and the DNA strands were annealed in 

1x TAE/Mg buffer (40mM Tris-acetate, pH 8.0, 2mM EDTA, 12.5mM magnesium 

acetate). 

4.3.6.2 Analysis Method 

Autocorrelation functions were first fit using a simple non-linear fit model.  The 

radius of gyration was calculated by fitting the autocorrelation function 

)2exp()(2 τβτ Γ−+= Bg  to find the decay rate, Γ which determines the diffusivity 

constant, D, and magnitude of the scattering vector, q, 
2q

D
Γ= .  The decay rates are 

presented in this work as a direct measure of how fast the structures are moving in 

solution- the larger the decay time, the larger the structure.  For convenience and 
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perspective, they hydrodynamic radius, assuming a spherical particle, is also 

determined.  The hydrodynamic radius, RH, was solved for using the Stokes-Einstein 

relation, 
D

kT
RH πη6

=  where k is the boltzman constant, T is the temperature, and η is 

the viscosity of the medium. 

The average diffusivity and unweighted radii were determined using the 

following formula: 
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where x is the decay time (ms) or radius (nm) and wn is the weighted intensity at a given 

x.  The standard deviation, σ,  is calculated by 
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4.3.7 Static Light Scattering 

The SLS measurements were performed using an ALV/LSE-5004, and an 

ALVCGS-8F goniometer system from ALV-GmbH, Langen, Germany.  The light source 

was a HeNe laser operating at 632.8 nm.  The scattering cell was immersed in a 

refractive index matching bath filled with toluene and the temperature of the cell 

housing was set to 25 °C.  Data was collected at a range of angles- 45° to 150°.  For each 

collection, the temperature was set and allowed to equilibrate before the data was 
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collected.  The concentration of each structure was held at 1μM and the DNA strands 

were annealed in 1x TAE/Mg buffer (40 mM Tris-acetate, pH 8.0, 2 mM EDTA, 12.5 mM 

magnesium acetate).  Temperature data was collected at 20 °C, 35 °C, 40 °C, 45 °C, 60 °C, 

and 70C.  For a comprehensive background into static light scattering please see section 

4.6.2. 

 

 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Atomic Force Microscopy 

The approximate center to center distance measured using AFM is 19.3 nm as 

determined by LaBean et. al.16  The theoretical center-to-center separation between 

individual tiles is 19.5 nm.24  This accounts for the arm to arm distance of 47 bases (0.34 

nm/base) and the central hole (2 helical diameters: 1.8 nm/diameter).  DNA 

nanostructure characterization using AFM was also performed in this work (Figure 49), 

and results were similar to those reported the previous work.  While AFM can resolve 

the dimensions of superstructures created using the hierarchical assembly of tiles, it is 

important to note that the AFM is unable to resolve the dimensions and structural 

configuration of a single tile due to the size of an individual tile.  When the tiles are 

assembled together, the structure becomes more rigid and larger than that of a single tile 

allowing AFM to be used as an imaging technique.  In this chapter, the dimensions of a 
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tile are obtained through SAXS experiments and the resulting lattice parameter is 

compared to the designed dimension of a tile along with the dimensions obtained using 

AFM. 

 

100 nm X 100 nm

~19nm

100 nm X 100 nm

~19nm

500 nm X 500 nm500 nm X 500 nm
 

Figure 49: AFM images of DNA nanostructures: 2x2 (left) and track 2xN (right)  

 

4.4.1 UV-Absorption 

Using UV-absorption spectroscopy, the absorbance at 260 nm was monitored as 

the temperature of DNA nanostructures in solution was increased.  Unlike chapter three, 

the results presented here are in 1xTAE Mg++ so as to match the buffer used in the SLS, 

SAXS, and DLS experiments.  The resulting melting profiles demonstrate that the 

melting temperature, Tm, varies between nanostructures.  The first derivative of the 2x2 

and track melting profiles, with respect to temperature, at a constant concentration, 

0.2μM is shown in Figure 50.  The first transition, which is a result of the superstructure 

melting into individual tiles, is higher for track than for 2x2. 
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Figure 50: Derivative of melting profile for Track (black) and 2x2 (blue).  
Individual strand concentration is 0.2 μM and was performed in 1xTAE Mg++ 

 

The x-ray and light scattering experiments were carried out at 4.15 μM and 1 μM, 

respectively.  To collect absorbance from DNA nanostructures at 1 μM, a cuvette with a 

1mm pathlength was used.  To conserve DNA strands, the absorbance melting 

temperature for DNA nanostructures at a concentration of 4.15 μM was determined by 

using the linear relationship between absorbance melting temperature and natural log of 

the concentration was determined and extrapolating the linear fit to estimate the melting 

temperature at 4.15 μM (Figure 51).  These extrapolated melting temperatures determine 

the estimated transitional temperature of DNA nanostructure melting which can be 

compared to the SAXS data.  The linear fits for the superstructure melting into tile are 
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78.58)ln(965.0 22 += xCy  and 18.85)ln(45.2 += trackCy  for 2x2 and track, respectively, 

where C2x2,track are the concentrations of individual strands which create a single tile.  For 

the second transition, tile to ssDNA, the linear relationships are 

207.73)ln(61.0 22 += xCy  and 98.77)ln(943.0 +⋅= trackCy  for 2x2 and track, 

respectively.  The transition temperatures for both 2x2 and track at 1 μM and 4.15 μM 

are listed in Table 11. 

Table 11: Transition Temperatures for 2x2 and Track using Extrapolation 

DNA NS Concentration Transition One Transition Two 
1 μM 45.6 °C 64.1 °C 2x2 

4.15 μM* 46.8 °C 65.6 °C 
1 μM 51.6 °C 65.1 °C Track 

4.15 μM* 54.8 °C 66.3 °C 
*These melting temperatures are determined by the extrapolation of the linear 

relationship between the melting temperature and the natural log of the individual 
strand concentrations. 
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2x2 melting

Tile melting

Track melting

Tile melting

2x2 melting

Tile melting

Track melting

Tile melting

 

Figure 51: Concentration Dependence of the melting temperature for transition 
one and transition two for 2x2 (left) and track (right).  Concentration is defined as the 

concentration of each individual strand. 

 

4.4.2 Resonance Light Scattering 

4.4.2.1 RLS Results 

The scattering measurements were collected as a function of both wavelength 

and temperature.  The absorbance peak for DNA is located at 260 nm while the 

scattering peak is found at 300 nm.  Since there is a prominent peak at 300 nm, the 

scattering as a function of temperature is monitored at this wavelength.  Note that this 

raw data does not take into account the effect of absorbance on scattering at low 

wavelengths.  The elastic scattering of DNA nanostructures directly correspond to the 

light scattered- larger structures scatter more light.  Transition one, where the larger 

lattice structure melts into single tiles, produces a larger signal change than that of 
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transition two where individual tiles melt into ssDNA.  The melting profiles for 2x2 and 

track at 1 μM (Figure 52) show this decrease in scattering as the temperature increases.   

 

Absorbance Tm

46°C
Absorbance Tm

52°C

2x2 Track

 

Figure 52  Elastic scattering melting profile and respective derivative for 2x2 
(left) and Track (right) at an individual strand concentration of 1 μM and λ= 300 nm. 

 

Table 12 displays the local maximum of the first derivative of the scattering 

intensity at transition one as well as the corresponding absorbance melting temperature.  

In both cases, 2x2 and track, the absorbance melting temperature is higher than that of 

the scattering transition temperature.  For 2x2, there is a 6 °C difference between the 

scattering and absorbance melting temperatures.  There is an even larger difference, 11 

°C, between the scattering and absorbance melting temperatures for track.  This 

motivated us to investigate potential reasons for this discrepancy. 
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Table 12 Scattering and Absorbance Transition Temperatures for 2x2 and 
Track 

2x2 Track 
Concentration 
of Individual 
DNA Strands 

Scattering 
Melting 

Temperature 

Absorbance 
Melting 

Temperature 

Scattering 
Melting 

Temperature 

Absorbance 
Melting 

Temperature 
1.0 μM 40 °C 46 °C 41 °C 52 °C 

 

4.4.2.2 Possible causes of mismatched absorbance and scattering transition 
temperatures 

Unlike the temperature ramp used in the UV-absorbance experiments, which 

used a Peltier controller to ramp up the temperature at a constant rate of 0.1 °C/minute, 

the scattering experiments used a Peltier controller which increased the temperature 0.5 

°C, waited 5 minutes and then collected the spectrum over a wavelength range of 200 

nm.  If the DNA nanostructures did not reach equilibrium at each temperature for both 

experiments, the increased ramp rate used in the UV-absorbance experiments would 

increase the melting temperature.  To test the impact of ramp rate on the absorbance 

profile for these DNA nanostructures, data was melting data for tile and 2x2 were 

collected at three different ramp rates- 0.1 °C/min, 0.2 °C/min and 0.4 °C/min (Figure 53 

and Figure 54) at a individual DNA strand concentration of 0.25 μM.  For all structures 

and transitions, the melting temperature did not change when doubling the ramp rate 

from 0.1 °C/min to 0.2 °C/min.  However, when the ramp rate was increased from 0.2 

°C/min to 0.4 °C/min, the melting temperature for each transition increased slightly for 

the second transition (<1.0 °C) and 1.5 °C when melting from 2x2 to individual tiles 
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(Table 13).  While the limitations of the UV-Vis spectrometer do not allow for ramp 

rates, below 0.1 °C/min, since the melting temperature has converged for all transitions 

by this ramp rate, we assume that the equilibrium has been reached for the absorbance 

at each temperature recorded.  Since the ramp rate is much lower for the scattering 

experiments, we assume that the solution has reached equilibrium.  However, future 

work could be done to determine how scattering is affected when the ramp rate is 

increased. 

Table 13 Melting temperatures from 2x2 and Tile absorbance melting profiles 
at varying ramp rates 

Tile* 2x2* 
Ramp Rate (°/min) Second Transition 

(°C) 
First Transition (°C) 

Second 
Transition (°C) 

0.1 65.2 42.5 63.9 
0.2 65.2 42.5 63.9 
0.4 66.0 43.9 64.8 

*The concentration of each individual strand was 0.25 μM. 
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Figure 53 2x2 melting profiles at three ramp rates: 0.1 °C/min (black), 0.2 
°C/min (blue), and 0.4 °C/min (purple).  The concentration of each individual strand 
was 0.25 μM. 
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Figure 54 Tile melting profiles at three ramp rates: 0.1 °C/min (black), 0.2 
°C/min (blue), and 0.4 °C/min (purple).  The concentration of each individual strand 

was 0.25 μM. 

 

The first transition observed using elastic scattering spectroscopy for both 2x2 

and track is very broad, covering a large range of temperatures.  This decrease in 

scattering intensity at low temperatures could be due temperature-dependent 

aggregation.  If there is aggregation at low temperatures, the drop in scattering intensity 

for transition one would be larger than if no aggregation was present.  Aggregation 

would therefore cause a broadening of the first derivative of the melting temperature 

and a decrease in transition temperature.  Due to this uncertainty, research must be 

performed to determine the role of temperature-dependent aggregation on the scattering 
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at low temperatures.  If the role of aggregation is determined to be minimal, then it 

might be possible to use the combination of elastic scattering and absorption to 

determine how the phases of DNA nanostructure disassembly as discussed in appendix 

4.7.1.1 and 4.7.1.2. 

 

4.4.3 Small Angle X-ray Scattering 

In the initial investigation into the scattering intensity of DNA nanostructures 

using SAXS, a coarse grained “bead” model was used to simulate the scattering 

intensities for a given set of DNA nanostructures (see appendix 4.3.4.1 for more 

information on the bead model).  The resulting simulated scattering intensity, I(q), for 

three structures are reported in Figure 55.  As the structure increases in dimension from 

one tile to 16 tiles (8x2) an interference peak grows in at approximately q=0.0314 Å-1.  

This scattering vector translates to a spacing of approximately 200 Å and represents the 

lattice parameter of a tile, or the center to center distance between two tiles.  There is also 

a higher intensity peak at low q for superstructures which reflect their larger size. 

The particle distance distribution function (pddf; 4.3.4.1) for the simulated data 

for tile, 2x2, 4x2, and 8x2 is shown in Figure 56.  For all structures there is a very 

prominent peak at 20Å which reflects the diameter of the bead in the model.  The pddf 

for the superstructures have peaks at 208Å corresponding to the lattice parameter.  This 

peak is slightly broadened due to its close proximity to the separation distance between 
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two diagonal tiles (281Å).  There are also two additional interference peaks for 4x2 and 

8x2 which reflect the center to center separation between all sets of tiles.  The separation 

distances calculated using the pair distance distribution function are slightly shifted 

from the d-spacing due to the lattice’s configuration as a network of beads not 

individual points.  Regardless, the results obtained from the coarse bead model provide 

motivation to perform experiments to confirm these simulated scattering intensities. 

 

 

Figure 55: Theoretical small angle x-ray scattering patterns for a set of DNA 
nanostructures, (tile-black, 2x2-blue, 4x2-green, and 8x2- red) using a coarse grain 

bead model.  Each bead was 2 nm in diameter. 
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Figure 56: Pair Distance Distribution Function (pddf) for simulated coarse 

grain bead model.  Tile-black, 2x2- blue, 4x2- green, and 8x2 red.  Inset: Schematic of 
4x2 bead model with labeled dimensions corresponding to the peak locations in the 

pddf.  A running average of 20Å was used to remove artifacts 

 

Small angle x-ray scattering experiments were performed on tile and track 

(Figure 57).  These results show that as the structure increases in size, the interference 

peak that reflects the lattice parameter grows in verifying that one can differentiate 

between DNA nanostructures using small angle x-ray scattering.  Additionally, this 

confirms that SAXS does show ordering of DNA nanostructures in solution and the 

interference peak at low q is close to what is expected for the diameter of a tile.  The 

prominent interference peak is roughly located at q~0.035Å-1 which corresponds to a 

characteristic d spacing of 180Å.  From this knowledge, we fit the experimental SAXS 

profile using different sized DNA nanostructures- 2x2, 3x2, 4x2, and 5x2 (Figure 58).  

Through a visual inspection, the 3x2 DNA nanostructure with a tile size of 180Å best fits 
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the experimental data.  To confirm the size of the individual tile, 18 nm, we also 

compared simulated spectra for 3x2 with varying sized tiles to the experimental data 

(Figure 59).  Again, by visual inspection, it was determined that the tile size of 18 nm 

best fit the experimental data.  Figure 57 displays the resulting fits for tile and track 

using an 18 nm diameter tile and for track, a 3x2 DNA nanostructure.  The difference in 

the simulation and experimental SAXS profile of an individual tile is most likely due to 

the ‘floppiness’ of the tile in solution.  The difference between the tile and track SAXS 

data confirms periodicity in the track profile for track on the scale of an individual tile.  

The broadness of the peak is not a reflection of instrument resolution. Therefore, the 

broadness is most likely a manifestation of an abundance of short tracks or nonlinearity 

of the structure associated with a short persistence length.  If there is a high 

concentration of short structures, since larger structures preferentially bind to mica, the 

AFM images might not capture the abundance of short structures.  The derived lattice 

parameter of tile also differs from the designed distance by 15Å and the measurement 

from AFM by 13Å.16  This difference in the dimensions between surface-bound DNA 

nanostructures and those in solution could potentially be due to either corrugation or 

bending of the chain.   
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Figure 57: Experimental SAXS data for tile (black x) and track (red +) at 20 °C.  
Tile data has been fit (green line) where the diameter of the tile is 18 nm.  Track data 

has been fit using a model 3x2 (green line) and a tile diameter of 180 Å.  The 
concentration of each strand is held constant at 4.15 μM (1 mg/ml).  Therefore, there 
are 9 strands at 4.15 μM in the tile solution and 18 strands (A tile and B tile) at 4.15 

μM in the track solution. 

 

2x2

3x2
4x2 5x2

2x2

3x2
4x2 5x2

 

Figure 58 SAXS Simulations of varying length structures compared with 
experimental SAXS data for track (red x) at 20 °C.  Bead diameter was 1.8 nm 
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corresponding to an 18 nm tile.  The scattering intensity of the simulated spectra was 
offset for better visualization. 

17nm

18nm

20nm
19nm

3x2 DNA NS

17nm

18nm

20nm
19nm

3x2 DNA NS

 

Figure 59 SAXS Simulations of 3x2 structures with varying bead diameter (17 
nm, 18 nm, 19 nm, and 20 nm) compared to experimental SAXS data for track (red x) at 

20 °C. 

 

Following these experiments, small angle x-ray was used to investigate the 

dimensions of the structures as they melt.  Here we observed scattering at six different 

temperatures ranging from 20-70 °C.  The concentration of DNA in solution was 4 times 

that of the UV-absorbance experiments- 4.15 μM or 1 mg/ml.  Using the aforementioned 

linear regressions (4.4.1), the melting temperature for the first transition for 2x2 and 

track are 47 °C and 55 °C, respectively, by extrapolation.  For the second transition, the 

melting temperature was calculated to be 66 °C for both 2x2 and track. 

The scattering intensities observed for all structures at low temperatures exhibit 

unique scattering functions.  As mentioned previously, there is a prominent interference 
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peak for track at q~0.035Å-1, which is a reflection of the size of the tile.  For track, this 

peak remains relatively stable until 50 °C where there is an observable change in the 

scattering intensity at low q values and the interference peak as the lattice parameter 

decreases.  The resulting intensity profile resembles that of a smaller structure 

suggesting that when the temperature increases from 40 °C to 50 °C at least some 

superstructures have broken into tiles.  The extrapolated melting temperature for 4.15 

μM track melting into tile is 55 °C.  While the SAXS measurements are not refined 

enough to distinguish the exact melting temperature for the transition of track into tile, 

the SAXS profile for track at 60 °C resembles that of tile suggesting that the theoretical 

melt temperature is reflected in the SAXS measurements.  For 2x2 the structural features 

are harder to discern since there are lesson prominent interference features present in 

the SAXS profile.  However, at 60 °C, the profile resembles that of tile.  There is a final 

drop from 60 °C to 70 °C which is due to the second transition from tiles into single 

strands of DNA.  That range of temperatures includes both the absorbance melting 

temperature for 2x2 and track, 66 °C. 
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Figure 60: Experimental data for A) tile and B) 2x2 and C) track in a range of 

temperature (20-70 °C) (20 °C- black, 35 °C- green, 40 °C- blue, 50 °C- purple, 60 °C- 
orange, 70 °C- red) 

 

4.4.4 Dynamic Light Scattering 

Dynamic light scattering monitors the intensity of light scattered (in 

milliseconds) as a structure diffuses through a solution.  From the speed at which a 

structure diffuses through the solution, one can determine hydrodynamic radius of the 

structure, assuming a spherical structure.  Here we use dynamic light scattering to 

discover if one can detect different sizes of structures by how slowly or quickly the 

structure moves through the solution and to extend the structural characterization 

beyond small angle x-ray scattering and Rayleigh elastic scattering.  The use of DLS 
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allows us to increase the detection range to include track with dimensions greater than 

100 nm, the upper limit of detection for SAXS. 

Here, dynamic light scattering was collected for both 2x2 and track at a range of 

temperatures.  Since DLS is sensitive to the size of a structure, we see a unique 

autocorrelation curve for each structure (Figure 61).  By fitting the autocorrelation 

function )2exp()(2 τβτ Γ−+= Bg  one can find the decay rate, Γ which determines the 

diffusivity constant, D, and magnitude of the scattering vector, q, 
2q

D
Γ= .  A larger 

structure diffuses more slowly through a solution which decreases the structure’s 

diffusivity and decay rate.  Since the autocorrelation function is a function of the size of 

the structure, for heterogeneous solutions with multiple sized structures, the 

autocorrelation function will be governed by multiple decay times. 

At lower temperatures, the characteristic decay times are longest for track 

compared to that of 2x2 (Figure 61).  This is due to the large size of track which diffuses 

more slowly through the solution.  As the temperature increases, we monitor the change 

in decay time which is correlated to the change in phase as the DNA structure melts.  In 

general, the decay times shorten with increasing temperature.  However, there is 

clustering in the short time portion of the track autocorrelation function even as 

temperature varies over a large range.  This suggests the population of tiles and very 

small structures is constant in the track solution over a large range of temperatures.  

Conversely, at longer decay times, the autocorrelation shifts to shorter decay times as 
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temperature increases.  This is a result of the larger track structures melting into smaller 

superstructures.  While most correlation functions crudely appear to have monomodal 

distributions of decay times, there is a prominent bimodal distribution of components at 

60 °C. 

 

Track

2x2

 

Figure 61: Comparison of DLS data for 2x2 (blue) and track (black) 

The autocorrelation functions for both 2x2 and track suggest that there is an 

initial decrease in size as track and tile melt from 20 °C to 35 °C.  This is observed in 

Figure 62 where the autocorrelation function for the lowest temperature is separated 

from that of the proceeding temperatures.  This observed decrease could be due to a 

decrease in aggregation of individual structures as the temperature increases.  More 

experiments are necessary to confirm aggregation.  For the 2x2 solution, there is a 

gradual decrease in decay time as the temperature rises.  This is in agreement with the 

SAXS results which exhibit a gradual dampening of the interference peak as the 

temperature increases.  At 60 °C, the autocorrelation functions for both track and 2x2 
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exhibit two prominent decay curves which are consistent with the higher diffusivity of 

tile and single strands.  Finally at 70 °C, the correlation functions show one noticeable 

decay curve indicative of a homogenous solution of single stranded DNA.  The 2x2 and 

track DLS data is also compared at each temperature to show how the autocorrelations 

converge as the temperature increases (Figure 63). 

 

Figure 62: Autocorrelation function for 2x2 (left) and track (right). Black- 25 °C; 
Green – 35 °C; Blue- 40 °C; Purple-45 °C; Orange- 60 °C; Red- 70 °C 
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Figure 63  The 2x2 (black) and track (blue) dynamic light scattering data 
overlaid at each temperature to show the similarities and difference between the two 

structures. 

 

A simple single exponential decay fit to the autocorrelation allowed for rough 

estimates of the sizes of structures (Figure 64). From these fits, one can determine the 

diffusivity and hydrodynamic radius as outlined in 4.3.5.2.  However, a spherical model 

was used to determine the hydrodynamic radius, thus the analysis here is used loosely 

and primarily for perspective.  Future work could focus on more complex models that, 

for example, model the DNA nanostructure as a rod instead of a sphere.  Convience and 

perspective we looked at the data in terms of Rh but it is not the hybrodynamic 

properties are so much like a sphere.  Similar to that of Rayleigh elastic scattering, the 

hydrodynamic diameter for 2x2 shows a large intensity drop before the observed 
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absorbance melting temperature of 46 °C.  The hydrodynamic radius for 2x2 at 40 °C 

and 45 °C remains stable which suggests that at these temperatures the 2x2 has melting 

into tile.  However, the corresponding hydrodynamic radius is 50 nm, which is 

significantly greater than the SAXS calculated lattice parameter of 18 nm.  This 

discrepancy is most likely due to the coupled water associated with the structure and 

the lack of an appropriate model.  While it is difficult to determine the exact phase 

transitions for track, at 60 °C, the hydrodynamic radius for both 2x2 and track drop 

suggesting that these structures have melted into individual strands.  This transition 

temperature is 4 °C less than the melting temperature obtained through absorbance 

measurements. 

 

 

Figure 64: Calculated hydrodynamic radius using a single exponential decay.  
The concentration of 2x2 and track was 1 μM. 
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The data was also fit using a simple non-linear fit model through the use of the 

ALV software (see appendix 4.4.6.2 for more information on the fitting procedure).  At 

20 °C, there are three populations in the 2x2 solution which can be resolved based on 

their varying diffusivities.  These three populations likely correspond to the different 

assembly phases of 2x2- ssDNA, tile, and 2x2.  As the temperature increases to 35 °C, 2x2 

has become a very heterogeneous solution with a single very broad peak encompassing 

the same range of diffusivities as the three peaks observed at 20 °C.  Upon further 

increasing the temperature to 40 °C, the 2x2 solution displays two populations, 

suggesting that the larger slowly diffusing structures are melting into smaller structures 

that diffuse more quickly.  

Track exhibits multiple populations at low temperature which likely to 

correspond to structures of varying size.  Unlike 2x2, which has merged into one 

population by 35 °C, the track populations remain distinct.  At 40 °C, a higher 

percentage of structures in the track solution have shorter decay times, suggesting that 

the larger structures are melting into smaller structures.  At 45 °C, there is one dominant 

population which corresponds to the tile phase.  There are two similar distinct peaks for 

both 2x2 and track at 60 °C which could reflect tile and ssDNA in solution.  For both 2x2 

and track, once the tile has fully dehybridized (70 °C), the resulting decay time shows 

one population which reflects that of the single strands of DNA in solution. 
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Figure 65 Dynamic Light Scattering data: decay time for 2x2 (red) and track 
(black) at various temperatures.   

 

4.4.6 Static Light Scattering 

Static light scattering (SLS) measures the angular dependency of the time-

average intensity of light scattered by DNA.  In contrast to DLS, SLS measures the 

intensity of scattered light in the seconds time range to give a time-averaged intensity 

(expressed as a Rayleigh ratio) to obtain information on the shape of the structure, 

molecular mass, and radius of gyration.  Static light scattering is very similar to that of 

small angle x-ray scattering.  While small angle x-ray scattering relied on the Debye 
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equation to calculate the average intensity of all atoms in a particle, the Rayleigh-Debye-

Gans, RDG, allows for the calculation of the scattering for a particle diameter 2R where 

the following condition is met 

 1
4
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0

<<− nn
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π

 [4.5] 

Where λ0 is the incident wavelength and n1 and n2 are the refractive index of the 

particle and the medium.  The scattered intensity is then a product form factor, P(q) and 

a static structure factor, S(q) (similar to that of SAXS) as follows 
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 )()()( 2 qSqBPNMqI =  [4.7] 

Where N is the particle number in the scattering volume, ρ is the mean particle 

number density, M is the particle mass, and B which is a constant dependent on the 

incident light intensity.  Static light scattering is often reported in terms of a Rayleigh 

factor, Rθ, 
0

2

I

rI
R s=θ , which is a fraction of excess incident intensity I0 scattered per path 

length in the scattering medium.25 

As expected, the intensity of scattered light obtained through static light 

scattering decreases as the temperature increases (Figure 66).  This data is consistent 

with other light scattering techniques where the track scatters more light than that of 

2x2.  For 2x2, there is a gradual transition to tile which spans 20 °C.  This transition 
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occurs just prior to the expected temperature of 46 °C.  Similar to that of the DLS results, 

the track transition to tile is very hard to discern potentially due to the coarseness of the 

data.  At 60 °C both track and 2x2 have converged and the intensity of scattered light is 

very low, almost unobservable.  While DLS and Rayleigh elastic scattering have a low 

signal at high temperatures there is still a distinct tile to strand transition.  Here is 

appears that static light scattering can not detect the melting of tile into single strands of 

DNA.  Therefore this technique should only be used to detect the transition of 

superstructure to tile. 

 

 

Figure 66 Change in light scattering as a function of temperature (Normalized 
to scattering volume and laser beam intensity; line is an eye-guide). 
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4.5 Conclusions 

Using a simple coarse bead model, SAXS simulations confirmed that an 

interference peak grew in at a q value corresponding to the dimensions of a single tile.  

SAXS data collected at the University of Aarhus, confirmed that polymeric 

superstructures have periodicity on the length scale of a tile.  At room temperature there 

are noticeable differences in the given DNA nanostructure scattering profiles- track has 

a more prominent interference peak at a q value corresponding to the dimension of a 

single tile.  Through the correlations between d-spacing and q, a lattice parameter was 

obtained for a tile in solution.  This value corresponded to a characteristic d-spacing of 

180 Å, slightly lower than the theoretical value and value obtained by AFM which were 

195 Å and 192 Å, respectively.  Additionally, using a coarse bead model, the track data 

at 20 °C could be fit using a short 3x2 model.  The reasons for these discrepancies and for 

this fit could be due to the flexibility of these structures in solution which causes a 

decrease in the lattice parameter or a high concentration of short track in solution.  

However, as we increased the temperature, we did see noticeable changes in the SAXS 

profile and while the data set is coarse in temperature, it motivates further exploration.  

Future work could focus on generating structural models that reflect the out or plane 

motion of the nanostructures.  

The light scattering techniques used in this chapter, Rayleigh elastic scattering, 

dynamic light scattering, and static light scattering all follow similar trends in DNA 
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nanostructure disassembly.  While the observed absorbance melting transition for 2x2 

and track is 46 °C and 52 °C at 1 μM, respectively, these three techniques detect a 

scattering decrease for superstructure break-up before this predicted transition 

temperature obtained using UV-absorbance spectroscopy.  However, since the role of 

temperature dependent aggregation on scattering is undetermined, we can not conclude 

that the observed discrepancy between the absorbance and scattering transitions is due 

to the structural phases of disassembly. 

The autocorrelation function obtained using dynamic light scattering was also fit 

to an exponential decay to determine the hydrodynamic radius of the structures in 

solution.  Here it was found that the calculated dimensions were larger than the 

observed dimensions using SAXS and AFM.  Potential causes for this discrepancy are 

aggregation of DNA nanostructures in solution, the inability for this spherical model to 

accurately determine the size of the structure, or the effect of hydration on these 

structures.  Future work could focus on determining how utilizing the combined data 

collected using static and dynamic light scattering could help determine the size of the 

structure as well as investigating the potential aggregation of the structures in solution. 

The resonance scattering spectra also motivate future work. The transition 

underlying the resonance at 300 nm is unknown. The electronic state of DNA is expected 

nonetheless to depend upon many factors, including structure, base sequence, 
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measurement atmosphere, and measurement method.26  Detailed models have been 

developed to understand the electronic transitions of DNA.26-28   

 

4.6 Chapters 2-4 Summary 

In chapters 2-4, UV-absorbance, a routine DNA nanostructure characterization 

tool, was used to confirm the melting transitions of DNA nanostructures and determine 

the melting transition temperatures for a variety of DNA nanostructures at multiple 

concentrations.  It was found that increasing the unique tile-tile interactions in a given 

structure did increase the melting temperature.  It was also confirmed that inverse 

melting temperatures of these structures scaled linearly withlog of concentration.  In 

chapter four, this linear relationship was used to extrapolate melting temperatures to 4-

fold higher concentrations for the purpose of extending the phase diagram to the 

concentrations used for SAXS.  These SAXS experiments coupled with the SAXS 

simulations confirmed that this technique can be used to determine the dimensions of 

these DNA nanostructures. 

While scattering characterization techniques are novel to DNA nanostructure 

disassembly characterization, more research must be preformed to evaluate these 

methods more fully. Regardless, the results from the UV-absorbance characterization of 

DNA nanostructures in solution, provide perspective of use in designing and 

interpreting nanostructure immobilization experiments presented in chapters 5-8. 
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4.7 Appendix 

4.7.1 Elastic Scattering Transition vs Absorbance Transition 

4.7.1.1 Scattering simulations using DDA and the Debye equation 

Since equilibrium was achieved in both scattering and absorbance experiments, 

scattering simulations were performed to determine the scattering intensity profiles for 

different tile configurations and compare that to the decrease in scattering intensity 

observed at the absorbance melting temperature.  In chapter two (2.4.4) the scattering 

intensity of various DNA nanostructures was computed using a Debye expression for 

scattering from a cluster of scatterers and the discrete dipole approximation.19  The 

scattering intensity was determined at a scattering vector, q, corresponding to a 

scattering angle, θ, of 90° and λ= 300 nm where q=(4π/λ)sin(θ/2)=0.0029A-1.  This 

scattering angle corresponds to the angle at which the experimental scattering data was 

collected and the wavelength, λ, corresponds to the location of the scattering peak.  

Table 14 summarizes the results from these simulations. 

Table 14 Summary of the scattering intensities calculated from the DDA and 
Debye Simulations 

Scattering Intensity Discrete Dipole 
Approximation 

Scattering Intensity (au) 

The Debye Equation  
Scattering Intensity (au) 

Tile (set to zero) 0 0 
2x1 0.34 48 
2x2 0.91 148 

% decrease from 2x2 to 2x1 63% 66% 
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It was found that if all the structures broke into 2x1 structures the scattering 

intensity would drop from the relative intensity of 2x2, 145, to a relative intensity of 48.  

This is a 66% drop in the scattering signal.  For the experimental data presented in this 

chapter, the elastic scattering of 1 μM 2x2 had decreased 70% at the absorbance melting 

temperature which is much greater than 50% proposed when only 2x2 and tile remained 

in the solution.  Given that the drop in the intensity at the absorbance melting 

temperature was 70%, it is more likely that the DNA nanostructures melt in stages and 

not directly from 2x2 to individual tiles.   

4.7.1.2 Thermodynamic of sticky ends 

The four unique sticky end junctions (two sticky arm pairs per junction) are 

designed using eight sequences (Table 15).  Since these junctions are all unique, each 5 

base overlap between tiles has a unique associated enthalpy and Gibbs free energy.  The 

thermodynamic parameters of each junction have been theoretically determined using a 

modified next nearest neighbor model which, among other things, accounts for the base 

sequences of the initiation and termination of the overlap.29  In the next nearest neighbor 

model, the energy of hybridization is the linear sum of the energies of pairs of adjacent 

bases within double-stranded helix.30  Here we also include the base pairs which 

proceeded and preceded each sticky end creating a total of six next nearest neighbor 

pairs.  This technique has been used elsewhere to predict the hybridization energies for 
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sticky ends used to attach “zig-zag ribbon” structures.30  For example, the free energy of 

one sticky end arm is calculated as follows: 
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Figure 67 Example of the next nearest neighbor base pairs used to calculate the 
thermodynamic parameters and corresponding calculation of ΔG 

 

The following hybridization energies associated with each pair of sticky ends 

assumes a salt concentration of 1 M sodium and a temperature of 37 °C.  It has been 

shown elsewhere that 1 M NaCl is similar to that of 0.15M NaCl/ 10mM MgCl2.31  While 

this is not the exact buffer used in these experiments, these calculations allow for the 

comparison of thermodynamic parameters given unique sequences of sticky arms.  To 

determine the melting temperature of the collective arm, the melting temperatures of the 

respective sticky ends are averaged.  The cooperativity effects or how the 

thermodynamic parameters are influenced by the pairs of sticky ends on each arm is not 
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accounted for in this model.  Further research is necessary to determine how the 

thermodynamic properties are influenced by the cooperativity of sticky end pairs. 

The melting temperature is also calculated by the following equation for non-

self-complementary strands29,  

 
))4/ln(( T

M CRS

H
T

+Δ
Δ= °

°

 [4.8] 

Where R is the gas constant, (1.987 cal/(K mol), CT is the total strand 

concentration, and the predicted ΔS is the entropy in eu, cal/(K mol) and predicted ΔH is 

the enthalpy (kcal/mol), which is divided by 1000 to be consistent with R and ΔS.  The 

sticky end sequences and calculated thermodynamic parameters are listed in Table 15 

and Table 16, respectively. 

Table 15. Strand Names and Sticky Ends used to form structures (5’3’) 

Strand Name Sticky End Sequences 
A6 CTCGC GCATG 
A8 GAGAG CTGAC 
B1 GCGAG CATGC 
B4 CTCTC  GTCAG  
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Table 16 Thermodynamic Parameters for DNA Helix Initiation and 
Propagation in 1 M NaCl for each pair of sticky arms 

Strands ΔG37° 
(kcal/mol) 

ΔH 
(kcal/mol) 

ΔS  
(cal/K mol)

Tm1 ( 
°C) 

-9.91 -51.6 -133.9 39 B4-A8 
-9.61 -48.8 -126.7 35 
-9.92 -47.8 -122 32 A6-B1 
-8.92 -46.5 -120.7 32 

1 Tm was based on a total strand concentration of 0.5 μM making the concentration of individual 
strands equal to 0.25μM. 

 

The possibility that the 2x2 melt into partially formed 2x2 before melting into 

individual tiles is supported by calculating the average melting temperature of each 

connection point.  For each 2x2, there are two unique pairs of sticky ends which connect 

the tiles into the 2x2 configuration.  There is a 5 °C difference in melting temperature 

between the adjacent sticky ends.  This difference could influence the melting of the 2x2 

such that the weaker bonds could break at a lower temperature causing the melting 

temperature of the absorbance to reflect the temperature at which only the stronger 

bonds remain.\ 
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Figure 68: Schematic of 2x2 and the associated average thermodynamic 
parameters for the two connection points. 

 

4.7.2 Small Angle X-ray Scattering 

4.7.2.1 Pair Distance Distribution- Detection of size and shape 

The small angle scattering intensity for a monodisperse system of colloid particles can 

be described through )(
)(

)(
2

qPM
N

cqI W
A

MρΔ=  where c is the concentration in mg/mL, 

ΔρM is the scattering length density per unit mass (DNA/RNA~3.9x1010 cm/g), molecular 

weight in kD, Mw, and P(q), the particle normalized form factor.  This form factor, which 

carries information on the particle’s shape and size, can be converted into real space 

using a Fourier transform resulting in p(r), the pair distance distribution function.   
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The pair distance distribution function is the weighted histogram of the distances between 

all possible points inside the particle. 

Alternatively, the measured scattering vectors can be converted from reciprocal 

space to real space using a Fourier transform of the structure factor, S(q), to determine 

the pair distance distribution or the probability of finding another tile at a distance r, 

  −+= dqqrqSq
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1
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 [4.11] 

where ρ is the particle number density.  In this work, the pair distance distribution 

function was calculated using a radial distribution function from the structure factor 

according to Hansen and McDonald’s theory of Simple Liquids32 as adopted by Korgel 

and Fitzmarice.21 

 

4.7.2.2 Real Space Modeling- Refining the dimensions 

The form factor, P(q), observed through experiments, is also compared to a theoretical 

form factor obtained by real space modeling using the Debye formula.  To accurately 

represent the DNA nanostructures a model is built using spherical beads that take into 

account the number of base pairs in each arm and structure parameters unique to DNA.  

The scattering intensity is then calculated by the Debye equation,  
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−= , rij is the distance between the centers of the i-th and 

j-th subunit.  The parameters of the theoretical form factor are optimized by fitting 

experimental data which determines the accuracy with which we can model the DNA 

nanostructures.  There are three major dimensions obtained through the SAXS 

experiments- the distance between the two helices that create one arm of the tile, the 

separation distance between two tiles, and the center of mass of the DNA to the 

geometrical center of the tile.  The results shown are from three types of DNA 

nanostructures, - tile, 2x2 tile, and DNA “track”. 

 

4.7.3 Dynamic Light Scattering: Fitting the data 

Autocorrelation functions were then fit using a simple non-linear fit model using 

the ALV software.  Careful time was taken to find the best fit parameters.  Two main 

variables can affect the regularization fit- the data range and the number of gridpoints 

used to fit the data.  These two parameters were tested for the track data to ensure 

accurate reporting.  The cutoff point was varied from 16.35 ms to 98.27 ms and the 

results are shown in Figure 69.  There is a major structural change in the graph between 

20 and 26 ms.  However, changing the number of gridpoints in a very large range 
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(Figure 70, had little effect on the resulting decay constants.  Table 17 is the breakdown 

of the resulting parameters used to fit the data. 

 

 

Figure 69: Effect of fitting parameter: last data point fit. Above: 
Autocorrelation function of the fitted data; Track at 20 °C 
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Figure 70: Comparison of decay constants for Track at 20 °C using a varying 
number of gridpoints.  Cutoff point: 32.74 ms 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 17: DLS Fit Parameter used to obtain Diffusivities of Track and 2x2 

2x2  
20 
°C 

35 
°C 

40 
°C 

45 
°C 

60 
°C 

70 °C 

First datapoint 
3 (375 ns) 

24 
(4μs) 

26 
(5μs) 
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Last data point 
128 (32.74ms) 

48 
(32μs

) 
# of gridpoints 88 68 
Lower radius 

for distribution 
0.5 

Upper radius 
for distribution 

2500 

 
Track  

20 
°C 

35 
°C 

40 
°C 

45 
°C 

60 
°C 

70 °C 

First datapoint 3 24 26 
Last data point 128 48 
# of gridpoints 88 68 
Lower radius 

for distribution 
0.5 

Upper radius 
for distribution 

2500 

 

4.7.4 Background on Static Light Scattering 

The scattered intensity is then a product form factor, P(q) and a static structure 

factor, S(q) (similar to that of SAXS) as follows 

 }sin]1)([
4

1){()( 2  −+= drqrrgr
q

qPNBMqI
πρ

 [4.12] 

 )()()( 2 qSqBPNMqI =  [4.13] 

Where N is the particle number in the scattering volume, ρ is the mean particle 

number density, M is the particle mass, and B which is a constant dependent on the 

incident light intensity..  Static light scattering is often reported in terms of a Rayleigh 
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factor, Rθ, 
0

2

I

rI
R s=θ , which is a fraction of excess incident intensity I0 scattered per path 

length in the scattering medium.25 

When a light wave travels hits a particle, the oscillation of the light wave’s 

corresponding electric field will induce a dipole resonance whereby the particle becomes 

a secondary source which scatters light (radiates energy) in all directions.  When the 

scattered light from these particles is collected a wavelength equal to that of the incident 

light wave it is considered to be elastic, Rayleigh, scattering.  The intensity of this 

scattered light as a function of scattering angle is given by the Rayleigh equation, 
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π
θ θ
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Where I0 is the intensity of light, λ is the wavelength incident on sample, iθ, is the 

intensity of scattered light per unit volume of the system and θ is the detection angle, M 

is the molecular weight, NA is Avogadro’s number, c is the concentration, and n~  is the 

refractive index. 

For the scattering of particles in solution, the local fluctuations in solute 

concentration due to random motion and opposed by osmotic pressure are considered 

and the resulting Rayleigh ratio, as first discovered by Debye becomes 
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where the intensity of scattered light, '
θi , is the excess scattering in the liquid, n~  

and 0
~n  are the refractive index of the solution and solvent, respectively and 

dc

nd~
 is the 

relationship between the change in index over the change in concentration, T is the 

temperature and 
dc

dΠ
 is the change in osmotic pressure over the change in 

concentration.  When the Rayleigh scattering from the solvent is subtracted from that of 

the solution, Equation 2 reduces to  

 
θ
θ

θ 2cos1

sin

+
= gskI

R  [4.16] 

 Where k is experimentally determined and Igs is the intensity measured at angle 

θ. 

The difference between the intensity transmitted through the sample, I, and the 

initial intensity, I0, is a measured of the scattered light.  The ratio of the transmitted 

intensity over the initial intensity of the light is described through an exponential decay, 

dependent on the turbidity, τ, of the solution as well as the distance traveled through the 

medium, l, 
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Since the difference between the transmitted light and the initial intensity 

determines the intensity of scattered light, this equation becomes 
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Where '
sI  is the total intensity of scattered light per unit path length.  The 

exponential decay of can be simplified by an expansion of the exponential to yield 

 lllle l τττττ −≈−+−=− 1....)(
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Thus, the turbidity of the sample can be determined through the ratio of '
sI  to the 

initial intensity of the wave. 
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The intensity scattered through all angles of polar coordinates is 
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When both sides of this equation are divided by the initial scattering intensity, 

the turbidity can be expressed in terms of the Rayleigh ratio, 
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The product of the definite integrals is 16π/3 which further refines the Rayleigh 

ratio in terms of the turbidity 
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The molecular weight is then determined by representing the osmotic pressure 

by a virial equation 
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Substituting this into the equation for the turbidity  
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Where H is equal to 
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In terms of the Rayleigh ratio, measured using static light scattering,  
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Where K is an optical constant equal to 
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For structures where <r2>1/2=(λ’/n)/20, the scattering of a particle can not be 

described as a point scattering and thus one has to account for interference.  The index of 

refraction of our solvent is 1.334 at 25 °C and the incident wavelength is 632.8 nm.  Thus 

the critical value of the length of our structure in solution is ~24 nm, just above the 

dimensions of a single tile. 

For structures larger than 24 nm, particle scattering function is necessary to 

account for the interference effects.  The particle scattering factor is the Rayleigh ratio of 

the observed intensity to the Rayleigh ratio of the intensity in the absence of 

interference. 

The resulting equation is 

 cA
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The particle scattering factor, Pθ, for a sphere is as follows33  
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The static light scattering data presented here are preliminary results given the 

limited access to the instrument.  Further investigations into SLS and DLS could 

potentially yield more information about the size and shape of the DNA nanostructures. 
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5. Detection of DNA Tile Hybridization on a Planar 
Surface using Surface Plasmon Resonance 

5.1 Chapter Overview 

In this chapter, surface plasmon resonance is used to monitor the attachment of 

DNA nanostructures to a DNA functionalized surface.  At a fixed temperature, 25 °C, 9-

strand cross-tiles (herein, ‘tiles’) and two tile wide polymers (herein, ‘track’) are 

captured on a surface through the hybridization of one or more sticky ends to sticky 

end(s) on the surface.  Surface preparation followed by nanostructure uptake is 

monitored as a function of time and uptake is recorded for a series of concentrations of 

the nanostructures in solution.  The temperature dependence of uptake is described in 

Chapter 6.  These studies had several goals that include  

• Identifying saturation coverages of tile and track along with the 

nanostructure concentrations at which these coverages are achieved and 

• Observing how these uptake properties depend upon the presence of one 

or many sticky ends on the nanostructures. 

Knowledge of mass uptake will facilitate interpretation of mechanically coupled 

mass observed in later uptake experiments that use quartz crystal microbalance, Chapter 

7.  The work is further motivated by prior studies of the stability of multi-tile 

superstructures in a homogeneous (solution) phase.15, 98  In tile-based DNA 

nanostructures, tile – tile association is stabilized by the participation of two sticky ends 

per tile; formation of a second helix leads to a more favorable free energy. While the 
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scaling of the free energy of association with the number of participating sticky ends 

(‘valence’) is very different from the scaling in multivalent proteins, valence nonetheless 

plays a significant role in stability of superstructures in solution and is expected to 

influence significantly the affinity of multi-tile structures for surfaces. Here, we 

investigate the uptake of single tiles and tile-based polymers. In Chapter 6 the 

temperature dependence of absorption is explored. Ultimately, further studies with 

fixed size structures will elucidate how nanostructure – surface interactions scale with 

valence. These further studies may lead to understanding of how both temperature and 

valence can be used to tailor nanostructure – surface interactions so that (1) surface 

capture of nanostructures can be executed selectively with respect to nanostructure 

valence and (2) nanostructure placement can be controlled.  

 

5.2 Introduction 

Several decades of research in DNA nanostructure engineering have yielded 

protocols for forming nonlinear structures comprised of more than one double helical 

motif. 57, 109, 127, 128  Multi-helix junctions endowed with recognition elements serve as 

components in higher order structures that promise to be significant in bridging length 

scales between bottom up and top down assembly and as realizations of logical 

operations executed through recognition based assembly.  Recognition based assembly 

is accomplished through use of single strands, or ‘sticky ends’, at helix termini that are 
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available for hybridization with components presenting complementary strands Figure 

72,57, 58  The use of unique sticky end sequences enables formation from components of 2- 

and 3-dimensional higher order structures.  

Floppy junctions have been replaced with stable structural elements through 

incorporation of oligonucleotides that ‘cross over’ between helices. Multi-helix 

structures can assume well defined geometries when coupled at multiple sites, such as 

in double cross-over (DX) or triple cross-over (TX) structures.62, 129, 130  A linkage between 

two tiles in general involves formation of two helices that form two bridges between the 

connecting arms of two tiles, Figure 71. 

 

 

Figure 71: Sticky end hybridization strategy for inter-tile association: Six 
strands link together through two double helices interactions 

 

Here, we investigate sticky end driven attachment of tiles to a helix on a surface 

through sticky end association between a surface helix and a helical feature in a tile.  
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Melting transitions observed previously for the purpose of confirming nanostructure 

formation show that melting temperatures are higher when fragmentation requires 

breakup of more pairs of sticky ends (chapters 2-4). While the kinetics and 

thermodynamics of tile – surface association are necessarily different than tile-tile 

association in bulk, in the work presented in chapters 5-8, we aim to determine if this 

same trend- increasing melting temperature with increasing number of sticky end 

attachments- is exhibited when DNA nanostructures are attached to a surface. Our 

interest in understanding the association of nanostructures with complementary 

surfaces is motivated by the many applications of DNA nanostructure technology will 

require integration of the structures onto top-down fabricated surface systems. 

 

Step 3Step 2Step 1

5 Base Recognition Site

 

Figure 72 Steps to DNA nanostructure immobilization.  Step One: thiolated 
DNA strands are bound to a gold surface. Step Two: 25-base linker strands hybridize 

with 20-base surface strands, such that the resulting helices present 5 base ‘sticky 
ends.’ Step Three: tiles with a single complementary sticky end attach to immobilized 

helices. The nanostructure illustrated is a single tile, however, capture of multi-tile 
structures is investigated also. 

 

In this work, we investigate coupling of tiles to complementary surfaces. The 

surfaces present sticky ends at the termini of double helices that are recognized by one 
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of eight sticky ends presented by the tile (Figure 72). Thus, binding of tiles to the surface 

involves formation of a single helix that bridges single helices on the surface and on the 

tile.  In principle, the linkage is thus stabilized by base stacking with the preformed 

helices, but not by formation of a second helical bridge. Because tile – surface 

interactions involve one pair of sticky ends, whereas tile – tile interactions involve two 

pairs of sticky ends, tile – surface interactions are expected to be weaker unless 

additional non-specific interactions play a significant role.  While one expects that DNA 

duplex compromised of only five bases is not stable in solution at room temperature , Tm 

is equal to -3.7 °C (H YT HER TM version 1.0, Nicolas Peyret and John SantaLucia, Jr., 

Wayne State University), here we show that the hybridization of the sticky ends of linker 

and tile on a surface does occur at room temperature.  Therefore, the capture of DNA tile 

using 5 base sticky end hybridization must be attributable to something other than 

solution phase ΔG.  Possible explanations for this hybridization at room temperature 

include a high local receptor concentration at the surface, stabilization due to the linker 

and tile and/or secondary interactions at the biointerface. 

In the previous chapters, UV-absorbance was used to determine that the melting 

temperature of the DNA nanostructures as a function of concentration.  Here we 

investigate the tile concentration dependence and temperature dependence of the 

association of DNA nanostructures with surfaces presenting sticky ends. The sequence 

of the immobilized sticky ends is the same as one of the sticky ends used to drive 
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programmed tile-tile assembly. We observe that, at concentrations representative of 

those used when coupling tiles together in solution, tile - surface interactions are 

sufficient for surface capture of the tiles. The weakness of the interactions, however, may 

allow the nanostructure layer to form under thermodynamic control. We further 

investigate the differences in kinetics and stability of surface adhesion between 

dispersed tiles and DNA nanostructures formed from multiple tiles. The polymeric 

multi-tile structures present multiple copies of the sticky end recognized by the surface.  

In our initial estimates of coverage, we assume that tiles attaching to the surface are fully 

formed.7  Capture of partially formed tiles will lead to an underestimate of the 

hybridization efficiency in proportion to the overestimate of mean tile mass (see 

appendix 5.4.7). 

The use of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) allows for the real time detection of 

DNA tile binding to a surface functionalized with DNA.131  SPR is commonly used to 

study the kinetics of DNA capture by immobilized single strands,27, 28, 31, 32 DNA-drug 

interactions,35 genetic disorders,35 as well as disease diagnosis.24, 25  In this work we 

expand the use of surface plasmon resonance by utilizing this technique, not to observe 

single strands of DNA, but rather to observe the kinetics and concentration dependence 

of DNA nanostructures assembly. 
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5.3 Methods and Materials  

5.3.1 DNA Nanostructures 

5.3.1.1 Oligonucleotides 

All oligonucleotides used to form the DNA nanostructure were purchased from 

Integrated DNA Technology, Inc. (ww.idtdna.com) and then HPLC purified.  HPLC was 

performed on an Agilent using a mixture of 10% acetonitrile – 90% triethylammonium 

acetate buffer (TEAA 0.1 M, pH 7.0) as eluent.  The concentrations of all DNA strands 

were estimated by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm using a Thermo Scientific 

NanoDrop 1000. 

5.3.1.2 General Assembly Strategy 

DNA tiles and superstructures were constructed following designs reported 

elsewhere.6, 14, 15  Briefly, tiles comprised of 4 ‘arm’ strands, 4 ‘shell’ strands and a 100 

base ‘core’ strand serve as the basis for higher order 2D-structures.  Shell strands and a 

core strand serve as a scaffold. Integrated with the purely structural components of the 

scaffold are arm strands that present unpaired tails or ‘sticky ends.’ Tiles form larger, 

higher order structures through programmed interactions among the `sticky ends.’  Tiles  

are classified as A or B-type according to their core and shell strands and further 

classified by number, 1, 2, 3,…, according to their arm strands, and thus by the sticky 

ends they present. Tiles and binary polymers – polymers comprised of only two tile 

types – are formed by annealing in a single step. Polymers comprised of more than two 
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tile types are assembled stepwise, so that A and B type scaffolds can be reused with 

unlike sticky ends.  

While yield of nanostructure depends upon the equilibrium constant and varies 

with concentration, in this chapter concentrations reported for single tile solutions and 

for solutions of binary nanostructures, ie structures comprised of one type of A-tile and 

one type of B-tile, reflect the final equal concentrations of the component strands.  Thus 

an ‘0.1 μM solution of tile’ is the product of annealing 9 strands each at a concentration 

of 0.1 μM and a '0.1 μM solution of binary DNA nanotrack’, a polymer formed from A 

and B-tiles, is the product of annealing 18 strands each at a concentration of 0.1 μM 

which subsequently reflects the concentration of the individual A4 attachment strand.  

For structures comprised of more than two tile types, concentrations are described by 

the concentration of attachment strands. Thus, a 4-tile structure comprised of 2 A-type 

tiles and 2 B-type tiles is referred to as 0.1 μM when the concentration of attachment 

strands, A4, which is present on only one out of four tiles is equal to 0.1 μM. 

5.3.1.3 Buffers 

All experiments in chapter five were carried out in 1x TAE/Mg buffer (40mM 

Tris-acetate, pH 8.0, 2mM EDTA, 12.5mM magnesium acetate).   
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5.3.1.4 Details of Nanostructures and Assembly 

For both multi-step and single-step assemblies, the first/only assembly step was 

to combine equimolar mixtures of strands and slowly cool the solution from 95 °C to 20 

°C overnight.  This is the assembly strategy used in many of the early papers. 6, 14, 15  

More recently, faster assembly has been achieved through refinement of the annealing 

protocols.  

Single step assembly was sufficient for formation of tiles and all binary 

superstructures, including 2x2s and binary nanotracks. In addition, a 4-tile nanotrack 

was designed with surface affinity on a single side. The 2-stage assembly process for this 

structure is described in section 5.3.1.4.1. A preliminary comparison of uptake of this 

new polymeric structure with uptake of binary track is described in Appendix 5.6.4. 

5.3.1.4.2 Binary Nanotracks 

Polymers known as ‘nanotracks’ comprised of 2 types of tiles were formed in a 

single assembly step.  These polymers are designed to be two tiles wide. Sticky ends 

were first described in Seeman’s work in 1982 where one strand extends beyond the end 

of each double helix so that a single stranded region is dangling off the end.57  This 

allows the structure with the sticky end to hybridize with a complementary strand.  An 

arm stranded named ‘A4’ imparts all A-tiles with an affinity for the sticky end of the 

immobilized linker by design.  For these highly symmetric structures, A4 arms are 

positioned on both sides of the track (Figure 73).   
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Figure 73: Schematic of a Binary Nanotrack 

 

5.3.1.4.3 4-tile 2x2s 

A 2x2 structure is created using a single step assembly process similar to that of track.  

For this single step assembly process, two unique tiles, A and B tile, were hybridized 

together.  Eight pairs of sticky ends attach two A and two B tiles together forming a 

structure with two columns and two rows of tiles (Figure 74).  Since this is a symmetric 

structure and two A tiles are used in this assembly, there are also 2 ‘A4 ‘ strands per 

structure one or two of which will be available to bind with the surface.  
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Figure 74: Schematic of a binary 2x2 structure. Here A-tiles are labeled ‘1’ and 
B-tiles are labeled ‘2’ 

 

5.3.1.4.4 Four-tile Nanotracks 

Four-tile nanotracks were designed to display affinity for surface receptors on 

only one side of the track.  Two types of A-tiles, labeled 1 and 4, shared cores, shells, and 

internal sequences of their arm strands, but were distinguished by their sticky ends. 

Similarly, two types of B-tiles, labeled 2 and 3, were designed with arms with unlike 

sticky ends.  Given the reuse of core and arm strands among two pairs of tiles, 

nanostructure assembly required two stages (Figure 76).  First, each tile is assembled as 

described above where equimolar mixtures of strands formed tiles when slowly cooling 

the solution from 95 °C to 20 °C overnight.  In this stage, A1/B2 and B3/A4 were annealed 

together in separate pots (stage i).  Once A1/B2 and B3/A4 tiles are assembled they are all 
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combined (stage ii) and the temperature is raised to 35 °C and then slowly cooled to 25 

°C. The annealing temperature was selected to promote polymerization without 

significant tile premelting. Proper formation of track with A1 and B3 positioned 

exclusively on one side, requires track assembly without exchange of arm strands. In the 

absence of arm exchange or other errors, tracks will have surface affinity only on the 

side with A1 tiles (see appendix 5.6.4 for comparison between one-sided and two-sided 

functionalization).  Surface capture of this structure is reported in appendix 5.6.8 . 
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Figure 75: Schematic of a 4-tile one-sided functionalized nanotrack. Here A-
tiles are type ‘1’ or ‘4’ and B-tiles are type ‘2’ or ‘3’according to their sticky ends.  
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Figure 76 Assembly strategy for a 4-tile one-sided track 
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5.3.2. Summary of Nanostructure Characterization 

While the characterization of these structures was not performed for each 

individual DNA nanostructure solution, the concentrations of each individual strand 

was measured prior to assembly to ensure stoichiometry and characterization of these 

structures using AFM and UV absorbance was periodically performed (see previous 

chapters for examples).  Furthermore, work done by LaBean et al., has confirmed the 

assembly of individual tile using non-denaturing gel.7   

5.3.2 Substrate Preparation and Functionalization for SPR 
experiments 

SPR substrates were fabricated by depositing a metal film on glass. A chip was 

cut from a piranha etched (25% H2O2/ 75% H2SO4- CAUTION) glass coverslip (Electron 

Microscopy Sciences #1 thickness 9x50mm cat no 72190-40).  A 5 nm chromium adhesion 

layer and a 45 nm thick gold layer were evaporated onto the sensor chip using electron 

beam evaporation (CHA Industries Solution E-beam evaporator).  Following 

evaporation procedures for the SPR sensor chip, the gold surfaces were covered with a 

solution (1 μM, 500 μL) of thiolated DNA (probe) in 1 M NaCl-TE (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 

mM EDTA, 1 M NaCl) for 3 hours.  Following incubation, the sensor chip and crystal 

were rinsed copiously with Milli-Q water and blown dry. 
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5.3.3 Surface Plasmon Resonance 

The hybridization using surface plasmon resonance was measured using a 

Biacore X™ (Biacore, Uppsala, Sweden) The volume of the individual flow chamber was 

0.5 mm x2.4 mm x 0.05 mm chamber (0.06 μL) and the temperature was held constant at 

25 °C.  The flow rate for the hybridization of the linker and tile was 5 μL/min and a total 

volume of 60 μL was used.  At 5 μL/min flow, the refresh time for the chamber is 0.72 

seconds.  The analytical signal, reported as Resonance Units (RU), is a direct measure of 

a given change in the angle of minimum reflected intensity.  In a BIAcore system, 1 RU 

corresponds to a shift in angle of about 10-4 degrees which correlates to an index of 

refraction change of about 10-6. 132-134    In the data conversion, the incremental change in 

refractive index with DNA concentration (dn/dC) was assumed to be equal to that of 

protein; a change of 1RU was therefore interpreted as a surface concentration change of 

1 pg/mm2.  All calculated values of linker-linker and tile-tile spacing assumed a 

hexagonal lattice with a packing density of 0.9069. 

5.3.4 Refractometry 

The change in the index of refraction, Δn, between buffer (1xTAE Mg++) and 

DNA nanostructure solution, was determined using a RFM 340 Bellingham and Stanley 

refractometer.  The temperature of the refractometer is controlled by a water bath which 

circulates water around both the prism and sample presser to incorporate dual 

temperature sensors (http://www.bs-rfm.com/ltd/refractometers.html). 
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5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Characterization of Biofunctionalized Substrate 

The protocol for functionalizing the surface with thiolated DNA (probe) and the 

subsequent immobilization of the linker strand (target) was adapted from work done by 

Gamble et al.135  In those experiments, a thiolated DNA probe was immobilized on a 

gold surface followed by various timed exposure of 11-mercapto-1-undecanol, MCU, 

which backfilled the layer of immobilized probe.  Then the attachment of 1 μM target in 

1 M NaCl-TE was monitored using SPR to determine the density of target.  While the 

work presented here uses a TAE buffer, the TE-buffered 1M NaCl is known to 

equilibrate hybridization at levels comparable to levels observed in the divalent cation 

electrolyte (12.5mM Mg++ acetate, 1xTAE) used here.  Concentrations of probe and target 

used by Grainger were identical to concentrations of anchor stand and linker used in 

this work.   

The ~8.75 kD molecular weight of linker was used to convert the average areal 

mass of linker to an areal number density at 25 °C of 5.94 x1012 linkers/cm2.  This 

number density is close to the “ideal” double stranded density, 7.4x1012 duplexes/cm2, 

detected by Grainger for a DNA 20-mer bound to a gold surface functionalized with a 

thiolated probe.135  While the coverage of thiolated DNA anchor was not determined in 
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this experiment, in the prior experiment, comparable densities (5.4x1012 molecules/cm2) 

of complement were captured by surfaces functionalized with probe at 3.8x1013 

molecules/cm2.  Given the variability between SPR chips (5.6.1), the main results 

presented in this chapter focus primarily on run six, however the complete set of 

average RU for linker attachment for each run can be found in 5.6.1. 

Table 18 Average Response Units for Linker Attachment and Densities at 
Various Temperatures- Run Six 

Temperature Average RU Average Linker Densities 
(linker/cm2) 

20 937 ± 11 6.5x1012 
25 861 ± 18 5.9x1012 
30 1040 ± 3 7.2x1012 

 

5.4.2 Uptake of DNA tile  

The hybridization of DNA tile to the surface was monitored by the change in 

index of refraction at the solid liquid interface.  The index of refraction change, 

measured by the Biacore X, is presented as the change in response units as mass is 

added to the surface.  The index of refraction change, Δn, corresponds to a change of RU 

of 10-6.  Comparing the index of refraction change measured from the SPR and 

refractometer at 25 °C yielded a difference corresponding to 3 RU (see appendix 5.6.3 for 

calculation).  Furthermore, the mass uptake can be calculated by assuming 1 RU 

corresponds to a mass uptake of 0.1 ng/cm2. 132-134  The SPR sensorgram (Figure 77) 

displays the response units (RU) vs time beginning with the injection of DNA linker to a 
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surface.  In these experiments, the concentration of linker strand is held constant at 1 μM 

while the injected DNA tile concentrations range from 0.01 μM to 0.1 μM.  A control was 

also performed to test the affinity for the surface of tiles lacking the surface – specific 

sticky end. After linker was immobilized on the surface, non-complementary tile was 

injected and the SPR response was documented (Figure 78).  For non-complementary 

tiles, there was an initial change in SPR response due to the change of index of 

refraction.  However, once the surface was rinsed, the SPR response returned to the level 

observed prior to tile injection. This confirms both the stability of the capture surface 

and that tile immobilization requires hybridization of complementary sticky ends. 

 

 

Figure 77: SPR sensorgram: Response units vs. time.  The two stages of 
immobilization are presented.  Linker attaches to the surface followed by DNA tile 
hybridization to the surface at different concentrations. (0.01 μM-black; 0.015 μM- 
red; 0.025 μM- green; 0.05 μm- blue; 0.075 μM- orange; 0.1 μM- purple)  Inset: Mass 
uptake vs Tile Concentration.  The concentration reported reflects the concentration 

of the A4 attachment strand.  
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30°C

25°C

30°C

25°C

 

Figure 78: SPR sensorgram of non-hybridizing tiles at 25 °C (black) and 30 °C 
(red) for 0.1 μM, where 0.1 μM reflects the concentration of each DNA strand 

comprised of sticky ends. 

 

The correlation between response units and mass uptake is shown in the inset of 

Figure 77 where the mass uptake ranges from 14.5 ng/cm2 to 77.6 ng/cm2 for DNA tile 

concentrations ranging from 0.01 μM to 0.1 μM, respectively.  At low tile concentrations, 

incremental changes in injection concentration drastically change the mass uptake.  

There is 400% increase from 0.01 μM to 0.05 μM yet there is only a less than 25% increase 

from 0.05 μM to 0.1 μM.  This signifies that there is a critical concentration at which 

there is a nominal change in mass uptake. 

SPR allows for a direct qualitative measurement of mass added to the surface 

(see Appendix 5.6.4).  The average mass uptake for linker over all trials was 86.1±18 
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ng/cm2 (not shown).  To calculate the hybridization efficiency, the mass of both the linker 

and tile were determined.  The linker is comprised of 25 bases which corresponds to a 

mass per linker of 1.45x10-20 grams per linker.   Since a tile is comprised of 392 bases, the 

mass per tile is equal to 2.3x10-19 grams.  Linker and tile coverages were calculated using 

the conversion 1 ng/cm2 per 10 RU. The hybridization efficiency of tiles to available 

linkers is determined by the ratio of the tile and linker coverages, a quantity that is 

independent of the conversion factor.  These values ranged from ~1% to 5.8% over the 

range of tile concentrations (Table 19).  The low hybridization efficiency is most likely 

due to the size of the tile which, once attached to the surface, could block available 

binding sites.   Alternatively, there could potentially be linker-linker interactions on the 

surface which would inhibit tile binding to the surface.    As previously mentioned, the 

ability of the 5 base sticky ends to capture the individual tiles in solution at this low 

temperature is not characteristic of 5 base duplex DNA in solution.  Therefore, while 

there is a low hybridization efficiency of tile to the surface, the hybridization efficiency 

might increase if more bases were added to the sticky end, thus increasing the ΔG and 

potentially other surface effects.  Future work could focus on changing the density of 

linker to the surface as well as creating a longer sticky end to see increasing the number 

of base pair interactions between the surface and tile could increase hybridization 

efficiencies. 

Table 19.  Tile Uptake and Site Occupation (See 5.6.5 for calculations) 
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Concentration of 
DNA tile (μM) 

ΔRU 
Mass Uptake 

(ng/cm2) 

Percent of 
Occupied 

linkers 

Average 
Distance 

Between Tiles 
(tile/nm) 

0.01 145 14.5 1.1% 40 

0.015 294 29.4 2.2% 28 

0.025 519 51.9 3.7% 21 

0.05 631 63.1 4.7% 19 

0.075 690 69.0 5.0% 18 

0.1 776 77.6 5.8% 17 

 

 

5.4.3 Uptake of a Binary 4-tile Nanostructure  

Initially, the effect of multiple recognition sites on a finite structure was 

performed by comparing the SPR results from a binary 2x2 and an individual tile.  The 

binary 2x2 is comprised of 4 tiles and 2 recognition sites (Figure 74).  Therefore, the mass 

per 2x2, 9.2x10-19 grams/2x2, was 4 times the mass per tile, 2.3x10-19 grams/tile.  At the 

highest concentration, 0.05 μM, the mass uptake for tile and 2x2 was 58.3 ng/cm2 and 

15.8 ng/cm2, respectively, which corresponded to a hybridization efficiency of 3.9% and 

0.2%, respectively.  From these results one can see that there is very little attachment of 

2x2 to the surface at any concentration, where the concentration reflects the 

concentration of attachment strand (Table 20).  One possible explanation is that 

interactions between non-complementary sticky ends and single stranded surface 
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strands contribute to the binding of tiles to the surface. Hybridization of some sticky 

ends within the 2x2 could reduce the non-specific interaction of the A4-presenting tile to 

the surface.  

0.05 μM
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Figure 79 Comparison of uptake of tile (left) and 2x2 (right) on a 
biofunctionalized surface at various nanostructure concentrations.  In a 2x2 structure, 

there are 2 A and 2 B tiles and thus 2 surface recognition (A4) strands. 

 

Table 20 Nanostructure Uptake and Site Occupation: Comparison of Tile and 
2x2 at 25 °C 

Tile 2x2  Concentration 
of A or A and 
B tiles† (μM) 

Mass 
Uptake 

(ng/cm2)

Average 
Distance 
Between 

Tiles 
(tile/nm)

Percent 
of 

Occupied 
linkers 

Mass 
Uptake 

(ng/cm2)

Average 
Distance 
Between 

Tiles 
(2x2/nm) 

Percent 
of 

Occupied 
linkers 

0.05 58 20 3.9 16 76 0.24 
0.01 19 35 2.1 3 175 0.05 
0.005 8 55 1.5 1 300 0.02 
0.025 0 0 0 1 300 0.02 
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† 2x2’s are comprised of A &B tiles. An 0.01 μM solution of 2x2 has twice the 
mass of an 0.01 μM solution of tile, but an equal number of surface recognition 
strands 
 
5.4.4 Uptake of a polymeric nanostructure 

Since the hybridization efficiency for 2x2 was low, the concentration dependent 

coverage of the DNA tile was compared with the highly multivalent polymeric 

“nanotrack.”  DNA nanotrack is comprised of two coupled parallel rows of tiles and gets 

its name from the characteristic railroad like structure.  The 1-D linear growth of the 

track is uncontrolled.  Therefore, these polymeric structures are expected to be 

polydisperse in length.  The tiles presented here have attachment strands on both sides 

of the track. 

 

Figure 80: Linear attachment of a DNA nanostructure on a surface.  Multiple 
linkages with the surface increase the stability of the nanostructure on the surface. 

The sensorgrams in Figure 81 display the differences in tile and track attachment 

at 25 °C.  At a concentration of 0.01 μM, the track has a mass uptake corresponding to 

410 RU or 41 ng/cm2 while the individual tile mass uptake is only 38 RU or 3.8 ng/cm2.  
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Similarly, at a concentration of 0.005 μM, the mass uptake of track, 300 RU, is over 10 

times larger than the response of tile immobilizing to the surface, 20.   The hybridization 

efficiency was also calculated for each system.  For track, the hybridization efficiency 

was calculated using the same strategy that was used to calculate the 2x2 attachment.  

Since, in the absence of back-bonding, each specific tile – surface interaction involves 

association of four tiles, a 2x2, a 4-tile mass was used in the nanostructure to linker mass 

ratio for the purpose of evaluating hybridization efficiency. The hybridization efficiency 

of track binding to the surface was higher than tile at both concentrations, by factors of 

3.7 and 1.9.  Higher efficiencies for track relative to tile are consistent with the smaller 

off-rates of track relative to tile. However, higher retention of tile during rinsing 

observed in other runs eliminated the efficiency difference between track and tile. Thus 

factors other than off-rate differences are likely to play a role. These include blockage of 

surface sites and incomplete coupling of linear arrays of track ligands that is associated 

with the sparsity of surface sites.   
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Figure 81 Sensorgrams of Track (thick lines) and Tile (thin lines) at 25 °C.  Two 

different concentrations are shown: 0.01 μM (green) and 0.005 μM (blue) where the 
concentrations reflect the concentration of A or A and B tiles. 

 

Table 21 Nanostructure Uptake and Site Occupation: Comparison of tile and 
track at 25 °C 

Tile Track Concentration 
of A or A and 
B tiles†  (μM) 

Mass 
Uptake 

(ng/cm2)

Average 
Distance 
Between 

Tiles 
(tile/nm)

Percent 
of 

Occupied 
linkers 

Mass 
Uptake 

(ng/cm2)

Average 
Distance 
Between 

Tiles 
(2x2/nm) 

Percent 
of 

Occupied 
linkers 

0.005 2.0 107 0.3 30 55 1.1 
0.01 3.8 78 0.7 41 47 1.3 

† tracks are comprised of A &B tiles. An 0.01 μM solution of track has twice the 
mass of an 0.01 μM solution of tile, but an equal number of surface recognition 
strands 
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5.5 Conclusions 

It is shown here that real time detection of DNA nanostructure attaching to the 

surface can be monitored using surface plasmon resonance.  From these results the 

hybridization of DNA tile immobilized on a DNA linker strand was determined.  To 

determine the effects of multivalency on the attachment of DNA nanostructures to a 

surface, the mass uptake between tile and two different superstructures comprised of 

multiple tiles were compared.  First, a superstructure made of 4 tiles, a 2x2, which had 

two attachments was compared to that of an individual tile with one attachment.  Here 

it was found that the 2x2 had a low hybridization efficiency relative to that of tile.  This 

motivated us to determine if a larger structure with more attachment points would 

produce a higher signal thus allowing us to compare the attachment of tile to the 

attachment of a superstructure with multiple attachments.  For these experiments we 

used a superstructure with two rows that was of an uncontrolled length.  Here it was 

found that track bound to the surface at much lower concentrations than that of track. 

For example, at a concentration of 0.01 μM, the track had a mass uptake of 41 ng/cm2 

while the individual tile mass uptake was 3.8 ng/cm2.  Assuming that each attachment 

site for track was comprised of a 2x2, the hybridization efficiencies of track binding to 

the surface were higher than that of track.  This could be due to the multiple attachment 

sites that allow for increased DNA nanostructure capture at the surface..  Potentially, 

this could allow be used to regulate the attachment of DNA nanostructures on a surface 
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by controlling the concentration of injection.  The proceeding chapter shows the effect of 

temperature on the attachment of DNA nanostructures to the surface which could also 

prove to be a useful strategy for selective attachment of structures to a surface. 

 

5.6 Appendix 

5.6.1 Comparison of linker attachment and tile attachment across all 
experiments 

The method for injecting linker (concentration: 1 μM; flow rate: 5 μL/min; 

incubation time: 12 minutes) was kept constant throughout all experiments.  Therefore, 

we can compare the RU from linker attachment over all sets of runs, where each run 

signifies a separate chip (Table 22).  The average and standard deviations reflect the 

average linker RU from the compilation of all experiments within a given run.  All of the 

standard deviations, except for run 4, are less than 10% of the given average.  However, 

run 4 is the exception due to the linker attachment from the first experiment run on that 

day.  One possible explanation for this drastic difference with respect to the other 

experiments run on that chip, is that the equilibrium between the surface and 

instrument had not been achieved prior to the injection of linker.  Regardless, the linker 

attachment for runs 1-4 ranged between 350-600 RU.  The final two runs however have 

linker attachment RU values closer to 1000 RU.  The reason for this change in response is 

unknown. 
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Table 22 Response Units for Linker Attachment for Given Experiments at 20 
°C, 25 °C, or 30 °C 

Run 
Number 

Description Date 20 °C 25 °C 30 °C 

1 2 sided 
Track 

April 
9, 2008 

 461.5±13.7  

2 Tile April 
18, 

2008 
 357±25  

3 Tile and 2 
sided Track 

April 
23, 

2008 
449±29   

4 Tile July 2, 
2008 

 603±260  

5 2x2 July 9, 
2008 

  988±4.4 

6 Tile and 
One sided 

Track 

April 
2009 936.67±10.6 861±18.14 1039±3 

 

The tile injection also remained constant over all experiments.  Therefore, the 

SPR response for tile hybridization at various temperatures and concentrations can be 

compared over all runs.  Table 23 is a breakdown of the percent of linkers hybridized to 

tiles for a wide range of concentrations (0.0025 μM – 0.1 μM) and two temperatures (20 

°C and 25 °C).   The percent of linkers hybridized to tiles at a concentration of 0.05 μM is 

similar between runs 1-3 (3.6%) and run 6 (3.85%) at 20 °C.  For the same concentration 

at 25 °C, run 4 and run 6 differ by approximately 1%.  There is also less than 1% 

difference between runs at a concentration of 0.01 μM when the surface temperature is 

set to 25 °C.  However, there is variability between all runs, temperatures, 
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concentrations.  Therefore, when comparing RU over temperatures and structures, it is 

best to use one chip for the duration of the experiment for consistency. 

Table 23 Hybridization efficiency for Different Runs: Percent of linkers 
hybridized to tiles 

Temperature: 20 °C Temperature: 25 °C Concentration 
of Attachment 
Strand (μM) 

Run 1-3 
(%) 

Run 6 (%) Run 1-3 
(%) 

Run 4 
(%) 

Run 6 (%) 

0.1  4.9   5.8 
0.075  4.5   5 
0.05 3.6 3.85  3.85 4.7 

0.025  2.86   3.7 
0.015  1.6   2.2 

0.0125   1.3   
0.01 1.49 0.53 0.7 2.0 1.1 

0.005 0.5  .3 1.5  
0.025 0.2     

 

5.6.2 Sensitivity of SPR Response to Change in Bulk Refractive Index 

The change in the index of refraction, Δn, between buffer blank (1xTAE Mg++) 

and DNA nanostructure solution in the same buffer, was determined using a RFM 340 

Bellingham and Stanley refractometer and using surface plasmon resonance (SPR).   For 

both techniques, the results are reported in RU, response unit, which has a linear 

correlation to Δn, 1RU= 1x10-6.  Surface plasmon resonance detected the change in 

response units, ΔRU, when a DNA nanostructure control solution was flowed over the 

sensing area.  The DNA nanostructure control solution contained DNA tile which had 

pairs of recognition sites at each arm but did not contain a recognition sequence 
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complementary to that of capture strand immobilized on the surface.  Presumably the 

ΔRU reflects the Δn between buffer and DNA nanostructure solution and potentially, 

non specific interactions between the tile and the surface. 

A refractometer measures the degree (angle of refraction) at which light is bent 

when it passes through a liquid (Figure 82).  Readings are made at the point of contact 

between the prism and the liquid.  When a solution is dilute, the refraction index of the 

(sapphire) prism is much greater than the sample which creates a large refraction angle 

corresponding to a lower index of refraction.  Conversely, highly concentration solutions 

with index of refractions close to the prism have lower refraction angles and higher 

readings. 

The temperature of the refractometer is controlled by a water bath which 

circulates water around both the prism and sample presser to incorporate dual 

temperature sensors (http://www.bs-rfm.com/ltd/refractometers.html).  As the 

temperature of solution increases, the density decreases thereby allowing light to travel 

more rapidly through the medium.  This temperature increase yields a decrease in the 

index of refraction.  Conversely, when the temperature of a solution is lowered, the 

index of refraction should increase. 
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Figure 82: Diagram of refractometer.  As light travels through a sapphire prism 
onto the sample, the light is either refracted off of the liquid/solid interface or travels 
through the liquid (total internal reflection- TIR).  Light that refracts passes through 
an objective and is detected using a photodiode array.  Light that is total internally 

reflected is not detected by the photodiode array.  At a critical angle, there is a point 
of balance between refraction and TIR. 

 

The index of refraction for 1xTAE Mg++ was found to be 1.334 at 25 °C and 

1.33339 at 30 °C.  For a tile concentration of 0.1 μM, the index of refraction was found to 

be 1.33403 and 1.33344 for 25 °C and 30 °C, respectively.  As expected, in both 

circumstances, the index of refraction decreases with increasing temperature.  Assuming 

a standard conversion where 1 RU is equivalent to an index of refraction change of 10-6, 

the change in response units between buffer and tile at 25 °C was of 30 RU and 50 RU at 

30 °C. 

Table 24: Summary of ΔRU for Index of Refraction Change at 25 and 30 °C 
calculated using SPR and refractometry 

Temperature 
(°C) 

RURefractometer  RUSPR  

control tile 
RUSPR  

complementary tile 
25 30 27 31 
30 50 60 62 
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Due to the SPR’s ability to detect Δn with high sensitivity and accuracy, a range 

of DNA nanostructure control concentrations (0.01 μM- 0.1 μM) are compared at two 

different temperatures (25 °C and 30 °C).  A comparison between the highest injected 

concentrations of control nanostructures yields a two-fold increase as the temperature 

rises from 25 °C to 30 °C (Figure 78).  The change in response units at 25 °C is 

approximately 27 RU and increases to 60 RU at 30 °C.  There is a difference of 3 RU and 

10 RU between the SPR results and the refractometer readings for 25 °C and 30 °C, 

respectively (Table 24).  In both cases, there is a larger ΔRU at higher temperatures. 

Subsequently, the ΔRU values obtained using the control tile are compared to the 

actual ΔRU baseline values subtracted from the injection of a tile containing a 

recognition site complementary to that of the immobilized linker strand.  The ΔRU 

baseline subtracted from the complementary tile injection at 25 °C and 30 °C exhibits a 

positive linear correlation between the ΔRU and concentration- as the concentration 

increases, the ΔRU increases (Figure 83).  The highest temperature, 30 °C, has the largest 

ΔRU rise over the concentration range, dRU/dμM, equal to 566 RU·μM-1 (correlation 

coefficient, cor =0.96; standard error, SE= 86 RU·μM-1).  The dRU/dμM values for 20 °C 

and 25 °C are 68 RU·μM-1 (cor=0.2; SE= 156 RU·μM-1) and 232 RU·μM-1 (cor=0.9; SE=55 

RU·μM-1), respectively.   In comparison, the dRU/dμM values for the control tile inject at 

25 °C is 313 RU·μM-1 (cor= 0.98; SE=36.4) and at 30 °C dRU/dμM equals 214 RU·μM-1 

(cor=0.74; SE=110).  The complementary and control tile injects at 25 °C have 
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overlapping dRU/dμM given the standard error values.  This overlap suggests that at 

low temperatures, there are minimal non-specific interactions between non-hybridizing 

tiles and the surface.  This is further confirmed by the refractometer results where there 

was little change between the measured index of refraction from the refractometer and 

the measured ΔRU from the SPR.  At higher temperatures, there is a larger discrepancy 

between the control tile and complementary tile inject at the lower tile concentrations.  

This discrepancy did not, however, affect the results of our experiments.  Therefore, 

while this finding warrants further investigation, it is out of the purview of this study. 

 

Figure 83: Actual change in response units (ΔRU) subtracted from capture tile 
sensorgrams for various temperatures (black squares- 20 °C; blue circles- 25 °C, red 
triangles- 30 °C).  The concentration reflects the concentration of the A4 attachment 

strand. 
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Figure 84: SPR sensorgrams for control inject at 25 °C (left) and 30 °C (right).  

This is used to monitor the change in refractive index, ΔRI, and non-specific 
absorption of tiles to the surface.  Squares represent the actual RU values subtracted 
from the capture tile sensorgram to correct for bulk ΔRI for each tile concentration.  

The concentration reflects the concentration of the A4 attachment strand. 

 

 

Figure 85: Comparison between ΔRU for bulk RI effects on sensorgrams.  
Solid shapes represent the ΔRU for control injects at various temperature (see above 
figure for sensorgrams corresponding to this data) Solid shapes represent the actual 

response units baseline subtracted from the capture tile injection.  Two temperatures 
are presented- 25 °C (black squares) and 30 °C (red triangles).  The concentration 

reflects the concentration of the A4 attachment strand. 
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5.6.3 Sensitivity of Nanostructure Uptake to Buffer 

Previous work in DNA-DNA hybridization on surfaces has focused attention on 

how to maximize the efficiency of DNA-DNA hybridization on surfaces.  The primary 

way to maximize the efficiency of DNA-DNA hybridization is to strike a balance 

between the electrostatic repulsion between DNA strands and electrostatic interactions 

between DNA strands.  Experiments which have focused on the salt concentrations 

associated with the probe immobilization have found that at low salt concentrations, less 

probe adsorption occurs because there is larger electrostatic repulsion between strand 

probes.136, 137  In higher salt concentrations, the electrostatic interactions are screened and 

a higher coverage of probe is reached.  Therefore, one can tailor the salt concentration of 

the probe in solution to obtain an ideal probe density which maximizes the efficiency for 

target capture.  The salt concentration of the target in solution has also been investigated 

to gain an understanding of the effect of salt concentration on the kinetics of association 

as well as hybridization efficiency.138  The results of all of these studies have shown the 

important role that buffers play in DNA-DNA hybridization on surfaces. 

For the DNA-DNA hybridization experiments reported in these documents, all 

immobilization was performed in 1xTAE Mg++.  This buffer was chosen due to its 

common use in assembling DNA nanostructures.  However, it is interesting to observe 

the differences in hybridization when the buffer is changed from a typical 0.5M NaCl-TE 

commonly used for DNA-DNA hybridization on surfaces to 1xTAE Mg++.  Table 25 lists 
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the components of these two buffers.  Usually salt is added to the buffer to decrease 

electrostatic interactions and allow for more efficient hybridization.  Instead of NaCl, 

1xTAE Mg++ uses magnesium as a cation which adds in the decrease of electrostatic 

interactions. 

Table 25: Buffer Compositions 

0.5M 
NaCl-TE 

10 mM Tris; 1 mM EDTA; 0.5 M NaCl 

1X 
TAE/Mg2+ 

40 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 20 mM acetic acid, 2 mM 
EDTA, 12.5 mM magnesium acetate 

 

20 °C

1x TAE Mg++

1M NaCl-TE

20 °C

1x TAE Mg++

1M NaCl-TE

20 °C

1x TAE Mg++

1M NaCl-TE
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25 °C

1x TAE Mg++

1M NaCl-TE

25 °C

1x TAE Mg++

1M NaCl-TE

25 °C

1x TAE Mg++

1M NaCl-TE

 

Figure 86 SPR Buffer Comparison of 1 M NaCl-TE and 1xTAE Mg++ at 20 °C 
and 25 °C. 

 

The immobilization buffer did play a role in the attachment of linker and tile to 

the surface.  Table 26 displays the ΔRU for both linker and tile in 0.5 M NaCl-TE and 

1xTAE Mg++ at 20 and 25 °C.  The attachment response for linker in 1XTAE Mg++ ranged 

from 1.8-2.5 times that of linker attachment in 0.5M NaCl-TE.  The tile immobilization at 

20 degrees expressed a small change between buffers- 0.5M NaCl-TE yielded a 30% 

larger ΔRU than that of 1XTAE Mg++.  When the temperature was increased to 25 °C 

there was a large difference between the tile immobilization in 1XTAE Mg++ and 0.5 M 

NaCl-TE.  At 25 °C, the ΔRU for tile in 1XTAE Mg++ was 4 times that of tile immobilized 

in 0.5M NaCl-TE buffer.  Additionally, while there is a decrease in ΔRU as the 

temperature increases for tile immobilized in 0.5 M NaCl-TE, there is an increase in ΔRU 

when the temperature is raised in 1xTAE Mg++ buffer. 
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Table 26: ΔRU for Linker and Tile Immobilization for Various Buffers at 20 °C 
and 25 °C 

Temperature Injection* ΔRU0.5 M NaCl-TE ΔRU1xTAE Mg++ 
Linker (1 μM) 495 930 

20 °C 
Tile (0.01 μM) 101 79 

Linker (1 μM) 340 823 
25 °C 

Tile (0.01 μM) 34 146 
* Concentration reflects the concentration of the strand hybridizing to the surface. 

 

5.6.4 Comparison of Uptake of 2- and 4-tile  

Experiments were performed to test the difference between uptake of polymers 

formed from 2 or 4 nanotiles. The binary polymers have been characterized extensively. 

The 4-tile polymers are a new design (Figure 75 and Figure 76). The target structure is a 

polymer that presents sticky ends with surface affinity on only one side of the track.  

From these results, it was determined that when the concentration of attachment strand 

was equal to 0.05 μM for both one-sided and two-sided track, there was an 8% increase 

in surface immobilization when both sides were functionalized.   
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One-sided

Two-sided

 

Figure 87 Comparison between one-sided and two-sided functionalization of 
track (Attachment strand concentration: 0.05 μM) 

 

5.6.5 Calculation of Areal Coverage of Linker and Tile 
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Hexagonal Packing

Packing density 0.9069
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5.6.6 Analysis of possible errors in mass to number conversion from 
possible uptake of partially formed tiles 

In this chapter, we have assumed that the tiles attaching to the surface are fully 

formed.7  However, here we address the possible source of error due to partially formed 

Square Packing

Packing density: 0.7854

Square Packing

Packing density: 0.7854
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tiles and the potential error in hybridization efficiency associated with errors in mass per 

binding event.  The previous chapter outlined how spectroscopic analysis of DNA 

nanostructure assembly can determine the number of partially formed tiles in solution.  

These results coupled with a control experiment using SPR can help to determine the 

potential impact of a single type of defect structure attaching to the surface in 

conjunction with the fully formed tile. 

The results outlined in 3.6.1 yielded estimates of percentage of partially formed 

tiles in solution as shown in Table 27.  From there one can calculate the potential impact 

of these attaching partial tiles by removing the number of structure which would not 

bind due to a missing A4 strand.  The percent change in molecular weight of partially 

formed tile relative to a fully formed tile (137.2 kD) is also displayed in Table 27, which 

determines the potential percent change in molecular weight when determining tile 

immobilization to the surface.  It should be noted that these are estimated numbers and 

the impact of single attachment strands to the surface as well as combinations of 

different partial tiles attaching to the surface are not presented.  
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Table 27 Combinations of Partially Formed Tiles Yielding Structures and 
Potential attachment to the surface 

Partially 
Formed Tiles 

Number of 
Hybridized 

Bases 

Molecular 
weight of 

Partial 
Tile(kD) 

% 
Change 

in 
Molecular 

Weight 
(kD) 

% of 
Partially 
formed 

tiles 

Potential 
% 

Partial 
Tiles 

attached 
to 

surface 

% 
Change 

in 
Molecular 

Weight 
on 

Surface 

 
158 93 32 88% 66% 21 

 
26 43.75 68 43% 11% 7 

 

However, through SPR experiments, we estimated the effect the attachment of 

single strands to the surface.  The immobilization the attachment strand at a high 

concentration, 1 μM, yields an SPR response of 68 (Figure 88).  This corresponds to 6% 

surface coverage of the attachment strand.  At single strand concentrations less than 1 

μM, the concentration scales linearly with response units.  Therefore, for the highest tile 

concentration (0.1 μM), the coverage of a single attachment strand would be 0.6%.  From 

Table 27, the highest potential concentration of single stranded A4 strands is the case 

where all 4 U strands are missing from the tile.  In this case, 79% of all attachment 

strands are available to bind to the surface.  For the highest concentration used in the 

surface experiments, 0.1 μM, this corresponds to a concentration of a single strand 

concentration of 0.079 μM which yields a potential surface coverage of 0.47%.  Since the 

surface hybridization efficiency for the highest concentration of tiles is 4.7%, the total 
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percentage of response due to single strands is 10% relative to the total amount of 

hybridized tiles. 

SPR Curves for DNA Strand v. Linker Attachment
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Figure 88 SPR sensorgram of linker (pink) and subsequent immobilization of 
the attachment strand (blue).  Data collected with the help of Jamie Lou.  Injection 
concentrations for both linker and A4 is 1 μM where the concentration reflects the 

concentration of the strand hybridizing to the surface. 

 

 

In conclusion, we have calculated an estimated potential impact of partially 

formed tiles immobilized to the surface, using both spectroscopic analysis of the 

assembly of DNA nanostructures in solution as well as experimentally determined the 

potential impact of single strands immobilized to the surface. Experimentally 

determined percent hyperchromicity values for partially formed tiles (tiles with no 

arms) and fully formed tiles yielded values in agreement with a linear relationship 
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between the number of base pairs and percent hyperchromicity.  Therefore, from these 

studies, we were unable to determine if the observed percent hyperchromicity was 

impacted by partially formed tiles as outlined in the 3.6.1. 

For double stranded DNA, the percent hyperchromicity from double stranded 

DNA to single stranded DNA is 33%.  Since all bases in a tile do not hybridize, the 

theoretical percent hyperchromicity drops to 28%.  A comparison between the 

experimentally determined hyperchromicity and the theoretical value found that the 

yield of fully formed tiles could be as low as 22% which would cause a 21% change in 

molecular weight on the surface, assuming no attachment from other structures, 

including single attachment strands. 

Finally, surface plasmon resonance of single strand immobilization allowed for 

the determination of potential impact of single strands immobilizing to a surface.  At a 

high concentration, the attachment strand was yielded a surface hybridization efficiency 

of 6%.  Within the working range of the surface immobilization experiments, the highest 

concentration had a potential single strand hybridization of 0.6%.  From the 

spectroscopic analysis as well as the theoretical determined percent hyperchromicity, the 

potential impact of single strand attachment, when 79% of attachment strands were not 

hybridized, was only 10% of the total hybridization efficiency of immobilized tile. 
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5.6.7 Kinetic Analysis 

The Langmuir kinetic model for adsorption is commonly used to model DNA 

hybridization on a chip139, 140.  This simple model assumes a two state reversible reaction 

whereby a DNA target hybridizes and dehybridizes to a surface.  Here we model the 

hybridization of DNA nanostructures to a linking DNA strand previously hybridized to 

a surface yielding two separate reactions.  The first reaction (equation 5.1) models the 

linker strand hybridizing to a complementary thiolated DNA strand bound to the gold 

surface.  The second reaction occurs as the DNA tile binds to the linker strand through a 

five base overlap between the linker and DNA tile.  Note that the second reaction occurs 

once the linker-probe surface has reached equilibrium allowing for a flat and stable 

baseline prior to the attachment of DNA tile to the surface. 

 probelinkerprobelinker −↔+  [5.1] 

 NSDNAprobelinkerNSDNAprobelinker −−↔+−  [5.2] 

The kinetics of association and disassociation of tile to the surface can be 

calculated by the following relationship between the fraction of tiles hybridized to 

linkers, θ, the concentration of DNA tiles, c, the kinetic association rate, kon (M-1s-1) and 

the kinetic disassociation rate, koff (s-1) 

 
θθθ

offon kck
dt

d −−= )1(
 [5.3] 

The ratio of kon to koff is the characteristic equilibrium constant, Keq (M-1). 
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As tile attaches to the surface, the fraction of tiles hybridized can be fit to an 

exponential rise equation,31  

 ))/exp(1(][][ τtionhybridizationhybridizat t −−= ∞  [5.4] 

where t is the time in seconds, τ is the hybridization timescale and 

[hybridization]∞ is the hybridization at saturation.  This hybridization timescale relates 

the kinetic dissociation and association rates to the concentration of tiles through the 

following linear correlation 

 offon kck +=−1τ  [5.5] 

The kinetic dissociation constant can also be determined by fitting an exponential 

decay function to the curve once the initial rinsing has occurred: 

 )exp(][),,( offeq tktonhybridizaicTt −=θ  [5.6] 

Where [hybridization]eq is the hybridization at equilibrium.  For completeness, 

both the dissociation constants from the exponential decay fit and the linear relationship 

to tau-1, have been reported (Table 30). 

Requirements are imposed by the assumptions underlying the derivation of the 

Langmuir isotherm making the experimental set-up important.140  1) Each chip should 

carry only one type of probe.   Here, the surface is immobilized with a linker (probe) 

strand that sequence does not vary thus the surface is homogenous- the five bases 

available for hybridization with tile does not vary.  2) Each probe species can hybridize 

with only one unique target and each target hybridizes to a single probe.  The 
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experimental design in this work designates the linker with one sequence that has a 

complement unique to only one arm of the DNA tile.  All other five base sticky ends 

protruding from the tile, do not interact with the linker strand.  3) A target (DNA tile) 

cannot hybridize with complementary strands in the solution.  The design of each tile is 

such that each sticky arm presents a unique five base sequence that is not 

complementary to any other five base sticky end presented by the tile.  4) There are no 

interactions between the probes irrespective of their hybridization state.  As stated 

previously, the mass uptake of linker corresponds to a linker density of 86.1±18 ng/cm2 

or 1 linker separation of 4 nm (see 5.6.5).  The five bases presented by the linker 

correspond to a Flory radius of 1.7 nm (Rf=M3/5a where M is the number of bases and 

a=0.6 nm the size of the base) which is considerably less than the linker separations 

confirming that linker-linker interactions are negligible.  5) The target (DNA tile) 

concentration near the surface is assumed to be constant and equal to the bulk 

concentration during hybridization.  Concentration depletion near the surface can be 

due to mass transport limitations of the target.  Here, we are careful to consider the 

effects of mass transport due to the size of the DNA tile (20 nm x 20 nm).  Mass transport 

limitations would occur when the binding rate of the tile to the surface is limited by the 

diffusion of the tile to the surface of the chip.  The corresponding mass transport effect 

would change the reaction equation as follows 
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 surface

k

bulk TileTile
t

→  [5.7] 

 kerker LinTileLinTile
on

ff

k

ko
surface −↔+  [5.8] 

where Tilebulk is tile in solution, kt is the rate of tile diffusing to the surface and 

Tilesurface is the Tile that has diffused to the surface and is available to bind to the linker 

strand.  Factors that affect mass transport include the density of the linker on the surface, 

the flow rate of tile over the surface, and the concentration of DNA tile.  As mentioned 

previously, we have controlled the linker density such that each linker is an isolated 

attachment point unaffected by surrounding linkers and should not be affected by steric 

hindrance.  The cell geometry in the Biacore X has been specifically designed to limit 

mass transport effects.141  The cell volume of the Biacore X is 0.06 μL (2.5mm x 0.5mm x 

0.05mm) which corresponds to a refresh rate of 0.72 seconds.  Therefore, at a tile 

concentration range of 0.01 μM- 0.1 μM, it would take 16-160 seconds for enough DNA 

tile to flow through the cell to hybridize with 100% of the linkers.  Given the calculated 

percentage of occupied linkers is no more than 5%, which corresponds to the saturation 

level of tile to the surface, we believe the refresh rate does not compromise the diffusion 

of tile to the surface and the association constant does not exceed that of kt. 

To further test for mass transport limitations, the initial phase of binding is 

observed by plotting dRU/dt vs RU (Figure 89).  When concentration depletion due to 

mass transport occurs in the initial phase of binding, the binding rate is constant over 
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the increase in response units.  When the reaction is not mass transport limited, there is a 

linear relationship of the binding rate to the response units corresponding to kinetic 

binding.  Figure 89 plots dRU/dt vs RU for four different tile concentrations and 

confirms that within 9 seconds, all concentrations exhibit linear behavior signifying that 

the reaction has reached a state of kinetic binding.  Therefore, all kinetic fits used to 

determine the association rates were started at a time corresponding to the beginning of 

the linear behavior (Figure 90). 

 

0.1 μM

0.075 μM

0.05 μM

0.025 μM

 

Figure 89: Measured binding rate (dRU/dt) vs response units (RU).  The linear 
relationship of dRU/dt to RU (highlighted in grey) confirms that the attachment of tile 

to linker is not limited by diffusion, rather driven by kinetic binding. (0.1 μM Tile-
maroon; 0.075 μM Tile- orange; 0.05 μM Tile- blue; 0.025 μm Tile- green).  The 

concentration reflects the concentration of the A4 attachment strand. 
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Following the conditions imposed by the Langmuir Isotherm Model, the SPR 

response curves for each tile concentration (0.01 μM- 0.1 μM) were fit to an exponential 

rise and exponential decay equation (Figure 90). Given to the nature of the attachment, 

the whole association curve is not fit because the equilibrium condition, where koff is 

equal to kon is not met due to limitations on the sample injection volume.  The 

hybridization timescale from each fit is then plotted against tile concentration to extract 

the association and dissociation rates (Figure 91).  While the equilibrium condition is not 

met, there is a weak linear dependence of τ-1 on concentration (Figure 91).  A linear 

regression is fit to this data to obtain estimations for kon and koff (correlation coefficient 

0.86).  However, since the equilibrium condition was not met the hybridization at 

saturation, [hybridization]∞ varies significantly with concentration instead of increasing 

with increasing concentration (Table 28).  Therefore, while there is a weak linear 

relationship between τ-1 and concentration, it is not a reliable method for determining 

the association, disassociation rate and kinetic equilibrium. 

The dissociation rate was also obtained by fitting the exponential decay.  The 

dissociation rate should depend on the temperature at the surface and the number of 

base pairs hybridizing at the surface.  However, the dissociation rates varied between 

concentrations.  This discrepancy could be due to a variation in non-specific DNA rinses 

from the surface after injection for different concentrations.142  It was also very difficult 

to determine at what time to begin fitting the decay curve.  For these reasons, fitting the 
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rinse stage to an exponential decay was an unreliable mechanism by which to obtain the 

disassociation rate.  Therefore, the kinetic rates are not presented in the body of this 

work. 

 

 

Figure 90: Kinetic Fits for association and dissociation constants for a variety 
of DNA concentrations (0.01 μM-maroon; 0.015 μM- orange; 0.025 μM- blue; 0.05 μm- 
green; 0.075 μM- purple; 0.1 μM- black).  The concentration reflects the concentration 

of the A4 attachment strand. 

 

Table 28 Hybridization timescale and Hybridization at ∞ from Kinetic Fit 
(Equation 5.4)* 

 0.01 
μM 

0.015 
μM 

0.025 
μM 

0.05 
μM 

0.075 
μM 

0.1 
μM 

[hybridization]∞ 429.59 624.7 610 533 551 422 
τ-1 0.001 0.0012 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.006 
r2 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 

*The concentration reflects the concentration of the A4 attachment strand 
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Table 29 Koff and Equilibrium Hybridization for Exponential Decay Fit* 

 0.01 μM 0.015 μM 0.025 μM 0.05 μM 0.075 μM 0.1 μM 
[hybridization]eq 32280 31998 330000 201000 25378 2594 

koff 0.009 0.008 0.011 0.010 0.007 0.0038 
r2 0.978 0.98 0.99 0.96 0.99 0.98 

*The concentration reflects the concentration of the A4 attachment strand 
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Figure 91: Hybridization timescale, τ-1, vs. Concentration of tile (black squares) 
or track (blue triangles).  τ-1 is determined by fitting the individual SPR curves using 

equation (equation 5.4).  The slope calculated by the linear regression of τ-1 vs. 
Concentration is equal to the association constant kon and the intercept of this linear 

fit is equal to koff (equation 5.5). The linear regression correlation coefficient, r2, values 
for tile and track are 0.86 and 0.93, respectively.  The concentration reflects the 

concentration of the A4 attachment strand. 

 

Table 30: Association, kon, and dissociation, koff, constants for DNA 
nanostructures on a functionalized surface using the Langmuir kinetic model 

kon (103 M-3s-1) koff (10-3 s-1)† koff (10-3 s-1)‡ 

51.1±15 2.1±0.8 8.3±2.6 
† The dissociation rate was determined from the linear fit of τ-1 versus concentration 
‡ The dissociation rate was determined by fitting the exponential decay of the rinse 

Error bars reflect the standard error of the constant 
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5.6.8 Uptake of 4-tile nanotrack 

Tile immobilization on the surface was also compared to that of one sided track.  

Here the concentration of one sided track reflects the concentration of attachment 

strands.  Therefore, at any given concentration, there are four times as many tiles in the 

one sided track than in the individual tile solution.  The hybridization efficiency was 

also calculated for each system (Table 31).  For track, the hybridization efficiency was 

calculated using the same strategy that was used to calculate two sided track.  Briefly, in 

the absence of back-bonding, each specific tile – surface interaction involves association 

of four tiles, a 2x2, a 4-tile mass was used in the nanostructure to linker mass ratio for 

the purpose of evaluating hybridization efficiency.  At 25 °C, the track hybridization 

efficiency is lower than that of tile.  For the highest concentration of track, 0.05 μM, the 

tile hybridization efficiency, 4.7%, is four times the hybridization efficiency of track, 

1.1%.  This result was different than the two sided track presented in the body of this 

work.  One possible reason for this difference is the attachment of tile to the surface.  In 

these experiments, when tile was rinsed from the surface, there was a smaller decrease 

in ΔRU- the tile attachment in these experiments was much higher.  This increase in tile 

attachment increased the hybridization efficiency for tile immobilizing to the surface.  

Figure 92 shows the sensorgram from track binding to the surface.  Six concentrations of 

track were injected ranging from 0.0075 μM to 0.5 μM.  A comparison between track and 

tile binding is presented in Figure 92 where the response units are plotted against their 
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respective inject concentrations.  At low concentrations there is a significant difference in 

response between tile and track.  It is interesting to note, that regardless of the DNA 

nanostructure, the RU versus concentration curves show a similar saturation level for 

both track and tile. 

 

 

Figure 92: SPR sensorgram for DNA track attaching to a surface: Response 
units vs. time (left).  Concentrations- 0.0075 μM-yellow; 0.01 μM- green; 0.02 μM- 

purple; 0.025 μm- blue; 0.04 μM- grey; 0.05 μM- red)  Right: Track (blue circle) and 
Tile (green square) Concentration vs Mass uptake.  The concentration reflects the 

concentration of the A4 attachment strand. 
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Table 31 Comparison of Tile and Track at 25 °C: Mass uptake, Average 
distance between structures and Percent of linkers hybridized to tiles* 

Tile Track 

Concentration 
(μM) 

Mass 
Uptake 

(ng/cm2) 

Average 
Distance 
Between 

Tiles 
(tile/nm)

Percent 
of 

Occupied 
linkers 

Mass 
Uptake 

(ng/cm2)

Average 
Distance 
Between 

Tiles 
(2x2/nm) 

Percent 
of 

Occupied 
linkers 

0.0075    35 51 0.64 
0.01 15 40 1.1 40 48 0.73 
0.02 29 28 2.2 46 45 0.84 
0.025 52 21 3.7 48 44 0.88 
0.04    57 40 1.04 
0.05 63 19 4.7 58 40 1.06 
0.075 69 18 5.0    
0.1 78 17 5.8    

*The concentration reflects the concentration of the A4 attachment strand 
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6. Isothermal Surface Plasmon Resonance 

6.1 Chapter Overview 

Chapter six builds upon chapter five by detailing how the hybridization of DNA 

nanotrack and tile to the biofunctionalized surface depends upon temperature.  Specific 

questions include whether apparent saturation coverages decrease monotonically with 

temperature as expected and how the ratio of track to tile uptake varies with 

temperature. Underlying these questions is the notion that temperature-based tuning of 

the relative surface stabilities of unlike nanostructures could enable affinity – based 

selection of nanostructures of like valence.  

 

6.2 Introduction 

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) instruments, such as those produced by 

BIACORE, offer highly sensitive detection of biomolecule absorption on a surface.131  

Unlike many other techniques that detect molecular binding events, such as radio-

labeling and fluorescence, SPR is label-free and enables assembly to be monitored in real 

time.  The results collected from SPR are used in determining the specificity, affinity, 

kinetic parameters, concentration and continuous monitoring of multimolecular 

detection.23  SPR is responsible for many important discoveries in the detection of 

genetic disorders,35 DNA-drug interactions,35 disease diagnosis,24, 25 and the kinetics of 

DNA surface hybridization.27, 28, 31, 32 
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In this work, a DNA nanostructure sensing substrate is created by immobilizing 

first a thiolated DNA probe upon a gold surface and, second, a sticky-end terminated 

linker.  Surfaces functionalized with thiolated probes are well known as sensing 

substrates for oliognucleotides and are remarkably stable allowing for reaction 

experiments on the chip to be performed over many days.  The stability, simplicity, and 

ease of reuse contribute to how DNA is commonly used as a biosensing platform.  

Whereas DNA chips accomplish sensing by capturing target strands on probes, here 

nanostructures recognize sticky ends of linker strands immobilized on probes. 

First linker and then nanostructure capture is recorded as change in response 

units, ΔRU.  At a particular angle of illumination, the light at the biointerface is coupled 

into surface plasmon modes.  This surface plasmon angle is measured through a 

decrease in reflectivity from the biointerface at that angle.  The ΔRU corresponds to this 

change in angle which varies as the index of refraction at the interface changes due to 

molecular binding.  The response units are proportional to the mass uptake values, 

ΔmSPR, where ΔRU=-0.1ng/cm2.132-134   

DNA-DNA interactions on a surface have been well studied using SPR.  These 

studies have had considerable focus on the hybridization and kinetics of DNA-DNA 

interactions under various environmental conditions143-150 and the detection of point 

mutations for genetic and disease diagnosis.151, 152  Whereas temperature programmed 

desorption could illuminate the interactions of nanostructures and surfaces, these 
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experiments are complicated by the correlation of index of refraction with solvent 

density and the corresponding sensitivity of SPR response to temperature.27 It has been 

shown using surface plasmon imaging detection that mismatched strands can be 

distinguished from fully complementary strands hybridized to a DNA probe by raising 

the temperature at the biointerface.27  Once the mismatched strands have melted off the 

surface, the temperature is decreased to show that there is no detection of mismatched 

DNA strands while the fully complementary strands are still attached to the surface.  

Another SPR thermal experiment detects point mutations by observing the melting 

curve measured by SPR imaging.153  The temperature was raised from 25 °C to 70 °C and 

the melting behavior of a variety of sequences with and without point mutations are 

observed.  Finally, in work done by Livache and coworkers, thermodynamic parameters 

are extracted from DNA-DNA hybridization on a surface by analyzing the kinetics of 

hybridization at various temperatures and melting curves obtained from surface 

plasmon imaging.142   

In this work we investigate the temperature dependence of nanostructure surface 

binding by performing isothermal experiments that allow the SPR response to mass to 

not be masked by the SPR sensitivity to temperature. The experiments test not only the 

effect of temperature on the binding kinetics of DNA nanostructures, DNA tile, on a 

surface but also how multiple recognition sites on nanostructures affect the surface 

binding.  The results indicate that the temperature sensitivity of mass before and after 
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rinsing is different and that the relative uptake of polymers to tiles increases with 

temperature.  

6.3 Methods and Materials 

6.3.1 DNA Nanostructures 

6.3.1.1 Oligonucleotides 

All oligonucleotides used to form the DNA nanostructure were purchased from 

Integrated DNA Technology, Inc. (ww.idtdna.com) and then HPLC purified.  HPLC was 

performed on an Agilent using a mixture of 10% acetonitrile – 90% triethylammonium 

acetate buffer (TEAA 0.1 M, pH 7.0) as eluent.  The concentrations of all DNA strands 

were estimated by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm using a Thermo Scientific 

NanoDrop 1000. 

6.3.1.2 General Assembly Strategy 

DNA tiles and superstructures were constructed following designs reported 

elsewhere.6, 14, 15  Briefly, each tile is comprised of 4 ‘arm’ strands, 4 ‘shell’ strands and a 

100 base ‘core’ strand serve as the basis for higher order 2D-structures.  Each DNA tile 

forms higher ordered structures using a pair of five base overlaps between tiles, `sticky 

ends.’  In the first assembly step, for all experiments, equimolar mixtures of strands 

formed tiles when slowly cooling the solution from 95 °C to 20 °C overnight.  All 

experiments in chapter three were carried out in 1x TAE/Mg buffer (40mM Tris-acetate, 

pH 8.0, 2mM EDTA, 12.5mM magnesium acetate).  The concentration for each 
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nanostructure reflects the concentration of each 9 strands which make up one tile.  Thus 

a 0.1 μM solution of tile has 9 strands each at a concentration of 0.1 μM.  Single step 

assembly was sufficient for formation of tiles and binary nanotrack. 

5.3.1.4.1 Binary Nanotracks 

Polymers known as ‘nanotracks’ comprised of 2 types of tiles were formed in a 

single assembly step.  Sticky ends were first described in Seeman’s work in 1982 where 

one strand extends beyond the end of each double helix so that a single stranded region 

is dangling off the end.57  This allows the structure with the sticky end to hybridize with 

a complementary strand.  An arm stranded named ‘A4’ imparts all A-tiles with an 

affinity for the sticky end of the immobilized linker by design.  For these highly 

symmetric structures, A4 arms are positioned on both sides of the track (Figure 73).  

While this symmetry introduces ambiguity regarding the geometry of the track at the 

surface, according to whether track – surface interactions include ‘back bonding,’ it 

provides two apparent advantages. Single side sticky track requires a larger tile set and 

is thus less stable. Also, it requires a multi-step assembly, the effects of which would 

require extensive investigation. However, preliminary uptake data from these lower 

symmetry polymers is included in the appendix.  
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Figure 93: Schematic of a Track 

 

5.3.1.4.2 Four-tile Nanotracks 

Four-tile nanotracks were designed to display affinity for surface receptors on 

only one side of the track.  Two types of A-tiles, labeled 1 and 4, shared cores, shells, and 

internal sequences of their arm strands, but were distinguished by their sticky ends. 

Similarly, two types of B-tiles, labeled 2 and 3, were designed with arms with unlike 

sticky ends.  Given the reuse of core and arm strands among two pairs of tiles, 

nanostructure assembly required two stages (Figure 95).  First, each tile is assembled as 

described above where equimolar mixtures of strands formed tiles when slowly cooling 

the solution from 95 °C to 20 °C overnight.  In this stage, A1/B2 and B3/A4 were annealed 

together in separate pots (stage i).  Once A1/B2 and B3/A4 tiles are assembled they are all 

combined (stage ii) and the temperature is raised to 35 °C and then slowly cooled to 25 

°C. The annealing temperature was selected to promote polymerization without 
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significant tile premelting. Proper formation of track with A1 and B3 positioned 

exclusively on one side, requires track assembly without exchange of arm strands. In the 

absence of arm exchange or other errors, tracks will have surface affinity only on the 

side with A1 tiles (see appendix 5.6.4 for comparison between one-sided and two-sided 

functionalization).   
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Figure 94: Schematic for one-sided functionalized Track 

 

A1 B2 B3 A4Stage i

Stage ii

One-sided Track
 

Figure 95 Assembly strategy for one-sided track 

 

In all cases, the concentration reported reflects the concentration of the 

attachment strand in solution.   
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6.3.2 Substrate Preparation and Functionalization for SPR 
experiments 

SPR substrates were fabricated by depositing a metal film on glass. A chip was 

cut from a piranha etched (25% H2O2/ 75% H2SO4- CAUTION) glass coverslip (Electron 

Microscopy Sciences #1 thickness 9x50mm cat no 72190-40).  A 5 nm chromium adhesion 

layer and a 45nm thick gold layer were evaporated onto the sensor chip using electron 

beam evaporation (CHA Industries Solution E-beam evaporator).  Following 

evaporation procedures for the SPR sensor chip, the gold surfaces were covered with a 

solution (1 μM, 500μL) of thiolated DNA (probe) in 1 M NaCl-TE (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 

mM EDTA, 1 M NaCl) for 3 hours.  Following incubation, the sensor chip and crystal 

were rinsed copiously with Milli-Q water and blown dry. 

 

6.3.3 Surface Plasmon Resonance 

The hybridization detection using surface plasmon resonance was detected using 

a Biacore X™ (Biacore, Uppsala, Sweden) The volume of the individual flow chamber 

was 0.5mm x2.4mm x 0.05mm chamber (0.06μL) and the temperature was held constant 

at 25 °C.  The flow rate for the hybridization of the linker and tile was 5μL/min and a 

total volume of 60μL was used.  At 5μL/min flow, the refresh time for the chamber is 

0.72 seconds.  The analytical signal, reported as Resonance Units (RU), is a direct 

measure of a given change in the angle of minimum reflected intensity.  In a BIAcore 
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system, 1 RU corresponds to a shift in angle of about 10-4 degrees which correlates to an 

index of refraction change of about 10-6.  In the data conversion, the incremental change 

in refractive index with DNA concentration (dn/dC) was assumed to be equal to that of 

protein; a change of 1RU was therefore interpreted as a surface concentration change of 

1 pg/mm2.132-134    All calculated values of linker-linker and tile-tile spacing assumed a 

hexagonal lattice with a packing density of 0.9069. 

6.4 Results 

6.4 Hybridization Efficiencies 

The tile was immobilized on the surface at three temperatures- 20 °C, 25 °C, and 

30 °C using the attachment scheme in Chapter 4.  Briefly, a linker strand is hybridized to 

a surface bound DNA strand.  The tile is then immobilized on the linker strand using 5 

complementary bases presented by the linking strand.  Figure 96 displays the 

sensorgrams for each temperature at six given concentrations.  Each tile concentration is 

injected for 12 minutes after which buffer flow is restarted and the dissociation of tile is 

monitored.  

The mass uptake of the linker does vary slightly with the temperature at which 

the reaction occurs- 93.6±1 ng/cm2, 86.1±18 ng/cm2, 103.9±6 ng/cm2 for 20 °C, 25 °C, and 

30 °C, respectively.  While it has been found that probe density does effect the 

attachment of target to a surface150, these variations correspond to a limited change in 

the areal coverage, or number of linkers per square nanometer on the surface- 1 linker 
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per 15 nm2, 16 nm2, and 14 nm2 for 20 °C, 25 °C, and 30 °C, respectively.  As stated 

previously, the five bases presented by the linker correspond to a Flory radius of 1.7 nm 

and thus we believe there is only a slight effect of linker coverage on the attachment tile 

due to the average linker separations being well beyond that of distances where linker-

linker interactions occur.  Additionally, researchers have found that target hybridization 

efficiency decreases with increasing probe density.150  Here our hybridization efficiencies 

do not scale with probe density- the highest hybridization efficiency does not 

correspond to the lowest linker density.  Finally, we waited a considerable time before 

injecting the tile to make sure that there was no effect of the probe releasing from the 

surface at any temperature.  The 20 base pair hybridization to the surface was very 

stable and experiments performed elsewhere142 have measured the melting temperature 

for a 14 base probe to be 55 °C, significantly higher than the 30 °C incubation presented 

here.  For all surface temperature, the mass loading of tile at low concentration has not 

reached a saturation level. 
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Figure 96: Sensorgrams of the interaction of DNA tile with 5 base complement 
presented by a DNA linking strand at three temperatures, 20 °C, 25 °C and 30 °C.  The 
individual sensorgrams represent the responses for different DNA tile concentrations 
(0.01 μM-black; 0.015 μM- red; 0.025 μM- green; 0.05 μm- blue; 0.075 μM- orange; 0.1 

μM-purple). 

 

The final concentration of tile on the surface for both 20 °C and 25 °C are similar.  

However, the attachment characteristics are much different.  At 20 °C there is a larger 

response than that of 25 °C.  This could be due to an increase in non-specific binding of 

DNA tile at low temperatures.  Upon rinsing, the non-specific bound tiles wash away 

from the surface resulting in a similar response to that of 25 °C.  At 30 °C, the tile is 

weakly bound to the surface decreasing the non-specific interactions.  Therefore, when 

the tile is rinsed from the surface the initial decrease is less than that of 20 °C and 25 °C 

due to the lack of non-specific absorption. 

A comparison between the sensorgrams shows a significant decrease in response 

as the temperature at the surface increases from 25 °C to 30 °C.  Increasing the 

temperature beyond 30 °C decreases the tile attachment to an unobservable signal at 
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most concentrations.  Thermal experiments testing the probe length at various 

temperatures concluded that probes with 9 bases have a melting temperature of 35 °C 

while hybridization segments <9 are not stable or only slightly stable in the temperature 

range of 25 °C-30 °C.142  Furthermore, using HyTher82, 83, 85-87 (H YT HER TM version 1.0, 

Nicolas Peyret and John SantaLucia, Jr., Wayne State University) which is a 

sophisticated next nearest neighbor model, the melting temperature for the five base 

pairs is calculated.  Assuming a solution of 0.01M Na+, 12.5mM Mg++ with a DNA 

concentration of 1x10-6μM, the melting temperature is determined to be -3.7 °C.  This 

large discrepancy between the theoretical solution phase melting temperature and the 

temperature at which DNA tile does not attach to the surface could be due to several 

factors.  First, there could be high local concentrations of linker at the surface which 

would increase the melting temperature.  Secondly, there could be stabilization of 5 base 

overlap by the additional probe-linker hybridization as well as the addition of the 

double helix arm of the DNA tile.  Finally, there could be secondary interactions 

between tiles bound to the surface which drive up the melting temperature. 
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Figure 97: Mass uptake vs. Concentration of individual strands.  Three 
incubation temperatures are reported 20 °C (blue circles), 25 °C (black squares) and 30 

°C (red diamonds).  Lines are exponential fits to the data. 

 

The mass uptake values for concentration at a given temperature are plotted in 

Figure 97.  The slight change between 20 °C and 25 °C is clearly shown as well as the 

significant decrease in mass uptake for 30 °C.  For 25 °C there is a critical concentration 

at which higher tile concentrations would not yield an increase in mass uptake.  Table 32 

displays the hybridization efficiencies for each concentration at a given temperature.  

The highest hybridization efficiency, 5.8%, is over 2 times greater than that of the 

maximum hybridization at 30 °C.  These results differ from experiments performed by 

Georgiadis’s group which observed an increase in hybridization efficiency when the 

surface is heated prior to hybridization.150  There, the target attached to the surface with 
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25 base pairs which has a much higher melting temperature than that of a 5 base pair 

sequence.  It is for that reason we believe we do not see a trend in an increase in 

hybridization efficiency with increasing surface temperature. 

Table 32:  Hybridization efficiency: Percent of linkers hybridized to tiles 

Percent of Occupied linkers/ Distance between 
Tiles (tile/nm) Concentration of 

DNA tile (μM) 
20 °C 25 °C 30 °C 

0.01 0.5% / 54 1.1% / 40 0% / 0 

0.015 1.6% / 30 2.2% / 28 0.1% / 101 

0.025 2.9% / 23 3.7% / 21 0.6% / 48 

0.05 3.9% / 20 4.7% / 19 1.0% / 37 

0.075 4.6% / 18 5.0% / 18 1.2% / 34 

0.1 5.0% / 16 5.8% / 17 1.9% / 27 
*The hybridization efficiencies calculated assume a 100% yield of fully assembled tiles 

6.4.3 Comparison between Track and Tile 

Along with the track and tile experiments performed at 25 °C (Chapter 5), 

experiments were performed at 20 °C to determine how the relative changes of track and 

tile immobilization differed when raising the temperature.  The concentrations reported 

for the tile and track attachment correspond to the concentration of the DNA 

nanostructure attachment strand.  Thus 0.1 μM for one sided track has two tiles present 

at 0.1 μM.  The sensorgrams in Figure 98 display the differences in tile and track 

attachment at 20 °C.  Here one can see that at a concentration of 0.0025 μM, the track has 

a mass uptake is 21 ng/cm2 while the individual tile mass uptake is only 1.1 ng/cm2.  
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Similarly, at a concentration of 0.005 μM, the mass uptake of track, 31 ng/cm2, is nine 

times larger than the response of tile immobilizing to the surface. 

0.005 µM

Tile
0.005 µM 
0.0025 µM

0.0025 µM

Track 

0.005 µM

Tile
0.005 µM 
0.0025 µM

0.0025 µM

Track 

 

Figure 98 Sensorgram of Track (thick lines) and Tile (thin lines) 
Immobilization at a surface temperature of 20 °C 

 

Table 33 Mass uptake, Separation between structures and Percent of occupied 
linkers for tile and track at 20 °C 

Tile Track 

Concentration 
(μM) 

Mass 
Uptake 

(ng/cm2)

Average 
Distance 
Between 

Tiles 
(tile/nm)

Percent 
of 

Occupied 
linkers 

Mass 
Uptake 

(ng/cm2)

Average 
Distance 
Between 

Tiles 
(2x2/nm) 

Percent of 
Occupied 

linkers 

0.0025 1.1 145 0.2 21 66 0.74 
0.005 3.4 82 0.5 31 54 1.14 

 

The immobilization of 0.005 μM tile and track 20 °C can then be compared to the 

mass uptake at 25 °C.  Table 34 shows the mass uptake for both tile and track at both 
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surface temperatures.  When the temperature is increased, there is a 41% decrease in 

mass uptake for the tile.  The decrease in mass uptake for track, however, is only 3%.  

This suggests that as the temperature increases, the number of attachment points to the 

surface influences the hybridization efficiency. 

 

Table 34 Comparison of Mass Uptake for Tile and Track at 20 °C and 25 °C at a 
fixed concentration of 0.005 μM 

Tile Track 

Temperature 
(°C) 

Mass 
Uptake 

(ng/cm2) 

Average 
Distance 
Between 

Tiles 
(tile/nm)

Percent 
of 

Occupied 
linkers 

Mass 
Uptake 

(ng/cm2)

Average 
Distance 
Between 

Tiles 
(2x2/nm) 

Percent 
of 

Occupied 
linkers 

Track
/Tile 

20 3.4 82 0.5 31 55 1.1 9 
25 2.0 107 0.3 30 55 1.1 14 

 

 

6.5 Conclusions 

In conclusion, isothermal experiments have been performed on tile and track 

hybridization on a DNA immobilized surface.  It was found that as the temperature 

increased, the hybridization efficiency of tile decreased; the short 5 base pair overlap 

attaching tile to linker has a low melting temperature which affects the hybridization 

efficiencies at higher temperatures.  When comparing the SPR results of track to tile it 

was found that when raising the temperature from 20 °C to 25 °C, there was a 41% 

decrease in tile attachment while only a 3% decrease in track attachment.  This could 
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potentially be due to the multiple attachments of track to the surface which stabilizes the 

DNA nanostructure on the planar surface. 

 

6.6 Appendix 

As discussed in Chapter 5, DNA track has one side that is complementary to the 

linker strand and attachment points on every other tile.  The concentrations reported for 

the tile and track attachment correspond to the concentration of the DNA nanostructure 

attachment strand.  Thus 0.1 μM for one sided track has four tiles present at 0.1 μM.  

Figure 99 shows the hybridization curves for track at each temperature for six 

concentrations. 

 

Figure 99: SPR sensorgrams for DNA track attaching to a surface.  
Concentrations- 0.0075 μM-Black; 0.01 μM- Red; 0.02 μM- Green; 0.025 μm- Blue; 0.04 

μM- Orange; 0.05 μM- Maroon 

 

The maximum response units for track and tile at each concentration are 

compared in Figure 100.    The hybridization efficiency was also calculated for each 
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system (Table 35 and Table 36).  For track, the hybridization efficiency was calculated 

using the same strategy that was used to calculate two sided track.  Since, in the absence 

of back-bonding, each specific tile – surface interaction involves association of four tiles, 

a 2x2, a 4-tile mass was used in the nanostructure to linker mass ratio for the purpose of 

evaluating hybridization efficiency.  At a low surface temperature, 25 °C, the track 

hybridization efficiency is lower than that of tile.  For the highest concentration of track, 

0.05 μM, the tile hybridization efficiency, 4.7%, is four times the hybridization efficiency 

of track, 1.1%.  This result was different than the two sided track presented in the body 

of this work.  One possible reason for this difference is the attachment of tile to the 

surface.  In these experiments, when tile was rinsed from the surface, there was a smaller 

decrease in ΔRU- the tile attachment in these experiments was much higher.  At high 

temperatures and low concentrations, there is no discernable signal as tile attaches to the 

surface. For a surface temperature of 30 °C, at the highest track concentration, 0.05 μM, 

the hybridization efficiency is half, 0.5%, of the tile hybridization efficiency.  However, at 

the lowest concentration of tile, 0.01 μM, there is no attachment of tile attached to the 

surface while the hybridization efficiency of track is 0.38%.  This shows that while the 

response for track is lower at higher temperatures, the attachment of track still produces 

an observable signal change.  This difference in signal at low concentrations for tile and 

track would allow for the selective attachment of track to the surface by injecting a low 

concentration of DNA track at a higher temperature.  The increase in attachment at 
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lower temperatures could also be due to the cooperativity of attachment.  Since the track 

has multiple attachment points, these act as anchors and stabilize the track on the 

surface making it less susceptible to the increase in temperature.  Finally track reaches 

saturation at high temperatures at relatively lower concentrations making the critical 

concentration at which increasing the concentration does not change the surface 

coverage considerable lower than those at lower temperatures. 

 

Track 25°C

Track 30°C

Tile 25°C

Tile 30°C

 

Figure 100: Comparison of Track (circles) and Tile (squares) maximum 
response at given concentrations and temperatures (25 °C- blue; 30 °C red) 
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Table 35 Comparison of Tile and Track at 25 °C: Mass uptake, Average 
distance between structures and Percent of linkers hybridized to tiles 

Tile Track 

Concentration 
(μM) 

Mass 
Uptake 

(ng/cm2) 

Average 
Distance 
Between 

Tiles 
(tile/nm)

Percent 
of 

Occupied 
linkers 

Mass 
Uptake 

(ng/cm2)

Average 
Distance 
Between 

Tiles 
(2x2/nm) 

Percent 
of 

Occupied 
linkers 

0.0075    35 51 0.64 
0.01 15 40 1.1 40 48 0.73 
0.02 29 28 2.2 46 45 0.84 
0.025 52 21 3.7 48 44 0.88 
0.04    57 40 1.04 
0.05 63 19 4.7 58 40 1.06 
0.075 69 18 5.0    
0.1 78 17 5.8    

 

Table 36 Comparison of Tile and Track at 30 °C: Mass uptake, Average 
distance between structures and Percent of linkers hybridized to tiles 

Tile Track 

Concentration 
(μM) 

Mass 
Uptake 

(ng/cm2) 

Average 
Distance 
Between 

Tiles 
(tile/nm)

Percent 
of 

Occupied 
linkers 

Mass 
Uptake 

(ng/cm2)

Average 
Distance 
Between 

Tiles 
(2x2/nm) 

Percent 
of 

Occupied 
linkers 

0.0075    15 78 0.23 
0.01 0 0 0 25 61 0.38 
0.02 2 101 0.1 29 56 0.44 
0.025 10 48 0.6 25 60 0.38 
0.04    33 52 0.50 
0.05 17 37 1.0 32 26 0.50 
0.075 19 34 1.2    
0.1 31 27 1.9    
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7. Characterization of DNA nanostructures at a bio-
interface using Quartz Crystal Microbalance 

7.1 Chapter Overview 

In this chapter, quartz crystal microbalance is used to monitor the attachment of 

DNA nanostructures to a DNA functionalized surface.  Tile is immobilized onto a 

surface through the same hybridization strategy described in chapters five and six.  The 

resulting change in dissipation and frequency as tile binds to the surface is recorded at 

various tile concentrations.  These dissipation and frequency changes yield information 

on the viscoelasticity and hydration at the biointerface.  QCM uptake data is then 

combined with uptake data from SPR, and through the use of the Voigt model, the 

density and thickness of the DNA film is determined.  The initial questions addressed 

include 

• What is the signature of nanostructure attachment and how does it differ 

from the signature of capture of the linker?  

• Does the signature of nanostructure capture depend exclusively upon 

nanostructure coverage, or also upon the pathway by which the coverage 

was achieved? 

Subsequently, coupled mass is determined from fitting the frequency and 

dissipation change data at several overtones to a continuum model that describes 

immobilized nanostructure as a viscoelastic layer of constant density and thickness. This 

leads to several additional observations such as  
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• How incorporating viscoelasticity in the layer description changes the 

estimate of coupled mass from that determined by the Sauerbrey relation. 

Next, coupled mass determined from QCM is compared with mass uptake from 

SPR. This makes possible a decomposition of coupled mass into species with optical 

contrast such as DNA and species without contrast, ie. coupled water. Thus it becomes 

possible, to the extent that the two experiments are matched, to determine at several 

discrete coverages  

• the fraction of the mechanically coupled mass that is nanostructure and 

the density of the mechanically coupled mass, and to ask the question 

• how does film density change with surface loading? 

Finally, knowledge of the density of the coupled mass is used to constrain the 

fitting of the viscoelastic parameters. Thus viscoelastic parameters are refined and 

density is used to determine the thickness of the film.  While the derived film 

thicknesses are for a layer of constant thickness, they allow a final question to also be 

addressed.   

• What does the thickness of the DNA film reveal about the orientation of 

our structures? 
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7.2 Introduction 

Numerous studies have demonstrated the formation of DNA nanostructures,6, 14, 

15 such as DNA tiles.6, 14, 15 In most of these studies, for the purpose of imaging, 

nanostructures are immobilized on a substrate, mica. Immobilization of negatively 

charged DNA on mica relies upon the strong nonspecific interactions, such as 

electrostatic forces, to adhere the DNA nanostructures to the substrate.  For example, 

DNA nanostructures are commonly deposited on mica for imaging due to the strong 

electrostatic interactions between mica and DNA.  However these interactions are 

uncontrolled and do not allow for orientational or organizational control of DNA 

nanostructures on the surface.  However, the ability to organize nanostructures on a 

substrate is necessary if DNA nanostructures are to be used to template complex 

systems for biosensing, circuitry, and other applications. Therefore, we focus on 

coupling structures to surfaces using programmable specific forces as opposed to 

nonspecific forces. 

This work builds upon the previous research in single stranded DNA detection 

at a hard matter interface, more specifically heterogeneous DNA-DNA hybridization.139, 

154, 155  The goal of much of that research focuses on optimizing the attachment of DNA to 

a solid support allowing for the maximum signal to be obtained for hybridization 

detection.  We choose to investigate weak interactions between single strands of DNA 
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rather than optimizing detection using strong DNA-DNA interactions due to the interest 

in tailoring the interactions to further control the organization and assembly of DNA 

nanostructures on the surface. 

Figure 101 is a diagram of the tailored interactions between DNA and the surface 

observed in this research.  This experimental design has three components.  There is a 

strong interaction built between a probe and “linker” where the probe is a thiolated 20 

base strand of DNA immobilized on a surface and the linker contains 25 bases, 20 of 

which hybridize to the probe.  The tile, which was designed elsewhere, is also comprised 

of very strong interactions.  A tile is built using a core strand that connects four arms 

together and four “U” strands connect each pair of arms.  These four “U” strands have 

sticky ends at both the 5’ and 3’ ends which allow each tile to cross over to other tiles 

using two double helices on each arm.  The linker’s five available bases act as a sticky 

arm and complements a sticky arm on the tile thus allowing the DNA nanostructure to 

attach to the surface using 5 bases.  While a 5 base pair DNA helix is very unstable in 

solution, here the five bases are reinforced by the neighboring base pairs which allow 

the melting temperature of that attachment to rise above room temperature. 
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Figure 101: Schematic of three component (probe, linker, and tile) recognition 
sequence. 

Various techniques have been used to monitor DNA-DNA hybridization 

including optical, electrochemical and piezoelectric.  Here we use a quartz crystal 

microbalance (QCM) and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) to monitor the DNA-DNA 

hybridization at a solid liquid interface.  QCM-D measures the change in frequency, Δf, 

and the change in energy dissipation, ΔD, which can be used to learn about the mass 

uptake and viscoelastic properties of the DNA NS hybridization to the surface.  

However, the change in frequency, or change in mass uptake, is not a direct 

measurement of hybridization of DNA onto the surface.  Instead, the frequency change 

incorporates the mass uptake as well as the coupled water within the film’s layer.  
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Therefore, in conjunction with QCM, we use surface plasmon resonance, SPR, to directly 

measure the mass bound to the surface.  Surface plasmon resonance monitors the change 

in the index of refraction at a metal-liquid interface and thus allows for the direct 

measurement of mass uptake or hybridization of DNA nanostructures to a surface.  

Therefore we use this SPR and QCM data to learn about the viscoelastic properties of 

DNA nanostructures bound to the surface and we perform concentration measurements 

whereby we learn about the hybridization efficiency of DNA tile and at what 

concentration DNA tile saturates the surface. 

The results of this work are the introductory studies that may lead to the ability 

to control assembly of DNA nanostructures on a metal surface.  In section two, the 

materials and methods are described including the main techniques used in the 

experiment, SPR and QCM.  Section three, the results and discussion, shows the effect of 

concentration of DNA tile on the surface coverage and compares the various QCM 

model techniques to the SPR results.  The concluding section describes the tremendous 

impact DNA nanostructures will have on nanofabrication and how the results of this 

work encourage the development of further research towards user defined control of 

DNA nanostructure assembly on a substrate. 
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7.3 Methods and Materials 

7.3.1 DNA Nanostructures 

7.3.1.1 Oligonucleotides 

All oligonucleotides used to form the DNA nanostructure were purchased from 

Integrated DNA Technology, Inc. (ww.idtdna.com) and then HPLC purified.  HPLC was 

performed on an Agilent using a mixture of 10% acetonitrile – 90% triethylammonium 

acetate buffer (TEAA 0.1 M, pH 7.0) as eluent.  The concentrations of all DNA strands 

were estimated by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm using a Thermo Scientific 

NanoDrop 1000. 

7.3.1.2 General Assembly Strategy 

DNA tiles and superstructures were constructed following designs reported 

elsewhere.6, 14, 15  Briefly, four armed junctions, i.e. tiles, of two types, each comprised of 4 

‘arm’ strands, 4 ‘shell’ strands and a 100 base ‘core’ strand serve as the basis for higher 

order 2D-structures.  After the DNA strands are mixed together in a 1x TAE/Mg buffer 

(40mM Tris-acetate, pH 8.0, 2 mM EDTA, 12.5 mM magnesium acetate) the oligo 

mixtures are heated to 90 °C and then slowly cooled to room temperature overnight to 

facilitate hybridization.  Each tile arm is comprised of a pair of coupled double helices 

each of which presents a 5 base sticky end.  Here, the sequence (5’TCACG) of the sticky 

end of one arm of one tile type was selected as the target sequence for the 5-base 

recognition sequence presented on the linker strand. 
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7.3.2 Substrate Preparation and Functionalization 

QCM studies were conducted using a 5MHz, AT-cut quartz crystal coated in Au 

(Q-sense, Göteborg, Sweden).  The crystals were cleaned prior to use through a mild 

acid wash (5:1:1 H2O:H2O2:NH3) on a hot plate (70 °C) for 10 minutes then washed with 

copious amounts of milliQ water and blown dry. The Sauerbrey sensitivity of these 

crystals is 17.7 ng·cm-2. SPR substrates were fabricated by depositing a metal film on 

glass. A chip was cut from a piranha etched (25%H2O2/ 75% H2SO4- CAUTION) glass 

coverslip (Electron Microscopy Sciences #1 thickness 9x50 mm cat no 72190-40).  A 5nm 

chromium adhesion layer and a 45 nm thick gold layer were evaporated onto the sensor 

chip using electron beam evaporation (CHA Industries Solution E-beam evaporator), 

Following cleaning procedures for the SPR sensor chip and QCM crystal, the gold 

surfaces were covered with a solution (1μM, 500μL) of thiolated DNA (probe) in 1 M 

NaCl-TE (10mM Tris-HCl, 1mM EDTA, 1M NaCl) for 3 hours.  Following incubation, 

the sensor chip and crystal were rinsed copiously with Milli-Q water and blown dry. 

7.3.3 Quartz Crystal Microbalance 

7.3.3.1 How it works 

At t=0, the driving power of a quartz oscillator is switched off allowing the 

voltage over the crystal U, to decay as an exponentially damped sinusoidal 
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 )2sin()( /
0 φπτ += − fteUtU t  [7.1] 

where τ is the decay time constant and Φ is the phase.  The dissipation factor is inversely 

proportional to τ 

 
τπf

D
1=  [7.2] 

The driving circuit is then periodically connected and unconnected to/from the 

quartz crystal via a computer controlled relay.  When the driving circuit disconnects, the 

crystal oscillation switches to its parallel resonant frequency and the amplitude of 

oscillation dies out exponentially in time.  The decay curve is then fit to determine the 

resonant frequency and dissipation factor simultaneously. 

7.3.3.2 Intrinsic Limitations and Advantages of the QCM  

QCM has both limitations and advantages over other bioanalytical techniques 

which monitor the attachment of DNA to the surface.  The QCM measures the change in 

mechanically coupled mass as the DNA nanostructures hybridize to the surface.  This 

measurement yields information into qualitative properties of the surface such as the 

viscoelasticity at the biointerface.  However, because the QCM cannot distinguish 

between coupled water and the change in mass as the structure attaches to the surface, 

the density and thickness of the layer can not be calculated.  To address this limitation, 

SPR is used in conjunction with the QCM.  Surface plasmon resonance gives a precise 

mass uptake and surface coverage of DNA immobilization.  Thus one can combine the 
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mass uptake of DNA nanostructure using SPR with the coupled mass determined by 

QCM to calculate the effective density of the film, which subsequently is used to 

calculate an effective thickness of the film.   

7.3.3.3 QCM Models: Sauerbrey versus Voigt 

While it is standard to calculate the Sauerbrey mass using the mass sensitivity 

constant (17.7ng/cm2 Hz), to understand the variations between the Sauerbrey and Voigt 

models, it is best to expand the form of the Sauerbrey equation156 to include f0, the 

resonant frequency, μq and ρq  the shear modulus and density of the quartz, respectively, 

and the Δm, or mass uptake, which is the product of the height, hf, and density, ρf of the 

film 

 ff
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=Δ  [7.3] 

There are two major limitations in the Sauerbrey model.  First, the mass uptake 

can not be decoupled into the height and density of the film without the use of other 

techniques which measure the density or thickness of the film.  The inability to decouple 

the mass uptake is a limitation of both the Sauerbrey and Voigt models.  In this work, 

the SPR is used in conjunction with the QCM to calculate the effective density of the 

film, which subsequently is used to calculate an effective thickness of the film.  The 

second limitation specific to the Sauerbrey equation is its inability to provide 

information about the viscoelasticity of the surface.  In this model, the complex shear 
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modulus is not broken down into its real (storage modulus) and imaginary (loss 

modulus) components.  Therefore, films with low dissipation and viscoelasticity, ie 

linker attached to the surface, can be accurately modeled using the Sauerbrey equation 

but films with high dissipation, ie the tile bound to the surface, are not accurately 

modeled using the this equation.  For these high dissipative films, the Voigt model, 

which accounts for the effect of the storage modulus and loss modulus, more accurately 

describes the mass uptake.  The Voigt model also allows for qualitative interpretation of 

the viscoelasticity through the ratio of ΔD to Δf, or the induced energy dissipation per 

coupled mass. 

In this work, the Voigt model33, 157-159 is used to characterize the DNA tile film 

because this system exhibits frequency/overtone dependent responses and high 

dissipation in the film.  The frequency dependence observed in the data signifies that the 

Sauerbrey model, which assumes a constant frequency when normalized by the 

respective overtone, would produce inconsistent results when the results from multiple 

overtones were compared.  Here the mass uptake is calculated using four unknown 

parameters- the film thickness, df, the density of the film, ρf, the shear viscosity of the 

film, ηf, and the shear elastic modulus, μf.  The Voigt model, which accounts for the 

mechanical properties of a visco-elastic material, is defined by the real and imaginary 

parts of the shear modulus.  The real part, the storage modulus (μ’(ω)=μ), is independent 
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of frequency, while the imaginary part, loss modulus (μ’’(ω)=ωη), increases linearly with 

frequency.157, 159   

 ωημμμμ ii +=+= '''*  [7.4] 

The propagation of the shear displacement wave in the viscoelastic solid can be 

modeled by wave equation for bulk shear waves propagating in a viscoelastic medium160 
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given ux is the displacement in the x direction and ω is the angular frequency 

2πf. 

The general form of [7.5 is 

 tiyy
x eeCeCtyu ωξξ )(),( 21 += −  [7.6] 

Where ξ, ik+= αξ , is a function of the decay constant, α and the wave vector k 
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Assuming a “no-slip” boundary condition which corresponds to a continuous 

variation of displacement over the shear stress one can solve for the velocity in the x 

direction.  This yields shifts in the resonance frequency Δf, and dissipation factor, ΔD 
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Where ρl and ηl  are the bulk density and viscosity, respectively and h0 is the 

height of the film .  To solve for unknown parameters, the frequency and dissipation 

changes of multiple overtones (5,7, and 9) were simultaneously fit using the Voigt 

model. 

7.3.3.4 Experimental Set-up 

QCM-D measurements of linker and nanostructure assembly were collected on a 

Q-sense E4 (Q-sense, Götenborg, Sweden).  This allowed for real-time simultaneous 

measurements of the changes in resonance frequency (Δf) and energy dissipation (ΔD) 

at the biointerface formed by functionalization of the gold coated quartz crystal.  The Q-

sense E4 has a 4 sensor chamber which was set up in parallel configuration and is 

designed for controlled flow measurements. The volume of each cell is 12μL.  At 50 

μL/min flow, the refresh rate is 14.4 seconds.  This experiment was designed such that 
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each module ran one DNA nanostructure concentration (0.1μM, 0.05μM, 0.025μM, or 

0.01μM) for every trial.  The frequency and dissipation responses were recorded at 15, 

25, 35, 45, 55 and 65 corresponding to the overtones, n=1,3,5,7,9,11 and 13, respectively 

with a sampling rate of ~1 data point/2 seconds.  The flow rate for all hybridizations was 

50μL/min and the volumes used were 500μL and 2mL for linker and tile, respectively.  

The temperature of the cell chamber was held at 22 °C.  All analysis of the data was 

performed using QTools.  For simplicity, the frequency shift was normalized by the 

respective overtone (Δfnormalized=Δfn/n).  The results here reflect the frequency and 

dissipation response from the 9th overtone.  Experiments were performed to test how 

long it would take to reach equilibrium between the DNA tile on the surface and in 

solution.  We found that after the initial 40 minutes, the average rate of Δf was 

0.5Hz/hour.  Therefore all terminal mass uptake values obtained by QCM reflect the 

surface coverage after a 40 minute incubation and subsequent rinse.  Control 

experiments were performed to test for non-specific binding of tiles which have no 

complementary recognition sequences to that of the five base recognition sites on the 

surface.  Injecting these control tiles produced minimal changes in frequency and 

dissipation.   

Initially mass uptake of the linker and the DNA nanostructure was estimated 

using proportional scaling of mass uptake with change in frequency (Sauerbrey). The 

Sauerbrey model calculates the mass uptake using the equation, f
v

C
msauerbrey Δ= , where 
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C is the mass sensitivity constant (17.7ng/cm2Hz), v is the overtone number, and Δf is 

the change in frequency as molecules deposit on the surface.  The Sauerbrey model most 

accurately measures layers with low dissipation.  Neutron reflectivity experiments have 

shown that immobilizing thiolated-DNA on a surface yields a very compact layer of 

DNA strands where the flattened configuration is a result of DNA strands attached to 

the surface at multiple contact points.161  Additionally, QCM has been used to detect the 

attachment of thiolated PNA to a gold surface and similar results have been observed 

along with negligible change in dissipation as PNA is immobilized on the PNA 

functionalized surface.33  Therefore, when analyzing our results, we have assumed a 

very rigid non-dissipative thiolated-DNA linker layer which can be accurately converted 

to mass uptake using the Sauerbrey model. 

Data at other overtones are included for the modeling of the effective mass 

loading, effective thickness and shear viscosity using a Voigt-based representation.33, 157-

159  The Voigt model, which accounts for the mechanical properties of a viscoelastic 

material, is defined by the real and imaginary parts of the shear modulus.  The real part, 

the storage modulus, is independent of frequency, while the imaginary part, loss 

modulus, increases linearly with frequency.157, 159  There are four unknown parameters in 

the Voigt model- the film thickness, df, the density of the film, ρf, the shear viscosity of 

the film, ηf, and the shear elastic modulus, μf.  Three overtones, 7, 9, and 11 were used to 

solve for these unknown parameters.  The Voigt model assumes a continuum layer 
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whereby the mechanical parameters are constant throughout the DNA film.  Each layer 

was modeled independently which was possible due to the rigid non-dissipative of layer 

one which did not effect the end mechanical parameters of layer two.  Multiple tests 

were run incorporating layer one into the Voigt model for layer 2, but the resulting 

mechanical properties were in good agreement with modeling layer two as a single layer 

(not shown) 

7.3.3.5 Immobilization of Thiol on a Bare Gold Quartz Crystal 

While research elsewhere has been performed which details the attachment of 

thiol onto gold surfaces in great depth, here we show the QCM results from attaching 

our specific thiolated strand of DNA onto a quartz crystal under conditions that are 

similar to the immobilization procedure used in the immobilization of thiol on gold 

presented in this work (outside of the detection instrument).  To monitor the 

immobilization of thiolated DNA onto a quartz crystal, 1μM thiolated DNA in 1M NaCl-

TE was injected into the chamber and allowed to incubate for 3 hours.  After three hours, 

the surface was quickly rinsed with water which simulated the rinsing of excess thiol 

performed in the experimental procedure outside of the instrument.  The buffer which 

was used for the capture of linker (1xTAE Mg++) was then injected and allowed to 

further rinse the surface and replace the water in the chamber.  Since the surface has no 

observable dissipation after the surface is rinsed, the Sauerbrey model was used to 

determine a mass per unit area.  The Δf after the surface was thoroughly rinsed, was 
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equal to -29 Hz. (at n=7).  Since there is a direct relationship of normalized frequency to 

mass uptake using the Sauerbrey model, the resulting mass uptake was equal to 513 

ng/cm2.  One can then calculate the number of linkers bound per area using the 

molecular weight of the probe.  The probe was comprised of 20 bases which translates to 

1.16x10-20 grams/probe (350 Daltons/base; 1.66x10-21 grams/ 1 KD).  By dividing the mass 

uptake by the probe mass per area, the probe density on the surface was equal to 

4.4x1013 probes/cm2.  This was in perfect agreement, 4.4x1013 probes/cm2, with work 

performed by Grainger et al. who determined the density of probe on the surface using 

radio labeling.135 

After enough time had elapsed whereby the buffer had replaced all of the water 

in the chamber, the 1μM linker in 1xTAE Mg++ was injected into the flow chamber.  The 

resulting plot of immobilization of thiol and linker (Figure 102) showed a large change 

in frequency (Δf) ~38 Hz as well as a corresponding change in dissipation (ΔD) ~1.2e-6.  

Plotting ΔD vs. Δf shows two stages of thiol immobilization.  First there is an initial 

increasing linear relationship between ΔD and Δf followed by a small change in 

dissipation as the frequency increased.  Prior to rinsing, the ratio of dissipation to 

coupled mass, ΔD/Δf, is equal to ~3.16x10-8 Hz-1.  Upon rinsing of the thiolated strand of 

DNA from the surface with water, the dissipation drops to zero with a simultaneous 

small increase in frequency, ~10Hz.  The frequency increase is most likely due to non-

specifically bound strands of thiolated DNA washing from the surface and the decrease 
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in dissipation signifies that the surface has returned to a very rigid surface with little 

water entrapment.  This finding is in good agreement with others who have determined 

that the resulting rigid DNA film is a result of electrostatic interactions between the 

DNA strand and the surface create multiple attachment points.  The rinsing of the 

surface is then followed by the injection of linker. 

Once the linker has been injected, there is an increase in frequency and a slight 

increase in dissipation.  Monitoring the change in dissipation over the frequency (Figure 

103), one can see that the immobilization of linker occurs in two stages.  First, the 

dissipation increases linearly with frequency similar to that of the thiol injection.  

However, as time progresses, the dissipation begins to decrease with increasing 

frequency.  Prior to rinsing the ratio of dissipation to coupled mass, ΔD/Δf, is equal to 

~1.55x10-8 Hz-1 and decreases to ~1.1x10-8 Hz-1 upon rinsing.  Since ΔD/Δf is negligible 

prior to the injection of linker due to the rigid nature of the thiolated DNA layer, the 

dissipation change as the linker is added to the surface is a direct measure of the 

hydration and viscoelasticity to do the capture of the linker. 
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Thiol Immobilization Linker CaptureThiol Immobilization Linker Capture

 

Figure 102: ΔD and ΔF vs time plots of thiol immobilization preceded by 
linker capture.  All results are obtained from the seventh overtone and the frequency 

has been normalized accordingly. 

 

 

Figure 103: Dissipation vs. Frequency plot of the immobilization of linker and 
thiol on a quartz crystal.  Insets: the individual stages of immobilization, linker (left) 

and thiol (right) 

 

7.3.4 Surface Plasmon Resonance 

The hybridization detection using surface plasmon resonance was detected using 

a Biacore X™ (Biacore, Uppsala, Sweden) The volume of the individual flow chamber 
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was 0.5mm x2.4mm x 0.05mm chamber (0.06μL) and the temperature was held constant 

at 22 °C.  The flow rate for the hybridization of the linker and tile was 5μL/min and a 

total volume of 60μL was used.  At 5μL/min flow, the refresh time for the chamber is 

0.72 seconds.  The analytical signal, reported as Resonance Units (RU), is a direct 

measure of a given change in the angle of minimum reflected intensity.  In a BIAcore 

system, 1 RU corresponds to a shift in angle of about 10-4 degrees which correlates to an 

index of refraction change of about 10-6.  In the data conversion, the incremental change 

in refractive index with DNA concentration (dn/dC) was assumed to be equal to that of 

protein; a change of 1RU was therefore interpreted as a surface concentration change of 

1 pg/mm2.  All calculated values of linker-linker and tile-tile spacing assumed a 

hexagonal lattice with a packing density of 0.9069. 

7.4 Results 

The hybridization of DNA linker and tile to the functionalized surface was 

monitored by measurement of the change in crystal shear mode frequency, Δf, and 

dissipation, ΔD. Following equilibration of the surface in each chamber under flowing 

buffer, 1μM linker was injected, Figure 2. Uptake of the linker strand by the DNA 

functionalized crystal is signaled by a decrease in vibration frequency and a slight 

increase in rate of dissipation.  Under linker flow, the QCM-D signals from each 

chamber displayed rapid saturation of the capture surface on each crystal.  When 

averaged over all four chambers, the overtone normalized change in frequency, Δf, is -
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12±1.4 Hz, and the change, ΔD, in energy dissipation per cycle relative to total energy is 

3.2x10-7.  The ratio of ΔD over Δf, or the induced energy dissipation per coupled mass 

gives insight into the hydration of the layer.  For linker capture, the ratio is 2.7x10-8 Hz-1, 

a low value that indicates that formation of double helices from single stranded DNA 

has minimal effect on the flexibility or rigidity of the original, single stranded surface.158, 

159, 162-165  Others have investigated the effect on crystal shear vibration of assembly both 

of capture strands and complementary targets. ΔD/Δf ratios for the combined probe and 

target deposition in 0.1 to 0.2M electrolyte comprised of monovalent cation are 

somewhat higher158 or lower164 than, but similar to, the ratio for the target strand alone.  

Not surprisingly, the dissipation associated with a single or double stranded DNA layer 

is a function of the properties of the surface upon which the oligonucleotides are 

bound.164  Hybridization in physiological saline of a 30-mer on DNA-biotin on a 

minimally dissipative strepavidin layer yielded ΔD/Δf values of 7.2x10-8 Hz-1 for the full 

duplex layer,164 whereas a capture system comprised of biotin-DNA on lipid supported 

streptavidin had ΔD/Δf values of 12x10-8 Hz-1 for the full duplex layer. In our 

experiment, thiol modified anchor strands are bound directly to the gold film and the 

solvent used for linker capture is buffered 12.5mM Mg acetate. Under these conditions, 

most of the dissipation change that occurs in formation of the sticky end presenting 

anchor/ linker layer is associated with linker capture.  The ΔD/Δf ratio for linker capture 

is significantly smaller than that associated with duplex formed on single strands on 
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softer substrates.  Previous work using QCM31, 33 and neutron reflectivity161 have shown 

that the DNA-DNA hybridization directly on a gold film under a monovalent salt buffer 

results in rigid layers and where dissipation is recorded, exhibits a low ratio, ΔD/Δf.  

 

Figure 104: QCM-D measurements of the surface response to the linker 
attaching to the probe followed by the attachment of tile to the linker-probe complex. 
Ninth overtone shown.(right) QCM-D response (ΔF vs ΔD) of tile immobilization for 

various concentrations (left) 

 

Rinsing for 20 minutes yielded negligible change in shear vibration, an important 

indicator that the tile capture surface would be stable over the remaining 80 minutes of 

the experiment.  The stability of the linker-anchor interaction is not surprising, given the 

number of base pairs (20) that participate in the complementary interaction between the 

linker and the capture strand.  Subsequently, four tile solutions (0.1 μM, 0.05 μM, 0.025 

μM, 0.01 μM) were introduced into individual chambers of the Q-Sense E4 QCM.  The 

indicated concentrations are the strand concentrations which the tiles are composed and 

provide an upper bound to the concentrations of formed tiles. Uptake was monitored 

continuously as tile capture proceeded. Highly correlated uptake information is 
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displayed by the time series of ΔD and Δf. The rate of tile attachment was observed to 

scale with concentration; at later times the uptake appears to level off. While, at the 

lowest concentration, the kinetics appear to be governed by a single process, at higher 

concentrations, a second process which is a slower uptake process and apparent at later 

times. In ongoing work we are investigating the details of the kinetics; kinetic analysis 

identifies the interval within the rapid uptake period where mass transport limits the 

attachment. For all concentrations investigated, the interval with mass transport 

limitations is limited to the earliest portion of the rapid uptake phase. We thus conclude 

that both of the two uptake phases visible by inspection of the uptake time series are 

intrinsic to the kinetics of formation of even partial monolayers of tile. 

For the crystal exposed to tile at the highest, concentration, 0.1 μM, the final 

frequency shift after rinsing is greater than 4 times the shift corresponding to attachment 

of the ‘capture’ strand, or linker. For tile at this concentration, the ΔD/Δf ratio is 1.3x10-7 

Hz-1, a value approximately equal to that observed for the most dissipative 20 base pair 

DNA layers, ie DNA supported by streptavidin on a lipid bilayer.158  A large ΔD/Δf ratio 

can be an indicator of surface roughening, or, for self-assembled monolayers and other 

biofilms, flexibility.158  In previous investigations of biomolecules in water, high 

dissipation under shear has been associated with molecules that extend outward and 

with trapping of water that contributes to the observed coupled mass.33, 158, 159, 164, 165 Here, 

hybridization driven assembly could leave tile arms projecting upward, trapping water 
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and leaving residual roughness in a monolayer that was complete. Even without 

considering the likely contribution of trapped water to the mass bound with each tile, 

the high molecular weight of the tile (137.2 kD) relative to that of linker (8.75 kD) is not 

reflected in the four fold frequency shift observed signaling a low occupation of linker 

sites by tile.  Low occupation, however, is not surprising given the large footprint of the 

crosstile relative to the footprint of the double helical sites onto which the tiles are 

programmed to bind. 

Low binding site occupation does not, however, signal a persistent lack of 

interaction between tiles within the tile layer. Examination of the correlation between 

dissipation change, ΔD, and frequency change, Δf, as tile is loaded (Figure 104B) reveals 

that, with mass loading, the marginal increment in ΔD associated with added mass 

becomes noticeably less. The dissipation change per unit frequency change is clearly a 

function of tile coverage, but virtually independent of the layer formation conditions, 

such as solution tile concentration and the deposition rate. Lower marginal dissipation 

with added mass at higher coverage is consistent both with lower flexibility and with 

lower roughness as the tile layer fills in. While the increment in ΔD per unit change in Δf 

drops continuously with tile loading, the final ratio, ΔD/Δf, as a function of 

concentration of tile solution begins to approach convergence for higher concentrations, 

Figure 105. 
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Figure 105: Induced energy dissipation per coupled mass, ΔD/Δf, of the tile 
layer 

Mass uptake was estimated initially for all layers after rinsing using proportional 

(Sauerbrey) scaling of the frequency change, Table 37 and Table 38. While the change in 

frequency is mapped to mass uptake using a linear correlation for rigid layers, the 

frequency response of soft layers is a function of induced dissipation as well as mass.159  

As dissipation in viscoelastic films modifies the relative frequency change of various 

overtones differently, the inapplicability of the Sauerbrey model can be identified by 

dispersion in mass estimates from various overtones.  We observe minimal dispersion in 

the normalized Δf values for linker attachment (±0.6 Hz) and significant dispersion (±7.6 

HZ) in the normalized Δf values for immobilization of tile over all overtones (1st-13th). 

The observed dispersion in mass estimates from various overtones for tile, but not for 

linker, is consistent with expectations based upon observed large ΔD/Δf ratios for tile 

and not for linker and prior observations that, for water rich surfaces, Sauerbrey models 
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lead to estimates of mass that differ from estimates derived using models that account 

for loss.164 

For the DNA layers, improved estimates of mass uptake can be derived from 

frequency shift and dissipation data by fitting unknown material parameters as well as 

extrinsic variables in a model of shear vibration of the sensor. A Voigt model describes 

shear waves in the crystal under buffer with one or two viscoelastic surface layers 

defined by their frequency independent layer density, ρf, shear viscosity, ηf, and the 

shear elastic modulus, μf. Given frequency and dissipation change data for multiple 

overtones, a Voigt fit yields a self-consistent description of layer shear viscosity and 

modulus, density and thickness.33, 157, 159, 166  If overlayer density is input, frequency and 

dissipation fitting yields mass uptake in terms of layer thickness, df (Figure 106).  When 

overlayers are comprised of both target structures and coupled water, the fit parameters 

describe a composite comprised of both components.158, 159, 163  Plots of fits to frequency 

and dissipation change time series are shown for linkers and for a representative 

concentration of tiles, Figure 107.  Material parameters, mass, and thickness for final 

rinsed linker and tile surfaces are summarized in Table 37 and Table 38. 

Mass uptake as determined from the viscoelastic model based upon dissipation 

data as well as shifted frequencies for multiple overtones is significantly higher for the 

DNA tile layers, but not for linker, as illustrated for one experiment in Figure 107.  For 

the DNA tile layers, viscoelastic modeling yielded mass uptake values relative to 
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Sauerbrey values that ranged from 1.3 to 1.5. The largest mass correction factor, 1.5, was 

for the sparsest tile layer, as expected, given the decrease in per tile dissipation observed 

as the tile coverage increased.  The viscosity determined by the mechanical analysis also 

shows that as the DNA-tile film becomes less dissipative, a higher ΔD/Δf, the shear 

viscosity increases- this correlation between viscosity and film hydration as been seen 

elsewhere.167  For both layers, changing the fixed value of the layer density anywhere 

within a range of 1-1.7 g/cm-3 did not impact the coupled mass output (thickness X 

density).  Ultimately, in this work, composite DNA structure and coupled water layer 

densities were determined by a combined analysis of mechanically coupled mass and 

water-free optical mass uptake from SPR. Through this method, the composite layer of 

mechanically coupled material formed in the presence of the most concentrated tile 

(0.1μM) was found to have a thickness greater than half the end-to-end length of a single 

tile. Whether insensitivity to the factorization of coupled mass into layer density and 

thickness is intrinsic to the Voigt model or a consequence of application of a continuum 

model of uniformly thick adlayers to a heterogeneous system with a spatially varying 

shear modulus is beyond the scope of what we were able to determine in this work. The 

DNA tile film is most likely characterized by both roughness and local mechanical 

anisotropy.  We believe that applying this model still produces valuable insight into the 

properties of this DNA tile film.  
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Figure 106: Schematic of the linker and tile film and the variables used in the 
Voigt model fit for each layer.  Each layer was modeled independently. 

 

 

Figure 107: QCM-D mass uptake results from Sauerbrey (black) and Voigt 
(blue) modeling.  The Sauerbrey model and Voigt model align when the linker is 

added due to the limited dissipation change.  When the tile is added and the 
dissipation increases, there is a larger difference between the Sauerbrey and Voigt 
models. (n=9 for Sauerbrey fit).  Insets: QCM-D dissipation and frequency changes 

over time for the 7th (blue) , 9th (green), and 11th (red) overtones and their 
corresponding Voigt fits for linker (top left) and tile (bottom right).  Tile 

concentration 0.1 μM. 

 

Table 37: Properties of the Linker film determined by the QCM and SPR 
Responses 

Concentration 
(μM) 

ΔD/ Δf 
(1e-8 Hz-1)

ΔmQCMa 

(ng/cm2) 
ΔmSPR 

(ng/cm2)
ΔmQCM 
/ΔmSPRa 

ρeffective 

(g/cm3) 
deffective

(nm)
1 2.7 218 (194) 107 2(~1.8) 1.27 1.7 
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Table 38: Properties of the DNA film determined by the QCM and SPR 
Responses 

Concentration of 
tile (μM) 

ΔD/ Δf 
(1e-8 Hz-1) 

ΔmQCMa 

(ng/cm2) 
ΔmSPR 

(ng/cm2)
ΔmQCM 
/ΔmSPRa 

ρeffective 

(g/cm3) 

η 

(10-3 
Pa·s) 

deffective

(nm)

0.01 16.5 338 (224) 23 15 (~10) 1.039 1.62 3.3 
0.025 15.3 713 (534) 52 14 (~10) 1.041 1.90 6.9 
0.05 13.9 916 (660) 95 10 (~7.0) 1.054 2.11 8.8 
0.1 13 1031 (798) 108 9.5 (~7.4) 1.057 2.19 9.8 

aThe parenthetical values are those obtained by the Sauerbrey relationship of frequency 
to mass uptake.  This analysis was performed on the 9th overtone. 

 

While the increment in dissipation contributed by the deposition of tiles indicates 

that the mass coupled following tile exposure includes a significant amount of water, the 

QCM-D experiment does not provide a quantitative measure of the aqueous fraction of 

the coupled mass.  To determine the mass fraction of coupled water, an additional 

measurement must be made that is sensitive to bound tile but not to coupled water.  

DNA nanostructures bound to surfaces can be distinguished from water using 

measurements sensitive to refractive index contrast, such as ellipsometry or surface 

plasmon resonance (SPR).  Here, we use SPR detection of index of refraction change 

measured in response units (RU) associated with the capture of linker and tile on 

functionalized gold film to determine the mass per area of linker and tile captured..  For 

linker capture and subsequent capture of tile a linear transformation of , ΔRU to mass is 

performed using an established conversion which yields an ‘optical’ mass (DNA) that 
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can be used to identify mechanically coupled DNA as distinct from mechanically 

coupled water.158, 159 

While the collection of QCM and SPR data was not simultaneous, the QCM and 

SPR experiments were designed such that these two detection techniques had similar 

conditions under which linker and tile were captured on the gold surface.  The 

dimensions of the active sensing area and the volume of the fluid cell in the Biacore X 

were smaller than that of the QCM chamber which allowed for the use of a slower flow 

rate.  Regardless of this difference in flow, linker and tile adsorbed on the complement 

presenting surfaces following similar kinetics as observed in measurements of coupled 

mass in the QCM. Specifically, the hybridization timescale for the initial association of 

linker to the DNA anchor is 100 s for both QCM and SPR.  Similarly, at all except the 

lowest concentrations of tile, a period of rapid uptake was followed by what appeared to 

be a slower uptake process, corresponding to the more and less dissipative phases, 

respectively, of uptake observed in the QCM-D experiment. For each concentration of 

tile, a buffer rinse returned the SPR signal to a level comparable to the level reached 

following the phase of rapid uptake. A conversion factor of 0.1 ng/cm2 per 1 RU was 

used to convert ΔRU to mass uptake, 107 ng/cm2 for linker, and 23-108 ng/cm2 for tile, 

Table 38. 

Following conversion of the optical response to mass, Table 37 and Table 38, 

linker and tile molecular weights were used to convert mass to number density, and, for 
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tile, percent of linker sites occupied.  The ~8.75 kD molecular weight of linker was used 

to convert the average areal mass of linker to a number density of 6.83 x1012 linkers/cm2.  

This number density is very close to the “ideal” double stranded density, 7.4x1012 

duplexes/cm2, detected by Grainger for a DNA 20-mer bound to a gold surface 

functionalized with a thiolated probe.135  The coverage of thiolated DNA anchor was also 

determined in this experiment.  Since there was no observable dissipation when the 

probe was immobilized on the surface, the Sauerbrey model was used to determine a 

mass per unit area.  The Δf of probe attachment to the surface was equal to -29 Hz. (at 

n=7) which corresponded to a mass uptake equal to 513 ng/cm2.  Subsequently, the mass 

per probe was calculated, 1.16x10-20 grams/probe, as outlined in section 7.3.3.5.  By 

dividing the mass uptake by the probe mass per area, the probe density on the surface 

was equal to 4.4x1013 probes/cm2.  This was in perfect agreement, 4.4x1013 probes/cm2, 

with work performed by Grainger et al. who determined the density of probe on the 

surface using radio labeling.135  The experiments performed by Grainger et al. used 

identical concentrations (1 μM) of target and TE-buffered 1M NaCl known to equilibrate 

hybridization at levels comparable to levels observed in the divalent cation electrolyte 

(12.5mM Mg++ acetate, 1xTAE) used here.135  In our experiments, linker number densities 

are 1 linker per 14nm2 which would correspond, for uniformly distributed linker, to a 

separation between linkers of 4.1nm.  From the tile weight of ~137.2kD, number density 

of captured tiles following buffer rinse varied from 1.0-4.7x1011 tiles/cm2 for linker 
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functionalized surfaces exposed to 0.01 to 0.10 μM tile. Percent occupation of linkers 

varied with tile concentration from 1.5 – 8.6%, as shown in Table 39. 

 

Table 39:  Hybridization efficiency: Percent of linker sites occupied by tiles 

Concentration of 
DNA tile (μM) 

Number 
Density (1012 cm-2) Linker 

Occupation (%) 

Area per 
Tile (nm2) 

Tile – 
tile  

spacing 
(nm) 

0.1 0.471 8.6% 212 16 

0.05 0.412 5.7% 242 17 

0.025 0.226 3.0% 442 23 

0.01 0.100 1.5% 1000 34 

 

Assuming limited motion of the helices presenting sticky ends, a comparison 

between the length of the 5-base sticky end capture sequence and the nominal inter-

linker separation suggests that interactions between linker strands that capture tiles are 

likely to be limited. Specifically, assuming a Gaussian polymer, the sticky ends have a 

flory radius of 1.6nm (Rf=M3/5a where M is the number of bases and a=0.6nm the size of 

the base) which is well below the 4.11 nm that would separate linkers arrayed in a 

hexagonal lattice.  It is interesting also to consider tile coverage relative to an ordered tile 

monolayer.  While linker occupation is less than 10%, tiles have a much larger footprint 

then the footprint of the double helices to which they bind. At the highest coverage after 

rinsing, the area, 200 nm2, of substrate per tile is approximately 5 times greater than the 
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estimated footprint of a 2nm x 20nm tile perpendicular to the surface. While this is 

below a close-packed coverage, it is likely to be sufficient to slow or limit further tile 

adsorption, by requiring rearrangement of the initially disordered partial layer or by 

hindering access of free tiles to unfilled binding sites.  

 

Inject Linker

DNA Tile
Inject

QCM Results

SPR Results

 

Figure 108: DNA linker and cross tile (0.025uM) uptake dynamics from QCM 
and SPR. QCM-D monitoring of ∆F, ∆D, interpreted with a Voigt model yields 

mechanically coupled mass (black). Conversion of SPR index units yields mass of 
captured DNA (green, inset). Note that while linker mass (first uptake process) is 

approximately matched in the two experiments, QCM tile mass is much larger than 
optical mass due to mechanical coupling of water as well as DNA.   

 

Mass uptake following rinsing from the SPR and QCM experiments are listed in 

Table 37 and Table 38 displayed in Figure 109.  .  A comparison of the resulting SPR and 

QCM mass uptake values with respect to concentration shows that, while optical mass is 

much lower than mechanically coupled mass from QCM, both experiments identify 
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trends the increase in mass uptake relative to the tile concentration. Mass loading scales 

approximately linearly with tile concentration in the 10-50 nanomolar range; at higher 

concentrations, the increment in loading with concentration is much less. While some 

variation in apparent loading between experiments may be associated with imperfect 

matching of the exposure time and fluid flow, the high level of dissipation detected in 

the QCM experiment indicates that the higher mechanical mass may be explained by 

coupled water. 

 

Figure 109: Mass uptake vs Concentration from SPR (green squares) and QCM 
(black circles- Sauerbrey Model, black diamonds- Voigt Model) 

 

Since QCM measures the amount of DNA on the surface coupled with the mass 

of the water, comparing the SPR results to the QCM results also gives insight into the 

coupled water within the system.   
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Table 38 shows the difference between SPR and QCM mass uptake 

(ΔmQCM/ΔmSPR) for the DNA duplex layer and DNA tile hybridization respectively.  The 

percentage of water coupled to the surface is relatively low as the linker is added to 

layer one, 50%, while the percentage of water increases dramatically for the DNA-tile 

layer two, 90-93%.  This signifies that the immobilization of linker strand to the surface 

has less water entrapment and produces surface that is more rigid than that of the 

attachment of the fully functionalized surface.  The mass ratio is decreasing with 

increasing tile concentration which signifies that the surface has more water dissipation 

with decreasing concentration of DNA tiles.  This result confirms the ΔD/Δf results, 

where the lowest concentration has the most dissipation per mass.  This correlation 

between ΔmQCM/ΔmSPR and ΔD/Δf has also been reported elsewhere for biotin-DNA 

duplex layers.164, 165  The increased dissipation associated with deposition of tile and the 

large difference (Table 38) between mechanically coupled mass from QCM and tile mass 

from SPR may also suggest that the volume of hydrated tile may well be sufficient both 

to explain the near saturation behavior of the uptake profiles and to rationalize use of a 

continuum mechanical model to describe the nanostructured surface under shear. 
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Figure 110: Comparison of SPR and QCM mass uptake (black).  Calculated 
density for layer two (blue). 

 

If we adopt the hypothesis that coupled water and counterions are responsible 

for the higher mass measured using QCM, we can identify the fraction of mechanical 

mass that corresponds to DNA tile for each of the exposure levels studied. If we further 

identify the densities, ρDNA and ρaqueous, of the DNA and aqueous components, mass 

fractions can be transformed into volume fractions and effective density, ρeffective, of the 

composite film.  Effective density is determined directly from QCM and SPR mass 

uptake,  ΔmQCM and ΔmSPR, 

 
aq

SPRQCM

DNA

SPR

effective

QCM mmmm

ρρρ
Δ−Δ

+Δ=
Δ

 [7.15] 

QCM mass and effective film density, together, determine the thickness (deffective) 

of the mechanically coupled layer 
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Here, we assign the non-DNA component the density, 1.01 g/cm-3, of buffer, and 

DNA, ρDNA, the broadly applied, biomolecule density, of 1.7 g/cm-3 .158  Once the effective 

density is calculated, the thickness of the film can be calculated where the ρeffective·deffective 

is equal to the mass uptake calculated using the Voigt model.  The resulting thickness 

and density are reported in Table 37 and Table 38.  The effective thickness of the DNA 

duplex layer, layer one, averaged over all four chambers was 1.7 nm and the effective 

density was 1.27 g·cm-3.  The effective density of the DNA-tile film increased with 

increasing concentration, 1.039 g cm-3 for 0.01 μM to 1.057 g cm-3 for 0.1 μM.  This 

decrease in density with increasing concentration signifies as the concentration of DNA 

tiles at the surface decreases, the surface becomes more water-rich.  This correlates with 

the trend in ΔmQCM/Δmspr where an increase in coupled water creates a larger 

discrepancy between the SPR and QCM mass uptake values.  The resulting effective 

thickness of each DNA-tile layer provides insight into the orientation of the DNA tile.  A 

DNA double helix has a diameter of approximately 2 nm.168  Here, the addition of DNA 

nanostructures to the surface at any concentration is higher than 2nm, suggesting that 

the DNA tiles are not laying down. 
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7.5 Conclusions 

With the advances in the design and solution phase assembly of novel 

addressable DNA nanostructures, there is a need for the development of new techniques 

for controlling deposition of the structures on surfaces.  Here we have made a step 

towards controlling the deposition of DNA nanostructures on a surface by monitoring 

the hybridization of DNA tile to a surface using SPR and QCM and characterizing the 

subsequent DNA film.  These results demonstrate that a five base overlap provides a 

sufficiently strong attachment for DNA nanostructure to hybridize to a surface and that 

the viscoelastic properties of the film can be controlled using the DNA tile surface 

density.  The flexibility of the DNA nanostructure increases with decreasing surface 

coverage as seen by the mass ratio of QCM to SPR, ΔmQCM/ΔmSPR, by comparing the 

dissipation per coupled mass, ΔD/Δf, and by the underestimation of the Sauerbrey 

model.  Combining the SPR and QCM response yielded effective thicknesses for each 

surface coverage which supported the suggestion that the DNA tile project outward 

from the surface, especially as the surface coverage increases. 

 

7.6 Appendix- Additional Figures 
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Figure 111:  QCM-D response (ΔF vs ΔD) of tile immobilization for various 
concentrations with the inset of Voigt calculated effective densities vs Concentration 

of Tile. 

 

 

Figure 112: Voigt Calculation results for tile 
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Figure 113: Voigt Calculation results for linker 

 

 

Figure 114: QCM-D dissipation and frequency changes over time for linker 
(left) and tile (right).  The 7th (black) , 9th (green), and 11th (blue) overtones are shown 

and their corresponding Voigt fits (boxes). 
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Figure 115:  Comparison of Dissipation/Coupled water and Voigt determined 
effective density of each layer.  Circles are the densities and the black squares are the 

ΔD/Δf. 

 

Figure 116: Comparison of linker and tile corrected for by overtone.  This 
shows how the Sauerbrey model works for the linker, but not for the tile.   
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8. Temperature Programmed Desorption of DNA 
Nanostructures Monitored by QCM 

8.1 Chapter Overview  

In chapter 8, the quartz crystal microbalance is used to monitor the 

dehybridization of tile and barbed wire from the surface as the temperature is slowly 

increased.  The resulting tile and barbed wire melting profiles are compared to 

investigate how the number of programmed multivalent interactions with the surface 

per individual structure changes the temperature at which the structure melts off the 

surface.  The main questions addressed in this chapter include 

• Can we melt the DNA nanostructures off of a surface, leaving the linker 

strand attached?   

• What is the temperature at which half of the structures have melted off 

the surface?  How does this number compare to solution phase melting of 

5 bases? 

• Is the temperature at which the DNA nanostructure melts different for a 

structure with multiple attachments versus a tile which has one 

attachment? 

 

8.2 Introduction 

DNA based biosensors are commonly used as biosensing platforms due to its 

high sensitivity, ability to renew, and its importance in many biological functions and 
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interactions.  Through the use of DNA biosensors, researchers have worked towards 

understanding the kinetics of DNA-DNA interactions,27-34 detection of genetic disorders, 

35 identifying DNA-drug interactions35 and detection and diagnosis of disease.24-26  Here 

we use QCM to monitor the attachment of DNA nanostructures to a DNA biosensor to 

learn about the thermodynamics of DNA nanostructure hybridization to a surface.  With 

the versatility of DNA nanostructures to provide a template for molecular recognition, 

interfacing the DNA nanostructures with a DNA biosensing surface could lead to major 

advancements in biosensors and nanoelectronics. 

Advancements in DNA nanotechnology have expanded the use of DNA 

nanostructures to many different fields and applications.  The ability to create 

addressable sites on DNA nanostructures has opened doors for organized assembly of 

nanoparticles and proteins on the nanoscale.4, 6-17  While researchers continue to design 

and construct complex DNA nanostructures with addressability, little research has 

focused on the thermodynamics of assembly and the molecular recognition events 

which enable the structures to build large networks and arrays of 2-D nanostructures.  

Therefore, this research uses interactions between DNA immobilized on a surface and a 

DNA nanostructure to monitor the assembly of DNA nanostructures on a surface and 

measure the thermodynamics of this assembly. 

Thermodynamic experiments of surface bound DNA experiments are most often 

carried out on a DNA chip and are analyzed using techniques such as SPR27, 142, 153 
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waveguides169, 170 optical fibers,171 QCM,31 or temperature gradient assays.172  From 

thermodynamic parameters at equilibrium, one can determine how point mutations153 

and the length of the probe142, 169 change the hybridization of DNA on a solid surface and 

the temperature at which DNA dehybridizes.   

In this work we use QCM-D to monitor the selective dehybridization of the DNA 

nanostructure from the surface which is made possible by the programmed weak 

interaction between the linker and the DNA nanostructure and the strong interaction 

between the probe and linker.   

 

Figure 117: Schematic of tile attached to gold surface using 5 base recognition 
sequence 
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The programmed weak interaction breaks at a lower temperature than that of the 

probe-linker, thereby allowing for the selective dehybridization of the tile from the 

surface by raising the surface temperature and monitoring the frequency and dissipation 

change as the tile releases.  The melting temperature of the tile from the surface is also 

replicated in solution and monitored using UV-Vis spectroscopy.  By comparing the 

melting profile of DNA tile in solution and on the surface, we demonstrate that there is 

increased stability when binding the tile to the surface.  Subsequently, the melting 

profiles of two unique DNA nanostructures are compared to show that one can regulate 

the stability of the DNA structure on the surface through the number of interaction with 

the surface allowing for the selective dehybridization of less stable structures on the 

surface. 

The work here presents novel research on the thermodynamic of surface bound 

DNA nanostructures.  It is demonstrated in this work that there is a potential for 

controlling surface bound DNA nanostructures thermodynamically, where the surface 

can be temperature regulated to selectively melt off less stable structures.  As DNA 

nanotechnology advances towards nano-electronics, the ability to specificity position 

and control the deposition of a DNA nanostructure on a surface will become of the 

utmost importance. 
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8.3 Methods and Materials 

8.3.1 DNA Nanostructures 

8.3.1.1 Oligonucleotides 

All oligonucleotides used to form the DNA nanostructure were purchased from 

Integrated DNA Technology, Inc. (ww.idtdna.com) and then HPLC purified.  HPLC was 

performed on an Agilent using a mixture of 10% acetonitrile – 90% triethylammonium 

acetate buffer (TEAA 0.1 M, pH 7.0) as eluent.  The concentrations of all DNA strands 

were estimated by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm using a Thermo Scientific 

NanoDrop 1000. 

8.3.1.2 General Assembly Strategy and Immobilization Strategy 

DNA tiles and superstructures were constructed following designs reported 

elsewhere.6, 14, 15  Briefly, four armed junctions, i.e. tiles, of two types, each comprised of 4 

‘arm’ strands, 4 ‘shell’ strands and a 100 base ‘core’ strand serve as the basis for higher 

order 2D-structures.  After the DNA strands are mixed together in a 1x TAE/Mg buffer 

(40mM Tris-acetate, pH 8.0, 2 mM EDTA, 12.5 mM magnesium acetate) the oligo 

mixtures are heated to 90 °C and then slowly cooled to room temperature overnight to 

facilitate hybridization.  In this chapter, tile immobilization to the surface is compared to 

that of barbed wire (Figure 118).  Barbed wire is comprised of two tiles which hybridize 

together to form a linear chain.  The length of these structures is uncontrolled.  Here the 
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concentration reflects the concentration of attachment strands.  The assembly strategy 

for both linker and tile to the surface is depicted in section 5.2. 
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Figure 118: Schematic and sticky end sequences for a barbed wire structure 

 

8.3.2 Substrate Preparation and Functionalization 

QCM studies were conducted using a 5MHz, AT-cut quartz crystal coated in Au 

(Q-sense, Göteborg, Sweden).  The crystals were cleaned prior to use through a mild 

acid wash (5:1:1 H2O:H2O2:NH3) on a hot plate (70 °C) for 10 minutes then washed with 

copious amounts of milliQ water and blown dry. The Sauerbrey sensitivity of these 

crystals is 17.7 ng·cm-2.   Following cleaning procedures for the QCM crystal, the gold 

surface were covered with a solution (1μM, 500μL) of thiolated DNA (probe) in 1 M 

NaCl-TE (10mM Tris-HCl, 1mM EDTA, 1M NaCl) for 3 hours.  Following incubation, 

the sensor chip and crystal were rinsed copiously with Milli-Q water and blown dry. 
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8.3.3 Quartz Crystal Microbalance 

8.3.3.1 Experimental Set-up 

QCM-D measurements of linker and nanostructure assembly were collected on a 

Q-sense E4 (Q-sense, Götenborg, Sweden).  This allowed for real-time simultaneous 

measurements of the changes in resonance frequency (Δf) and energy dissipation (ΔD) 

at the biointerface formed by functionalization of the gold coated quartz crystal.  The 

frequency and dissipation responses were recorded at 15, 25, 35, 45, 55 and 65 

corresponding to the overtones, n=1,3,5,7,9,11 and 13, respectively with a sampling rate 

of ~1 data point/2 seconds.  The flow rate for all hybridizations was 50μL/min and the 

volumes used were 500μL and 2mL for linker and tile, respectively.  For simplicity, the 

frequency shift was normalized by the respective overtone (Δfnormalized=Δfn/n).  The results 

here reflect the frequency and dissipation response from the 9th overtone.  

8.3.3.2 Temperature Settings 

Temperature programmed desorption was executed simultaneously in all four 

chambers. Temperature programming is set in the QSoft 401 software and is guaranteed 

to ±0.5 degrees of the true temperature.  The temperature is measured below the flow 

modules, in the center of the contact block on the chamber platform (instrument tech 

details).  As soon as the curves (temp, f and D) are stable, the temperature has 

equilibrated to TSet over the sensor surface.  The stability of the temperature set at 25 °C 

is ±0.02K and the temperature range of the E4 is 19 °C to 45 °C.  All temperature 
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measurements were performed at a ramp rate of 1 °C/min from 22 °C to 45 °C and 

temperature was equilibrated before and after each ramp. 

8.3.4 Determination of Thermodynamic Parameters 

Theoretical calculations have been performed to predict the stability of 

specifically designed strands in solution using a next nearest-neighbor (NN) model.79-82  

This model predicts the thermodynamic parameters for a given sequence using 

theoretical calculations derived from experimentally determined values of ΔH and ΔS 

for individual next nearest base pairs and the general thermodynamic association 

between enthalpy, entropy and Gibb’s free energy,  

  STHG Δ−Δ=Δ 0  [17] 

Here we present the thermodynamic parameters for probe-linker and linker-tile 

hybridization using HyTher82, 83, 85-87 (H YT HER TM version 1.0, Nicolas Peyret and John 

SantaLucia, Jr., Wayne State University) which is a sophisticated next nearest neighbor 

model designed to account for such things as DNA stacking and buffer composition.  

The thermodynamic parameters of the melting profile are extracted using the techniques 

outlined in 2.3.3. 
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8.4 Results 

8.4.1 Thermal Disassociation of Tile from a Surface 

The thermodynamic effects of binding the complex to the surface were 

discovered using tempearture regulation on the QCM-D.  Once the linker and tile were 

stabilized on the surface, the temperature was increased and the change in dissipation 

and frequency was observed.  Upon increasing the temperature to 45 °C, the frequency 

and dissipation changes return to the levels prior to tile injection.  The return of Δf and 

ΔD to their previous levels prior to tile inject demonstrates that there is selective 

dehybridization of the tile from the surface leaving the linker still bound to the surface.  

To directly compare ΔD and Δf, Δf was plotted against ΔD which eliminates the time 

dependence.  A steep slope, δΔD/δΔf signifies a high change in dissipation a 

corresponding to highly dissipative flexible layer.  When the tile is melted from the 

surface the δΔD/δΔf gradually increases until it begins to trace the δΔD/δΔf profile of 

tile hybridization 
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Figure 119: Frequency (black) and Dissipation (green) responses to the 
immobilization of linker and tile followed by an increase in temperature (1 °C/min) 

where the tile dehybridized from the linker strand 

 

 

Figure 120: QCM-D response (ΔF vs ΔD) of linker and tile immobilization 
(black) with subsequent melting (green) of DNA tile from the surface 
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8.4.2 Solution Phase Dissociation of Tile from a Surface 

To compare the theoretical and solution phase thermodynamic parameters to the 

surface bound DNA complex, the temperature of dehybridization, Td, is defined.  The Td 

is defined as the maximum of the derivative of the melting curve whereby half of the 

DNA structures have released from the surface while buffer is held at a slow constant 

flow over the surface.  Table 40 displays the Td values for dissipation and frequency at 

two different overtones (the actual melting curves can be found in the appendix).  There 

is a one degree difference between the Td values for the frequency changes at the 7th and 

9th overtones while there is no difference between the Td calculated using the dissipation 

curve.   

Table 40. Dehybridization temperature, Td, calculated from QCM-D Reponses 
for the Seventh and Ninth Overtones 

Seventh 
Overtonea

Ninth 
Overtonea

 

Td ( °C) Td ( °C) 
Dissipation 35±0.05 35±0.01 
Frequency 34±0.02 33±0.01 

a The concentration of tile is 0.01uM 
 

Table 41 shows the thermodynamic parameters for the hybridization of linker to 

probe and linker to tile calculated by HyTher.  The enthalpy change, ΔH, is a measure of 

the “strength” of the interaction which is often correlated to the concept that increasing 

exothermic association leads to a more rigidly held complex with less residual 

disorder.97  As the enthalpy change decreases, the strength of the interaction increases.  
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The 20 base pairs that hybridize to form the probe-linker complex has a lower ΔH value 

and is more stable that the 5 base linker-tile overlap.  This stability, as defined by the 

lower enthalpy, results in a higher melting temperature for the probe-linker complex 

which enables us to selectively melt the five base pairs of the tile-linker bridge leaving 

the probe-linker hybridization intact. 

 

 

 

Table 41: Thermodynamic Parameters Calculated using HyThera and UV-Vis 
Spectroscopyb 

 Base Pairs Tm ( 
°C) 

ΔH° (kcal/mol) 

Probe-Linkera 20 65.3 -157.1 
Linker-Tilea 5 -3.7 -33.3 

Anchor-Linker-Complexb 5 25 -106 
aHyTher calculated thermodynamic parameters which have been calculated using 12.5mM Mg2+ 

(1xTAE/Mg2+), 0.01M Na+, 25 °C, and [DNA]=1e-6M b This experiment was carried out in solution and 
performed in a UV-Vis spectrometer where the buffer used was 1xTAE/Mg2+ 

 

To compare the dissociation of tile from the surface to solution phase dissociation 

the disassembly of the complex (anchor-linker-tile) was monitored using UV-Vis 

spectroscopy.  Here the thermal transitions were monitored through the change in 

extinction as a function of temperature (Figure 121).  Comparing the full complex to that 

of the spectroscopic signature of a single tile shows that there are two major transitions 

associated with the dehybridization of the complex.  At a low temperature the tile’s 5 
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base “sticky-end” overlap dehybridizes from the linker strand.  The second transition, 

which is similar to that of a single tile melting, is due to both the overlapping melting 

transitions of the tile and anchor-linker.  The relative broadening of this second curve 

relative to an individual tile is most likely due to that overlap.   

One simplistic way to analyze a thermal melting curve is to use the van’t Hoff 

relationship and a two state denaturation model commonly used to calculate the van’t 

Hoff enthalpy and melting temperature, Tm, of protein folding transitions.  To determine 

the enthalpy from the width of the melting transition using van’t Hoff equations, we fit 

the derivative of the first transition, which is the derivative of the fraction of tile melted 

from the linker with respect to temperature, as described by Weeks.96  Therefore, we find 

the derivative as a function of ΔH and the melting temperature with minimal error 

associated with the presence of non-zero baseline.  It is clear from the theoretical 

(HyTher) and experimental (UV-Vis spectrometer) results shown in Figure 121Error! 

Reference source not found. that there is an increase in Tm when the tile-linker 5 base 

“sticky-end” overlap is stabilized by the entire complex.  However, the new 5 base 

melting temperature, 25 °C, is still significantly lower than the linker-anchor melting 

temperature thereby allowing us to monitor the selective dehybridization of the tile 

from the surface. 
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Figure 121: UV-Vis melting profiles for Single Tile (o) and Anchor-Linker-Tile 
complex (+) and QCM-D Tile melt data (Δ).  Insets: Derivatives of the respective 

curves at given temperature ranges 

 

Comparing the Tm and Td values, the Td determined by the QCM is 10 °C higher 

than that of the Tm calculated from melting the 5 base overlap in solution.  It is also 

interesting to note that while the denaturation model does not hold up for the tile on a 

surface, due to its non-equilibrium conditions, when fitting the derivative of the melting 

curve using the Week’s approximation, the enthalpy change calculated from the 

dissipation and frequency curves are -106 kcal/mol and -103 kcal/mol, respectively.  

Livache et al. observed a similar discrepancy between solution phase and surface bound 

DNA when monitoring the dehybridization using SPR.142  In that case, the DNA was 

hybridized to a surface bound DNA embedded in a polymer matrix.  Therefore, they 

attributed the difference between the melting temperature of solution phase and surface 
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bound DNA to the roughness in the gold layer.  This roughness caused DNA to entangle 

within the polymer matrix.  While they noticed this difference in melting temperatures 

for DNA strands with more than five bases, it is possible that the DNA nanostructures 

are more stable on the surface due to secondary interactions between tiles.  This is 

further substantiated by the work done by Livache which concluded that short strands 

(less than 10 bases) exhibited thermodynamic parameters similar to that in solution.  

Since we did not observe this same similarity between melting temperatures with short 

strands, it is likely that the tile attached to the short strand influence the stability of DNA 

on the surface. 

8.4.1 Temperature Programmed Desorption of Multivalent Barbed 
Wire 

The QCM melting profiles for DNA tile is compared to the melting profile of 

“barbed wire” at a fixed concentration, 0.01μM.  DNA barbed wire nanostructures 

consist of 2 unique tiles that alternate forming a chain of uncontrolled length.  In this 

experiment one tile attaches to the surface while the other tile lacks a complementary 

sticky-end.  Therefore every other tile in the barbed wire chain can attach to the surface 

to create multiple attachment points. 
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Figure 122: Schematic of barbed wire attaching to a gold surface. 

 

Figure 124 shows the results of the melting experiment- the temperature of 

dehybridization is lower for tile than that of the barbed wire as shown clearly in the 

derivatives.  The barbed wire melting profile is much broader due to the size 

distribution of the barbed wire since the length of the chains is undetermined.  This is 

the first example of how DNA nanostructures can be organized on a surface using 

temperature regulatation.  By increasing the temperature, one can selective melt the less 

stable (lower Td) off of a surface while a more stable DNA nanostructure remains.  
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Figure 123: QCM melting profiles for two different DNA nanostructures, DNA 
tile (black) and DNA barbed wire (green). 

 

 

8.5 Conclusions 

The surface properties can be further controlled by temperature regulation.  By 

using the thermal control of the QCM, the dissipation and frequency was monitored as 

the tile dehybridized from the surface.  As the temperature rose to 45 degrees, the 

dissipation and frequency returned to the values prior to tile injection.  Therefore, we 

selectively melted the tile from the surface while the linker strand remained.  It was also 

found that the stability of the 5 base overlap between the tile and the linker was greater 

when the complex was bound to the surface rather than in solution.  Finally, when 

analyzing the melting profile of a DNA tile was compared to that of a barbed wire, the 
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barbed wire had a higher temperature of dehybridization suggesting that adding 

multiple attachments to a surface stabilize a DNA nanostructure.  The ability to tailor the 

properties and interactions of DNA nanostructures to a hard surface using surface 

coverage and temperature regulation provide promise for the continued advancement of 

DNA nanostructures in the world of nanofabrication.  

The surface properties can be further controlled by temperature regulation.  By 

using the thermal control of the QCM, the dissipation and frequency was monitored as 

the tile dehybridized from the surface.  As the temperature rose to 45 degrees, the 

dissipation and frequency returned to the values prior to tile injection.  Therefore, we 

selectively melted the tile from the surface while the linker strand remained.  It was also 

found that the stability of the 5 base overlap between the tile and the linker was greater 

when the complex was bound to the surface rather than in solution.  Finally, when 

analyzing the melting profile of a DNA tile was compared to that of a barbed wire, the 

barbed wire had a higher temperature of dehybridization suggesting that adding 

multiple attachments to a surface stabilize a DNA nanostructure.  The ability to tailor the 

properties and interactions of DNA nanostructures to a hard surface using surface 

coverage and temperature regulation provide promise for the continued advancement of 

DNA nanostructures in the world of nanofabrication. 
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9. Enhanced Coupling in Metal Nanoparticle Systems 

9.1 Introduction and Overview 

Advancements in the ability to create and characterize DNA nanostructures have 

opened the door for new biosensing systems which can use DNA nanostructures to 

drive the assembly of subsequent components, such as metal nanoparticles.  Biosensors 

which rely on the optical response of metal nanoparticles, such as the biosensor 

developed by Börjesson et al which detects single hemoglobin molecules173 or advanced 

DNA detection systems174 could potentially benefit from the addressability of DNA 

nanostructures due to optical responses’ high sensitivity to the organization of particles. 

One major obstacle that researchers must overcome in order to use metal 

nanoparticles as molecular detection devices is creating metal nanoparticles systems 

with detectable optical signals.  One way to enhance the electric field is to position 

particles in close proximity to induce coupling, or signal enhancement, between the 

particles.  DNA nanostructures could provide a platform whereby the interparticle 

spacing of particles could be tuned to enable plasmon coupling.  Currently researchers 

have already organized metal nanoparticles on DNA nanostructures12, 13, 16, 17 but due to 

the inability to organize these structures on a surface and low optical signals, little 

research has focused on optically characterizing DNA nanostructure- metal 

nanoparticles assemblies.  It is our hope that the DNA nanostructure immobilization 

strategies presented in the previous chapters will help identify ways in which one can 
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control the assembly of DNA nanostructures on a substrate and the simulations and 

theory presented in this chapter will help to increase the optical detection of subsequent 

particles precisely positioned on the surface bound DNA nanostructure. 

In chapter 9, theory and simulation are used to determine ways in which one can 

maximize metal nanoparticles signals.  The sensitivity of these single metal and mixed 

metal pairs is determined theoretically using a coupled dipole approximation and then 

compared to the sensitivity results obtained through multipole coupling simulation.  We 

also simulate more advanced coupling systems of mixed metal particles in a chain to 

investigate how the coupling between gold particles changes when platinum or silver 

particles are used to bridge the two gold particles. 

• Does dipole theory capture the multipole simulation for coupling 

between gold-gold, silver-silver, and gold-silver systems?  How does 

interparticle separation and the medium’s index of refraction effect 

coupling in these systems? 

• Can coupling between gold particles be enhanced by bridging silver or 

platinum particles between the gold particle pair? 

• Can we observe coupling between gold and silver metal islands 

lithographically templated on silicon and can we simulate the coupling of 

metal on a substrate using discrete dipole approximation? 
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9.2 Background 

Noble metal nanoparticles, such as silver and gold, support localized surface 

plasmon resonances or collective oscillations of conduction electrons.  The surface 

plasmon resonance of these particles is strongly dependent upon its shape, composition 

and size of the particle and its local environment.37-43  At the resonant frequency, a metal 

nanoparticle becomes high polarized, and the oscillating charge emits an enhanced field 

that is detectable using spectroscopic techniques.37  When metal nanoparticles are in 

close proximity to one another, the excitations become coupled thereby producing a 

distinct optical response.  When the interparticle separation between like metals 

decreases, there is a shift in the resonance frequency as well as an enhancement of the 

plasmon band.  This coupling phenomenon has been studied extensively using both 

theory37, 175 and experiments.39, 176-178  For example, “plasmon rulers” have been developed 

where plasmon coupling enables real-time monitoring of the distances between pairs of 

gold and silver dimers.46  This ability to detect very subtle molecular changes through 

modulations in optical properties makes this a popular technique for biosensing. 

A large number of studies have investigated nanoparticle systems composed of 

particles of a single metal type.  Here we optically characterize nanosystems composed 

of multiple types of metals using simulation, and theory.  The results show there are two 

resonant peaks in mixed metal nanosystems, each of which is sensitive to properties of 

the other component.  Therefore, fine tuning the resonance behavior of these mixed 
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metal systems could provide new signatures for molecular detection which could lead to 

an increase in sensitivity.  The potential for DNA nanostructures to pattern nanoparticle 

arrays with multiple metal types motivates this research to develop the theoretical 

models and run simulations to design multi-metal systems with high sensitivity and 

optical responses for the subsequent assembly on DNA nanostructures.  Utilizing DNA 

nanostructure’s ability to organize metal particles in conjunction with the detection of 

molecular changes using optical techniques will be a powerful tool for biosensing. 

9.3 Methods and Materials 

 9.3.1 Fabrication and Characterization of Metal Patterned Substrates 

The surface immobilized metal nanoparticles investigated here are made using 

electron beam lithography.  For this system, a four step process is employed. First, 950K 

PMMA is spin coated on an etched silicon surface.  Next, an electron beam (FEI XL30 

SEM-FEG microscope) writes a user designed pattern in the PMMA.  The PMMA is 

developed and then metal is deposited on the surface using electron beam evaporation 

(CHA Industries Solution E-beam evaporator).  After metal deposition, acetone is used 

to lift off the remaining PMMA and metal leaving only metal only in the patterned areas. 
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Figure 124 Steps of Electron Beam Lithography 

 

These steps result in a single metal surface, a surface with two metals requires 

another stage of patterning and metal deposition.  A pattern is designed with both 

metals (Figure 126a), the first metal pattern is completed as described above (Figure 

126b).  The second step repeats the lithographic process, writing only the second metal 

pattern on the surface.  The second metal is then deposited on the surface and after lift-

off, the pattern is complete (Figure 126c). 

 

 

Figure 125 Example of lithographic mixed metal surface.  A) diagram of 
surface, B)100x optical image of gold pattern C)100x optical image of gold/silver 

pattern. Squares have 1 μm sides and the separation between gold and silver squares 
is 500 nm.  The edges of the center triangle are 2 μm and the tip of the triangle 

represents the origin of the pattern.  The images were acquired on a LEICA DMLM 
microscope and its use is courtesy of the laboratory of Ben Yellen.   
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The mixed metal surfaces are characterized by a Digital Instruments Atomic 

Force Microscope (AFM) and a FEI XL30 SEM-FEG scanning electron microscope (SEM).  

SEM allows determination of the in-plane width and interparticle spacing but this 

characterization technique lacks the ability to easily measure the height of the features.  

The AFM uses a fine tip which taps along the surface measuring changes in the surface 

topography.  This allows for the measurements of the separation between particles, as 

well as, the determination of the height, width, and length of the features. 

9.3.2 Light Scattering on a Planar Surface  

Single particle scattering measurements of the surfaces are obtained with a dark 

field confocal microscope.  The sample is illuminated through a 100x objective by white 

light from a 75 watt Xe arc lamp, and the scattered radiation is collected by the same 

objective.  The scattered light is either sent to a Nikon D70 digital SLR camera to obtain a 

color image of an entire array, or a single scattering spectra is observed.  During the 

spectra collection process, light is scattered off a nanoparticle (or pair of particles) and 

collected by the microscope (Action Pro 2300i spectrometer with a Coolsnap HQ CCD 

detector), aperatured by a pinhole at the image plane to remove the background and re-

focused to the slit entrance of the spectrometer.  Due to the diffraction limitations of 

imaging nanometer scale features, the edges of the particles cannot be resolved.  Figure 

127 is an example of the image produced by the microscope.  The pattern is a 4x4 array 

of 100 nm gold/silver dimers where the distance between particles is 100 nm and each 
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set of dimers is separated by 2 μm.  Currently, the light is unpolarized and due to the 

high difference between the substrate and air, the vertical mode is predominant.  This is 

observed by the donut-like shape of the optical image. 

 

 

Figure 126 A) Diagram of a Dark Field Microscope B) an optical image of a 4x4 
array of gold/silver dimers 

 

9.3.3 Absorbance and Scattering of Metal Nanoparticles 

9.3.3.1 Background 

Each noble metal responds differently to electromagnetic radiation.  The 

resonance condition for each metal type is driven by the components of the real and 

imaginary parts of its dielectric function.  The real part of the dielectric function, Re{ε}, 

determines the plasmon band location while the imaginary part, Im{ε} determines the 

absorbance at a given wavelength.  As shown in Figure 127 for silver and gold, the 

intersection of -2χn2 and Re{ε}, where n is the index of refraction of the medium and χ is 

the coupling factor, identifies the wavelength, λ*, at which the dielectric function 
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satisfies the resonance condition (Re{ε}=-2χn2 ) for small metal nanospheres.  For a single 

nanoparticle of silver or gold in air, the peak wavelength, λ*, is 355 nm and 490 nm, 

respectively.  The insets in Figure 128 are spectra for a single 20 nm gold and silver 

nanosphere in air. 
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Figure 127 Dielectric functions for silver and gold. 179-181 Solid lines are the real 
parts,  Re{ε}, that determine the plasmon band location; dotted lines are the imaginary 

parts, Im{ε}.The intersection of the dark black line at -2 and Re{ε}for a given metal 
identifies the wavelength, λ*, at which the dielectric function satisfies the resonance 
condition (Re{ε}=-2χn2 ) for small metal nanospheres (χ=1) in air (n=1).  For a silver 
nanosphere, λ* is 355 nm, while for a gold particle, the resonance is at 490 nm.  The 

inset spectra for single 20 nm gold or silver nanospheres in air display resonances at 
wavelengths consistent with the small sphere resonance condition.179-181 
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9.3.3.2 Discrete Dipole Approximation 

Discrete dipole approximation (DDA)182 is a time-independent method, 

developed and implemented by Drain, Goodman, and Flatau to calculate the scattering 

and absorbance of a collection of point charges.  DDA calculates the 4x4 scattering 

matrix, or Mueller matrix, for scattering by a single particle.  This matrix contains the 

Stokes parameters of the light scattered measure the sum of the individual particle 

scattering matrices.  The scattering of tiles is reported using S11 which is the Stoke 

parameter of scattered light and specifies the angular distribution of the scattered light 

given unpolarized incident light, 

 11SI

I

i

s =  [9.1] 

Where Ii is the unpolarized light of irradiance and Is is the intensity of scattered 

light.183   

9.3.3.3 Multipole 

Spectral simulations were performed using a multi-wavelength 

implementation184 of the Mackowski and Mishenko T-matrix code.185 At each 

wavelength, T-matrices for the nanoparticle chains were constructed from single particle 

T-matrices transformed to the chain center. The calculations were fully converged with 

respect to multipole order.  There are two main modes in illumination corresponding to 

a perpendicular or parallel polarization.  Parallel polarization excites on-axis modes 
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which present higher coupling than that of off-axis modes, perpendicular polarization.  

For this reason, these results focus on the on-axis modes. 

 

Figure 128 Simulated extinction spectra of gold/silver dimers compared to 
single particles of gold (black) and silver (green).  The separation of the dimers varies 

from 5 nm (thick blue) to 40 nm (dashed blue).  This demonstrates that at large 
separations the particles at independently 

 

9.4 Coupling of Metal Nanoparticles on Planar Surfaces 

The preceding simulations and theory assume that the refractive index of the 

medium is constant.  However, in practice, biosensors are built upon a substrate (often 

silica), and exposed to fluid on one side only.  Thus, it is important to analyze whether 

this varying refractive index of the substrate will change the sensitivity.  There are three 

primary single metal nanoconfigurations on substrates that have been studied 

experimentally and using theory- dimers,39, 176, 177, 186-188 chains,189-191 and arrays.192-194  In all 

configurations the optical response of the particle system is dependent on particle 

geometry, the dielectric environment, and the polarization of the incident light.  
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Experimental results for dimers and chains have found that when the polarization 

direction of the incident light is parallel to the particle axis, the extinction and scattering 

spectra red shift as particle separation decreases.176-178  Alternately, when the incident 

light is polarized perpendicular to the particle axis and separation decreases, a slight 

blue shift occurs.176, 177, 189, 193, 194  However, these results are all specific to nanosystems 

formed of metal components of like composition; nanosystems composed of more than 

one type of metal have not been explored.  This research investigates systems composed 

of both gold and silver components to explore the optical characteristics exhibited by 

these nanostructures. 

9.4.1 Surface Scattering of Lithographically Templated Metal 
Nanostructures 

Initially, single gold particles and gold dimers with separations of 25 nm and 50 

nm were characterized.  The gold squares are 110 nm (10 nm adhesion layer) x 100 nm x 

100 nm.  Figure 129 is SEM images of the gold patterns.  Here, the single particle is 

approximately 95.34 nm and appears oblong.  This horizontal distortion in these SEM 

images is most likely due to instrumental limitations.  The estimated 25 nm and 50 nm, 

separations of the gold squares are approximately 38.13 nm and 47.67 nm, respectively. 
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Figure 129 SEM images of a single gold particle and gold particle pairs of 
different separations. A) single particle b) 25 nm separation c)50 nm separation  

Topographical images of a single gold particle and a gold particle pair with a 

50nm separation were imaged using atomic force microscopy.  The height and width of 

a single gold particle was 107.95 nm and 154.96 nm, respectively.  The separation 

between the 50 nm particles characterized by AFM was 39 nm.  The heights of the 50 nm 

particles are within 1 nm of the expected value, 110 nm.   

 

Figure 130 Atomic Force Microscopy of three dimensional images (A,C,E) and 
sectional images (B,D,F) of A,B) Single gold particle with a height (107.95 nm) and 
width (154.96 nm) C,D) 50 nm separated Gold dimer where the actual separation is 

39.828 nm and the height is 109.08 nm. 
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Scattering spectra from single gold particles and gold dimers at various 

separations are found in Figure 132.  Here, the single gold particle scatters less than the 

gold particle pairs.  As the separation decreases, the gold resonance dampens and red 

shifts.  The red shift is commonly seen in particles bound to a substrate when there is an 

on-axis polarization of light.  This data is not polarized therefore the scattering is an 

average over all polarization directions. 

Single Au Particle
Au Dimer: 25 nm Separation

Au Dimer: 50 nm Separation

 

Figure 131 Scattering Spectra of single gold particle (blue) and gold dimers 
with edge-to-edge separations of 25 nm (black), 50 nm (green) 

Using the two-stage lithography technique, mixed metal surfaces are prepared 

composed of gold and silver. Similarly to the gold dimers, patterned squares of mixed 

metal pairs are separated by 50 nm or 100 nm.  The height of the silver particles is 100 

nm while the gold height is 110 nm due to the 10nm titanium adhesion layer.  Both the 
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width and the length are 100 nm.  SEM images for the varying separations are shown in 

Figure 133.  The user defined pattern has spacings of 50 nm and 100 nm between the 

particles but SEM measurements show that the separations are 36.06 nm and 86.45 nm. 

 

 

Figure 132 SEM images of mixed metal pairs A) 50 nm separation (actual 
separation: 36.06 nm) and B) 100 nm separation (actual separation 86.45 nm) 

 

In Figure 133 and Figure 134, single particle scattering spectra of a silver dimer, a 

gold dimer, and a mixed metal dimer are presented.  The interparticle separation for all 

three dimers is 100 nm.  Both single metal dimers support one resonant peak while the 

gold/silver dimer supports two plasmon bands.  The noise in the spectra around 450 nm 

is believed to be due to substrate effects.  While it is difficult to quantitatively compare 

scattering intensities, the qualitative agreement between these experiments and the 

simulated spectra presented in the preceding sections. 
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Figure 133 Scattering Spectra of a Silver (red) and Gold (blue) dimer.  Particle 
size:100 nm, height, 110 nm, separation: 100 nm 

 

 

Figure 134 Scattering Spectra of a Silver/Gold dimer.  Particle size:100 nm, 
height, 110 nm, separation: 100 nm 
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9.4.2 Surface Scattering Simulations of Metal Nanoparticles on a 
Planar Surface 

Using a discrete dipole approximate (DDA), the extinction spectra was simulated 

for a gold-silver particle pair on a silicon surface.  Here the metals were modeled using 

squares with dimensions 2 nm x 4 nm x 4 nm.  As seen in the simulation of mixed metal 

dimers, there are two resonance peaks corresponding to the silver and gold band.  When 

the edge to edge separation increased from 2 nm to 5 nm, the silver band did not change 

while the gold band was enhanced.  While it has been this does not correspond to the 

results of mixed metal dimers.  As mentioned previously, as the separation between 

mixed metal nanoparticle pair decreases, there is an enhancement of the gold band and a 

dampening of the silver band.  Here, the substrate and shape of the particles influences 

the optical signature such that this dampening of silver is not observed and the gold is 

damped instead of enhanced.  While the understanding of nature of this observed 

optical phenomenon is out of the scope of this paper, more work should be done to 

explore the possible reason for this difference as well as potential conditions by which 

there are more observable shifts in resonance peak and dampening or enhancement of 

the gold and silver resonance. 
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Figure 135 Simulated optical spectra for a gold and silver nanosquare on a 
silicon substrate and the response to decreasing separation from 5 nm (red) to 2 nm 

(black) 

 

9.5 Strategies for Enhanced Coupling of Metal Particles 

The numerous ways in which metal nanoparticles’ resonance wavelength shifts 

due to intrinsic (i.e. size, shape) and external factors (i.e. refractive index of medium), 

make them a versatile tool for molecular detection.  However, the advancement of this 

field relies heavily on optimizing and enhancing the signal from these metal 

nanoparticles systems.  The preceding sections address the challenge of the optimization 

and enhancement of this molecular detection technique.  Through simulations, the effect 

of (1) index of refraction, (2) interparticle separation, and (3) metal particle bridging on 

coupling is determined for single metal and mixed metal particle pairs. 
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9.5.1 Effects of Index of Refraction and Particle Separation on 
Coupling 

Spectral simulations were performed using a multi-wavelength 

implementation184 of the Mackowski and Mishenko T-matrix code.185 At each 

wavelength, T-matrices for the nanoparticle chains were constructed from single particle 

T-matrices transformed to the chain center. The calculations were fully converged with 

respect to multipole order. The simulations were performed to determine the effect of 

particle separation and index of refraction change of the medium on absorbance for 

single gold and silver metal dimers and a silver-gold particle pair.  While many studies 

have already focused upon the effect of separation and medium RI on gold and silver 

metal dimers, a comprehensive comparison of how the effects vary between single metal 

and multi-metal systems has not been performed.  Figure 136 displays the simulated 

extinction spectra for a pair of silver dimers and gold dimers.  In both examples, when 

the medium’s index of refraction increases from 1.33 to 1.41 while maintaining the 

interparticle separation at 10 nm, the peak wavelength red shifts and enhances.  The 

range of the index refraction of the medium was chosen to encompass that of pure water 

and index of refractions commonly found in biological systems. 

When particle separation decreases from 10 nm to 5 nm, there is an increase in 

coupling between particles which creates a red shift and an enhancement of the spectra. 

Therefore, we observe that single metal dimers of gold and silver have qualitatively 
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similar responses to these changes.  The observed red shift and corresponding 

enhancement as interparticle dimer separation decreases is in agreement with results 

published elsewhere.38, 47, 195 

 

Figure 136 Simulated spectra of 50 nm silver (A) and gold (B) particles with 
respect to dielectric medium or particle separation.  Dielectric change: 1.33→1.41 (1.41 

is denoted with a grey halo) and edge-to-edge particle separation 5 nm→10 nm. 

 

Nanoparticle dimers composed of one Au and one Ag nanoparticle display two 

resonance corresponding to their unique resonant peak locations (Figure 137).  At large 

separations, the resonances are easily correlated with the single particle Ag and Au 

resonances.  As the separation between the particles decreases, the resonances occur at 

longer wavelength.  In this work, the two bands are referred to a gold and silver band 
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due to the nature of the single particle resonance.  As the index of refraction increases, 

the gold and silver band red shift.  However, when the particle separation decreases, the 

gold resonance is enhanced while the silver resonance is, dampened.  Therefore, this 

mixed-metal system responds differently to separation and RI changes than do single 

metal systems.  These results are in agreement with several reports that document 

characteristic spectral properties of au-ag coupling where there is damping of the silver 

and enhancement of the gold band.196-200  This could be highly useful in sensing systems, 

as it is impossible to tell whether a single metal system is shifting due to a change in 

separation or RI of the medium, and therefore fouling of the particle surface (leading to 

a higher local RI) could give rise to a false positive in a biosensor.  However, using 

binary metal nanostructures that support multiple plasmon bands provides a more 

robust set of spectral signatures that are sensitive to both separation and the medium’s 

index of refraction which has the potential to produce a better molecular detection 

system than that of assemblies of like components. 
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Figure 137 Simulated spectra of a 50 nm gold/silver dimer with varying 
particle separation and dielectric medium.  Dielectric change: 1.33→1.41 (denoted 

with a grey halo), edge to edge particle separation 5 nm→10 nm. 

 

9.5.2 Enhanced Coupling through Linear Chains of Mixed Metal 
Systems 

9.5.2.1 Block and Alternating mixed metal systems 

After observing that multi-metal systems have optical signatures that may offer 

increased sensitivity relative to single metal systems, we go on to model block and 

alternating mixed metal systems.  There are three peaks for a block chain which could be 

due to separate coupling between the Ag-Ag, Au-Au, and Au-Ag particles.  These 

particles are all 50 nm particles with 5 nm and the medium’s index of refraction is 1.44.  

This is also on-axis polarization.  The end result shows that different configurations of 

gold and silver particles in a chain produce very different optical signatures. 
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Figure 138 Extinction efficiency of Block and Alternating Metal Chains 
obtained using simulations 

 

9.5.2.2 Enhanced Coupling through Metal Nanoparticles Bridges 

Finally, multipole simulations were performed to see if intercalating platinum or 

silver nanoparticles between a gold particle pair would increase the gold dimer coupling 

and possibly create more sensitive molecular detection systems.  While a single silver 

particle has a narrow band, platinum has a very broad band with a single particle 

resonance near 250 nm (Figure 139).  This difference will produce unique optical 

signatures when each metal couples to gold particles.  By comparing the enhancement 

and resonance shift between the platinum-gold and silver-gold systems, one can 

differentiate between these two metal systems and learn how the coupling of these metal 

systems changes when the number of intercalating particles between the gold metal 

dimer changes. 
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Figure 139 Dielectric Functions for silver, platinum and gold. Right: Single 20 
nm particle spectra for silver platinum and gold. n=1.33 

 

Each gold particle was 50 nm in diameter and the gold particle pair remained at 

a fixed separation of 70 nm.  At this separation, there was little coupling between gold 

particles as shown by the electric field plot (Figure 142).  The intercalating platinum and 

silver particles were kept at equal volume fractions (Figure 140) while the number of 

intercalating particles varied from 2 to 4 particles.  The diameter of the platinum and 

silver particles ranged from ~16 nm to 20 nm corresponding to 4 and 2 Pt/Ag particles in 

a chain, respectively. 
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Figure 140 Schematic of mixed metal particle chains 

 

The simulated spectra along with the corresponding electric fields at the 

corresponding gold resonance are reported (Figure 142 and Figure 142).  For both 

platinum and silver the addition of particles red shifts and enhances the gold band.  The 

electric field plots for a single pair of platinum and silver particles shows very little 

coupling between 20 nm diameter particles positioned a radius apart.  However, when 

to gold particles are placed on the ends of the chain, there is an increased coupling 

between the gold dimer and the pt/ag particles in a chain.  There is a larger enhancement 

and shift in peak resonance for the Ag-Au system which suggest that the coupling 

between silver and gold would create a more sensitive detection device as compared to a 

platinum-gold system. 
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Figure 141 Extinction Spectrum for a gold dimer (yellow) and spectra with 
incalcalating platinum particles.  As the number of particles in the chain increases, 

there is a slight red shift and an enhancement. 

50nm Gold Dimer: Separation 70nm 20nm Platinum Dimer: Separation 10nm

50nm Gold Dimer/20nm Platinum Dimer 50nm Gold Dimer/20nm Platinum Trimer

λ=537nm λ=541nm

λ=541nm λ=543nm
 

Figure 142 Electric fields for gold/platinum coupling at different 
configurations 
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Figure 143 Extinction Spectrum for a gold dimer (yellow) and spectra with 
incalcalating silver particles.  As the number of particles in the chain increases, there 

is a slight red shift and an enhancement. 

50nm Gold Dimer: Separation 70nm 20nm Silver Dimer: Separation 10nm

50nm Gold Dimer/20nm Silver Dimer 50nm Gold Dimer/20nm Silver Trimer

λ=537nm λ=542nm

λ=542nm λ=547nm
 

Figure 144 Electric fields for gold/silver coupling at different configurations 
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9.6 Appendix:  

9.6.1 Sensitivity of Metal Dimers 

The sensitivity of a particle pair is determined by the shift in the resonance peak 

as the medium’s index of refraction increases or decreases.  Since the real part of a 

metal’s dielectric function determines the location of the resonance, for a single particle, 

the sensitivity can be calculated directly using the slope of the real part of a metal 

dielectric function. 

Re
(ε

)

Wavelength (nm)

Δλ

Δε

Re(ε)=-2(n+Δn)2

Re(ε)=-2n2

dn

d *λ For metal in air, n=1

 

Figure 145 Determination of sensitivity, dλ*/dn using the real part of the 
metal’s dielectric function 

For the particle pairs presented in this paper, the sensitivity was first determined 

by plotting the resonance peak location obtained through simulations versus the 

corresponding medium’s index of refraction.  There is a linear relationship between 
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peak wavelengths of various dielectric mediums at a fixed particle separation.  The slope 

of the line determines the sensitivity; the larger the slope the more sensitive the system.  

dn

d *λ

Increased 
Sensitivity

with
Decreasing
Separation

dn

d *λ

Increased 
Sensitivity

with
Decreasing
Separation

 

Figure 146 Peak locations of various indices of refraction for a 20 nm gold 
dimer at a 1 and 5 nm separation.  The sensitivity is equal to the slope of the line, 

dn

d *λ
. 

The sensitivity of the particle pair changes with changing separation.  To 

determine the trend in sensitivity with respect to the change in particle pair separation, 

the sensitivity, normalized to an index of refraction of n=1.465 was plotted against the 

corresponding peak wavelengths at that index of refraction (Figure 147).  In Figure 147 

the corresponding single metal particle sensitivities calculated elsewhere42 are also 

displayed for comparison.  The sensitivity for single metal particle pairs determined 
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using simulations show that as the sensitivity and peak wavelength increase with 

decreasing separation (5 nm→1 nm), similar to that of single metal sensitivities.  For the 

mixed metal system, the gold band follows the trends of single metal systems while the 

silver band’s sensitivity decreases with decreasing separation.  This decrease in 

sensitivity correlates with a decreasing red shift as the index of refraction increases. 

 

 

Figure 147 Sensitivity of dimers that are 20 nm in diameter.  Separations are 1 
nm, 2 nm, 3 nm, 4 nm, and 5 nm.  (■) Single Metal Dimer (▲) Mixed Metal Dimer (—) 

Single Particle Sensitivities 

 

9.6.2 Approximate Theory of Particle Pairs using Dipole Theories 

9.6.2.1 Coupled Dimers Composed of a Single Metal 

For single particles, the electric field is only due to the effect from the incident 

field.  In coupled particle systems, the field intensities of one particle depend on the 

interaction with the surrounding particles.  The full expression for the electric field 
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(E(ri)) at position ri of a dipole j≠i, with dipole moment, Pj is a function of the 

wavenumber, k , and the interparticle vetor, Rij is the interparticle separation, 
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If the polarizable entity is a noble metal nanosphere with a radius much less that 

the wavelength of the incident light (r<<λ), a single particle’s polarizability, α, can be 

expressed using a quasi-static approximation.  This polarizability is dependent on the 

radius of the particle, rrad, the medium’s index of refraction, n, and the dielectric function 

(ε) of that metal, 

 
2

2
3

2n

n
rrad +

−=
ε
εα  [9.3] 

Since the dielectric function of the metal has wavelength dependence, the 

polarizability of a particle depends on the frequency of the incident light.  Unlike single 

particles where the electric field is only due to the incident field, in coupled particle 

pairs, one can write a particle’s local field at a given site, ri, as the sum of the incident 

field Einc and the other particles’ fields at position ri, 

 )()(, i
ij

jiinciloc rEr 
≠

+= EE  [9.4] 

The incident field is the product of the initial field and a position dependent 

phase containing the location of the field at position ri and wavevector k (2πn/λ), 
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 rik
inc eEE ⋅= 0  [9.5] 

When the array is illuminated in 2 dimensions or less and aligned in the plane 

normal to the propagation direction of the incident light, the incident field has the same 

phase at all particle sites, allowing the phase to be neglected, Einc=E0.  In addition, if the 

array has 2-fold rotation symmetry around the line collinear with the polarization 

direction, such that components of the dipole fields orthogonal to the polarization 

direction sum to zero, then one can calculate the local field of neighboring particles (Ej) 

at site i using only the parallel components, Ej=GijPj.  Pj is the polarizability and Gij is the 

dipole propagator equal to,  
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The dipole propagator is simplified by setting θij and ikRij equal to 0 yielding,  

 
3

2

ijR
G =  [9.7] 

Therefore the local field can be expressed by the electric field of the incident 

light, E0, and the parallel components of the neighboring particles’ fields  

 jijloc PGEE += 0  [9.8] 

Using the relationship, locj EP 0α=  allows the local field to be a function of the 

polarizability, α0, the incident field, and the dipole propagator, 
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While α0 can always be used to calculate the polarization of a single particle from 

the local field, locj EP 0α= , a modification of the polarizability, αd, 
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allows one to calculate the polarization from the incident field on a particle 

embedded in an array. 

Knowing the polarization of a particle helps determine the peak resonant 

location.  When a particle is on resonance, the real part of the polarizability is large.  

Therefore, the resonance condition is calculated by evaluating the real parts of the 

denominator for the dressed polarizability, 
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Solving for Re{ε1}at the resonant wavelength yields 
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where χ is defined as the coupling factor where χ=1 for a single particle.  This 

concludes that the resonant peak of a metal in a coupled system depends on the radius 

of the particle, the dielectric medium, and the interparticle separation.  When there are 
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two particles in the system, χ>1 which makes 2
1

*
1 2n−<ε .  Since the peak resonance red 

shifts as Re{ε} decreases, the addition of particles red shifts the resonant peak.  Figure 

148 graphs *
metalε as a function of the peak wavelengths calculated using simulations.  As 

the dielectric medium (n) increases (1.33-1.60), the peak wavelength increases.  There is 

also an increase in peak location when comparing single particles to dimers.  This 

calculation reflects the trends in the multipole simulations thus allowing the multipole 

effects of coupled dimers to be explained using dipole calculations. 

 

N= 1.33→1.60N= 1.33→1.60

 

Figure 148 Comparison of Chi values for gold (■) and silver (▲) particles.  
Edge-to-edge separation is varied from 1 nm (red) to 5 nm (blue) and dielectric 

medium increase 1.33-1.60 (left to right) 
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9.6.6.2 Coupled Dimers Composed of a Gold and Silver Particle 

For an assembly of particles, the dipole moment of particle i, iloci EP ,α= , is 

proportional to the local field, Eloc,i, which is the sum of the incident field Einc and the 

fields, Ei,j, of other particles, j.  For a particle pair, 
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Unlike single metal pairs, the polarizability of each particle in mixed metal 

systems differs, 21 αα ≠ .  When the particle pair is aligned parallel to the polarization 

direction of light, the field propagators are equal GGG jiij ≡≡  and ji μμ ≠ . 

Solving for the local field shows how the coupled polarizability depends on the 

individual polarizations of the particles. 
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Once again, the resonance condition occurs when the polarizability is large.  

When real part of the denominator is set to zero,  

 { } 01Re 2
21 =− Gαα  [9.15] 

Here, the polarizations of the particles i (1) and j (2) are  
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Equation 9.17 is broken down into real and imaginary components using phasor 

notation, where A1 is the magnitude and 1φ  is the phase of 
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Therefore, when ikRe
R

G
3

2= , where R equals the interparticle 

separation, SrrR ++= 21 , Equation 9.19 becomes 
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Multiplying through by 2
2 2n+ε and setting f=

6








R

r
 Equation 9.20 becomes 
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Collecting like terms, 
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Substituting 2ε for its real and imaginary components, ''
2

'
2 εε i+  and applying 

the identity, )2sin()2cos( 11
)2( 1 kRikRe kRi +−+=+ φφφ  yields 
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Multiplying ''
2

'
2 εε i+  through and taking the real parts of both sides Equation 22 

becomes, 
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Solving for '
2ε  and applying the near-field approximation (kR<<1) which 

determines the influence of the particle composed of metal 1 on the resonance of particle 

composed of metal 2 is 
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such that χε 2*
2 2n−=′  where 

∗
2ε  is the real part of the dielectric at the resonant 

wavelength for metal 2 and χ is the coupling factor between particles, 
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Here, the coupling factor is dependent on the dielectric function of metal 1, the 

medium’s index of refraction (n), interparticle separation (R), the radii (r1 and r2), the 

magnitude, A1, and the imaginary part of metal 2. 

Graphing 2n2χ vs the peak wavelength locations collected from the multipole 

simulations shows a red shift for both the gold and silver band as the medium’s 

dielectric increases.  Since χ increases as n increases, the approximation of χ in Equation 

24 successfully captures the shift exhibited in the multipole data.  There is also an 

increase in χ as the particle separation decreases which lowers the value of *
iε  signifying 

a red shift.  This information determines that the trends in resonant location due to 
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particle separation and change of the medium’s dielectric of a pair of mixed metal 

dimers can be described by dipole interactions. 

 

N= 1.33→1.60N= 1.33→1.60

 

Figure 149 Comparison of Chi values for single gold (■) and silver (▲) 
particles and the gold and silver bands from a dimer comprised of a gold and silver 

particle.  Edge-to-edge separation varies from 1 nm (red) to 5 nm (blue) and the index 
of refractions are 1.33, 1.41, 1.5, and 1.6 (increases from left to right) 

 

The trend in peak location as a function of 2*χ*n2 for particle pairs of like metal 

and mixed metal pairs shows the difference in spectral signatures of these two systems.  

For single metal particle pairs, there is an increasing upward trend in resonant peak 

location as the index of the medium increase.  The slope of this trend also increases with 

decreasing separation.  One can also observe that the spectral shift in resonance is large 

for a silver dimer as separation decreases relative to that of a gold dimer.  For a mixed 
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particle pair, there is a larger resonant shift with decreasing separation for gold than that 

of the small shift in the silver band.  Additionally, while the slope of the location of the 

resonance versus 2*χ*n2 increases with decreasing separation, there is a decrease in the 

slope for the corresponding silver band. 
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10. Conclusions and Future Work 

10.1 Conclusions 

The age of information technology has brought with it a revolution in the world 

of science.  It is no longer a time where discovery and creation are insular activities- 

rather research has evolved into an interdisciplinary activity where knowledge is 

transferred and shared across all disciplines.  Nanotechnology is an example of an 

emerging field that relies heavily on contributions from biology, chemistry, physics and 

computer science to investigate a variety of nanoscale phenomena.  One of the most 

popular areas of study attempts to answer a fundamental question about 

nanotechnology- what are the limits of miniaturization?  The cross-disciplinary research 

presented here explores the limits of miniaturization by investigating the physical, 

optical, and structural characteristics of nanoscale assembly in an effort to advance 

engineered nanoassemblies from proof of concept to practical applications. 

This work has advanced the field of DNA nanotechnology by using optical 

characterization techniques to develop a toolbox with which researchers can monitor the 

molecular assembly of DNA nanostructures in solution, measure the structural 

dimensions of DNA nanostructures in solution, and detect the hybridization and 

dehybridization of DNA nanostructures immobilized on a planar surface.  While 

researchers are constantly designing novel structures using DNA self-assembly, new 

characterization techniques are required to further understand which system variables 
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can be used to engineer desired structures.  The primary technique, atomic force 

microscopy allows for direct imaging of DNA nanostructures on a surface with 

nanometer resolution, however does not provide information about DNA assembly.  

Using the techniques presented in this paper, DNA nanostructures are characterized 

with sub-nanometer resolution.  We use small angle x-ray scattering to measure the 

separation between helices of a single DNA tile and UV-vis and elastic scattering 

spectroscopy to study the molecular assembly of DNA nanostructures.  These 

spectroscopic techniques demonstrate that the complexity of the DNA nanostructure 

influences the thermodynamic properties of self-assembly.  This addresses a major 

limitation in the study and engineering of DNA nanostructures- the inability to create 

high yields of defect-free structures.  The results presented in this work make it possible 

to significantly increase yields of defect-free nanostructures by regulating the 

temperature at which the DNA nanostructures assemble.   

Through the use of real-time label-free detection methods, SPR and QCM, we 

demonstrate that the kinetics, hybridization efficiency and surface coverage of DNA 

nanostructures hybridizing to a surface can be measured.  Furthermore, we performed 

surface experiments on a variety of DNA nanostructures and determined that 

multivalent interactions play an important role in the stability of surface bound DNA 

nanostructures.  Designing DNA nanostructures with multiple attachment points on the 

surface increases the dehybridization temperature and the equilibrium constant.  These 
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trends give rise to the ability to selectively attach DNA nanostructures by controlling the 

temperature and concentration of the DNA nanostructure. 

In addition to the work in DNA nanotechnology, we present a novel technique 

that uses systems with multi-metal components to enhance optical signals.  Based on 

simulations of gold-silver dimer pairs, we determine that as the particle separation 

decreases, there is an enhancement at the gold band but a damping of at the silver band.  

Using a coupled dipole approximation we determine that the trends in resonant location 

due to particle separation and change of the medium’s dielectric of a pair of mixed metal 

dimers can be described by dipole interactions.  Therefore, we conclude that silver-gold 

coupling depends on the dielectric function of gold, the medium’s index of refraction, 

the interparticle separation, the radius each particle and the imaginary part of the silver 

dielectric function.  We also demonstrate that bridging two gold particles with platinum 

or silver increases the coupling of the gold nanoparticles which gives rise to 

enhancement at the gold resonance.   

10.2 Future Directions 

The fields of nano-optics and DNA nanotechnology are constantly evolving as 

researchers present new applications for nanoscale devices.  While the work presented 

here focuses on how nano-optics can fuel new developments in DNA nanotechnology, 

future research will focus on how DNA nanotechnology can develop the field of nano-

optics. 
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Chapter 9 focuses on how optical signals can be enhanced using nano-sensing 

systems comprised of multiple metal types.  The current research in nano-optics focuses 

on organizing assemblies of nanoparticles comprised of single metal types, such as gold.  

Similarly, current research in DNA nanotechnology focuses on organizing gold 

nanoparticles in 1-D and 2-D programmed arrays.12, 16, 17, 201-204  Given the 

programmability of DNA nanostructures, we believe it is possible to create an array 

comprised of a variety of metal nanoparticles.  The spatial resolution of DNA 

nanostructures would also allow for direct comparison between experimental data and 

simulations.  Research has already proven that silver19, 205 and platinum18 can bind to 

strands of DNA and upon subsequent reduction, form nucleation centers for metal 

cluster growth.  Therefore, if the coupling between gold nanoparticles on DNA 

nanostructures is weak, making coupling hard to observe using dark field microscopy, it 

would be possible to intercalate platinum or silver to increase the coupling.  The results 

of these experiments could confirm that the signal enhancement at the gold band in the 

presence of platinum or silver. 

The further development of organized assembly of metal particles on DNA 

nanostructures will rely on the directed programmed assembly of DNA nanostructures 

on a surface.  We have conducted preliminary research on the directed assembly of 

DNA strands on lithographically templated metal islands and have shown that DNA 
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can be immobilized with fluorescent DNA and observed using dark field microscopy. 

(Figure 150) 

 

 

Figure 150 Fluorescence images of fluorescently labeled single stranded DNA 
bound to gold squares of various size. A) 6μm B) 4μm C) 2μm.  Illumination was 
provided using a 632.8 nm HeNe laser with a 300μm spot size, 25mW power, and 

glancing incident of 60°. 

 

The future work could focus on using concentration and temperature control, 

two variables which this research has found to effect the attachment of DNA 

nanostructures to the surface, to further refine the directed assembly of DNA 

nanostructures on a substrate.  Figure 151 depicts a system whereby partially attached 

DNA nanostructures can be melted off the surface using temperature. 
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Increasing
Temperature

Stage 1 Stage 2

  

Figure 151 Temperature-dependent stability of DNA nanostructure 
interactions with surfaces. Schematic of programmed positioning technique Stage 1) 
Partially and fully attached DNA nanostructures to a gold nanostructure on silicon 

Stage 2) Release of partially attached DNA nanostructure due to temperature 
regulation 

 

This concept design directly relates to the results presented here which state that the 

stability of DNA nanostructures increases with the number of multivalent interactions 

with the surface.  In this schematic, the fully attached structure does not melt from the 

surface due to the stability inherent to DNA nanostructure fully anchored to the surface. 

Finally, this paper has only begun to investigate the DNA hybridization to the 

surface using QCM and SPR- the capabilities of these instruments and other surface 

characterization techniques for the use in DNA nanotechnology are not fully realized.  

While the effective thickness and density of the DNA film can be determined using the 

complementary techniques of QCM and SPR, other techniques enable the simultaneous 

measurement of density and thickness.  Custom instruments incorporate ellipsometry 

and QCM to simultaneously measure the thickness of the film and mass uptake.206  

Alternatively, the QCM data is obtained and subsequently the crystal is analyzed using 
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ellipsometry or AFM.159, 207  When fitting the QCM data with either the Sauerbrey or 

Voigt models, the thickness obtained by ellipsometry or AFM can then be used to 

decouple the mass uptake into its two components- density and thickness of the film.  

Future work could also expand the isothermal experiments using the SPR to include 

more temperatures allowing for the calculation of thermodynamic properties of tile 

binding to a surface using SPR.  Future work investigating the kinetics of DNA tile 

attachment obtained using SPR at a numerous temperatures would allow for the 

comparison of the thermodynamics of DNA tile on a surface to DNA tile to linker in 

solution. 

The development of nanoscience relies on the cross pollination between many 

fields.  This research is just one example of how two nano-fields, nano-optics and DNA 

nanotechnology, form a symbiotic relationship that results in novel research and 

advancements in science.  It is our belief that if scientific discoveries keep evolving from 

interdisplinary research and collaborations, there will continue to be, “plenty of room at 

the bottom.”208 
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